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Abstract 
 
The aim of this research was to demonstrate the creative potential of a particular type of 
coloured flat glass. This glass is produced in Russia and is known as Russian glass. The 
present researcher has refined methods used by Baltic glass artists to create three-
dimensional artworks. The examination of the development of glass techniques in 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania was necessary in order to identify these methods and to 
contextualize the researcher’s personal practice. This study describes for the first time 
the development of glass art techniques in the Baltic States from the 1950s to the 
present day.  
 
A multi-method approach was used to address research issues from the perspective of 
the glass practitioner. The methods consisted of the development of sketches, models 
and glass artworks using existing and unique assembling methods. The artworks 
underlined the creative potential of flat material and gave rise to a reduction in costs. In 
conjunction with these methods, the case studies focused on the identification of 
similarities among Baltic glass practices and similarities of approach to using various 
glass techniques. The collaboration with peers and participation at glass events served 
to position the researcher’s personal practice in the context of glass art in the Baltic 
States. 
 
The practical results of this research demonstrated the potential of Russian glass in the 
creation of three-dimensional artworks in several ways. The theoretical results also 
identified the importance of traditional culture and influences among contemporary 
Baltic glass artists. Links were established between the researcher’s personal practice 
and the common principles behind that of Baltic artists. The thesis provides 
practitioners and glass professionals with a significant body of knowledge. The 
artworks which form part of this thesis demonstrate the potential of the techniques and, 
it is to be hoped, pave the way for further investigation and development by other glass 
practitioners. 
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    Glass blocks and concrete 
(Šimkus, 1984, illus. 2).             72 
 
Figure 96:   Algimantas Stoškus ‘Song of life’ 1963-1965 
    Glass blocks, cement and metal construction; 250 cm x 375 cm 
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, illus. 5).           73 
 
Figure 97:   Algimantas Stoškus ‘Song of life’ (detail) 1963-1965  
    Glass blocks, cement and metal construction; 250 x 375 cm 
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, illus. 11).           73 
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Figure 98:   Algimantas Stoškus ‘Space fantasy’ 1965 
    Glass blocks, metal and cement; 115 x 215 cm                             
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, illus. 14).           74 
 
Figure 99:   René Roubíček, Abstract installation at EXPO’58 in Brussels 
    Glass blocks and metal; 300 cm x 220 cm x 160 cm 
(Petrová, 2001a, p. 48, illus. 34).          74 
 
Figure 100:  Kazimieras Morkūnas ‘A hymn of labour’  
at Expo’67 in Montreal 
    Glass blocks, metal and concrete; 160 cm x 720 cm 
(Šimkus, 1984, illus. 5).             74 
 
Figure 101:   Algimantas Stoškus and Antanas Garbauskas ‘Motherland’  
at Expo’67 in Montreal 
  Glass blocks, metal and concrete; 160 cm x 900 cm 
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, p.164, illus. 28).         75 
 
Figure 102:   Algimantas Stoškus, Glass composition at the USSR  
exhibition in London 1968 
  Glass blocks and metal rods; 800 cm x 200 cm x 200 cm 
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, p.167, illus. 38).         75 
 
Figure 103:   Ludis Bērziņš ‘Firebird’ 1967 
    Glass blocks and metal; 60 cm x 84 cm 
    The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 55, illus. 619).   76 
 
Figure 104:   Arnolds Vilbergs ‘Colonna’ in The ‘Riga’ Hotel 1966  
    Glass blocks and metal construction       
Photo courtesy of Arnolds Vilbergs.          76 
 
Figure 105:   Kazimieras Morkūnas ‘Soviet youth’ for the Expo’70 in Osaka 
    Glass blocks, cement and metal construction  
(Šimkus, 1984, illus.10).             77 
 
Figure 106:   Konstantinas Šatunas ‘Youth’ 1970 
Glass blocks, metal and concrete; 2.3 m2 
The Registry Office in Silutes. (Šatunas, 2002).       77 
 
Figure 107:  Nora Cēsniece, Stained glass at the LSSR Academic 
research library 1984  
  Glass metal and cement 
Photo by Anna Vesele  .            77 
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Figure 108:   Tenis Grasis Senior ‘Object’ 1970s 
    Glass blocks and stoneware 
(Grasis, 1979, illus. 93).             77 
 
Figure 109:   Algimantas Stoškus ‘Flight’ in the Kaunas branch of the  
Institute of Urban Construction Design 1975-1977 
  Glass blocks and metal; 460 cm x 100 cm x 100 cm 
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, illus. 72).           78 
 
Figure 110:   Algimantas Stoškus ‘Flight’ in the Kaunas branch of the  
Institute of Urban Construction Design (detail) 1975-1977 
  (Ramanauskaitė, 1989, illus. 74).           78 
 
Figure 111:   Algimantas Stoškus ‘Festive suit’ 1979-1981 
Glass blocks and metal; 920 cm x 200 cm x 75 cm 
Administrative Building in Vilnius.  
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, illus. 78).           79 
    
Figure 112:   Algimantas Stoškus ‘Pulse of life’ 1984-1985 
Glass blocks and metal; 285 cm x 250 cm x 250 cm 
Recreational Park in Juknaičiai, Lithuania.  
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, illus. 90).           79 
 
Figure 113:  Irena Navickaitė – Lipienė, Light installation 
    Glass blocks and metal     
Photo courtesy of Raimonda Simanaitienė.         79 
 
Figure 114:   Aet Andresma, Light installation 1979 
    Blown glass blocks and metal 
    Pirita Beach Hotel, Tallinn. Photo by Ülo Josing.  
(Raun, 1996, p. 74).               79 
 
Figure 115:   Helle Põld ‘Electrification’ 1967 
    Crystal, engraving; h 26.5 cm 
Photo by Ferdinand Kuziumov. (Voronov, 1981, illus. 103).   81 
 
Figure 116:   Silvia Raudvee ‘Red and blue’ 1968 
Blown glass; h 25 cm  
Photo by Ferdinand Kuziumov. (Voronov, 1981, illus. 192).   81 
 
Figure 117:   Gražina Didžiunaitė, Set of two vases 1969 
    Pressed glass; h 30 cm Ø 12.5 cm, h 10.5cm Ø 22.5 cm 
(Natalevičienė, 2001).             82 
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Figure 118:   Sandra Bērziņa-Skrauce, Decorative vase 1968  
    Free blown vase; 23.2 cm x 21 cm x 19.5 cm       
The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 54, illus. 585).   82 
 
Figure 119:   Maie Liivik-Mikof ‘Pencils’ 1977 
    Free blown glass; h 35 cm 
    Estonian Museum of Applied Art and Design 
Photo Ferdinand Kuziumov. (Voronov, 1981, illus. 179).     83 
 
Figure 120:   Maie-Ann Raun ‘Autumn raindrops’ 1977  
    Free blown glass; h 35 cm-32 cm 
    The Estonian Art Foundation. Photo by Ülo Josing.  
(Raun, 1996, p. 45).               83 
 
Figure 121:   Algimantas Žilys, Decorative composition 1976 
    Free blown glass; h 24 cm-40 cm 
(Natalevičienė, 2001).             84 
 
Figure 122:  Gražina Didžiunaitė, Decorative composition 1981 
    Blown multi-layered sulphide glass   
(Natalevičienė, 2001).             84 
 
Figure 123:   Ludmila Safronova, Vases 1976 
    Blown and ground glass; h 47 cm Ø10.5 cm  
    The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 78, illus. 6373).   84 
 
Figure 124:   Skaidrīte Rikša, Non functional vases 1970 
Blown glass; h 9.5 cm Ø 12 cm, h 3 cm Ø 17 cm, h 12 cm Ø 11 cm 
    The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 66, illus. 6062).   84 
 
Figure 125:   Juris Dunovskis ‘Signal I-II’ 1986 
    Free blown glass; h 50.5 cm Ø 16 cm, h 33.5 cm Ø 16 cm 
    The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 84, illus. 1611).   85 
 
Figure 126:   Dainis Gudovskis ‘Objects I-II’ 1988 
    Blown glass; 33.5 cm x 12 cm x 10 cm, 33 cm x 13 cm x 10 cm 
    The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 102, illus. 2209).   85 
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Figure 127:   Arnolds Vilbergs ‘Sea bulls I-II’ 1987 
    Blown glass; 19 cm x 20 cm x 11 cm, 14 cm x 34 cm x 10 cm 
    The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 131, illus. 7724).   85 
 
Figure 128:  Sandra Bērziņa-Skrauce ‘Piebalga motif’ 1985 
    Blown glass; h 13.5 cm Ø 26.5 cm, h 12 cm Ø 28 cm 
    The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design        
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 54, illus. 597).   85 
 
Figure 129:   Kersti Vaks ‘February’ 1987 
    Blown multi-layered glass; 18 cm 
Photo by Ülo Josing. (Raun, 1996, p. 34).         86 
   
Figure 130:   Eino Mäelt ‘Crater’ 1987  
    Hot-centrifuged glass  
Photo by  Ülo Josing. (Tiivel, 2006, p. 38).         86 
 
Figure 131:  Algimantas Žilys ‘Composition’ 1987 
    Free blown glass; h 53 cm 
(Natalevičienė, 2001).             87 
 
Figure 132:   Alfonsas Binkis ‘Decorative’ 1984  
    Blown glass; h 28 cm 
(Anonymous, 1988, p. 56).             87 
 
Figure 133:   Arūnas Daugėla ‘XXX’ 
    Blown glass and metal 
    Photo courtesy of Raimonda Simanaitienė.        88 
 
Figure 134:   Valmantas Gutauskas, Object at The Kaunas Public  
Library 1987 
    Glass and metal 
Photo courtesy of Valmantas Gutauskas.        88 
   
Figure 135:   Juris Dunovskis ‘Object II’ 1999  
    Blown and cast glass 
(Martinsone, 2000b, p.13).             89 
 
Figure 136:   Dainis Gudovskis ‘Wings of the night’ 2001 
    Blown glass    
(Simanaitienė, 2002, p. 26).            89 
               
Figure 137:   Arūnas Daugėla ‘Re…’ 2002 
    Blown, hot poured and polished glass 
Photo courtesy of Raimonda Simanaitienė.         90 XXII 
Figure 138:   Artūras Rimkēvičius ‘Relax F.M’ 2006 
    Blown glass 
(Stiklo Menas, 2008).               90 
 
Figure 139:   Kai Koppel ‘Green mystery’ 1993 
    Blown glass 
Estonian Museum of Applied Art and Design. (Tiivel, no date).  90 
 
Figure 140:   Tiina Sarapu ‘Roundelay’ 2004 
    Blown glass   
Photo courtesy of Tiina Sarapu (www.glass.ee).      91 
 
Figure 141:   Eeva Käsper ‘Smell of flicker’ 2007 
    Hot worked glass; Ø 40 cm 
Photo courtesy of Eeva Käsper (www.glass.ee).      91 
 
Figure 142:   Kati Kerstne ‘Vessels’ 2005/2006  
    Blown glass 
Photo by Anna Vesele.            92 
 
Figure 143:   Kairi Orgusaar ‘Fresh air pipes’ 2005  
Blown glass   
Photo by Anna Vesele.            92 
 
Figure 144:   Julija Počiutė ‘Present’ 2006 
    Blown glass and textiles 
(Stiklo Menas, 2008).               93 
 
Figure 145:   Eglė Kartanaitė ‘Drop of milk’ 2006 
    Blown glass 
(Stiklo Menas, 2008).               93 
 
Figure 146:  Inguna Audere ‘Tree of life’ 2002 
    Blown glass and textiles 
(East Meets West, 2005).             93 
 
Figure 147:   Ilze Dūdiņa ‘Archetype’ 2004  
    Blown glass and textiles 
    Photo courtesy of Ilze Dūdiņa.          93 
 
Figure 148:   Dainis Gudovskis ‘Smoke rising behind mountain’ 2008 
    Blown glass   
Photo by Anna Vesele.            94 
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Figure 149:   Bārbala Gulbe ‘Balance’ 2006 
    Blown glass 
Photo courtesy of Bārbala Gulbe (www.bgglass.lv).     94 
 
Figure 150:   Eino Mäelt ‘Summer afternoons in Meleski’ 1974 
    Hot poured, ground and polished glass       
Estonian Museum of Applied Art and Design. (Tiivel, no date).   95 
 
Figure 151:   Kai Kiudsoo-Värv ‘Time of Mercy’ 2003 
    Hot poured glass and wood; h 40 cm 
    Photo courtesy of Kai Kiudsoo-Värv  
(http://www.kaikiudsoovarv.eu).          95 
 
Figure 152:   Dainis Gudovskis ‘Optical object’ 1988  
    Hot poured glass and metal; 14 cm x 21 cm x 3 cm 
    The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 102, illus. 2202).   95 
 
Figure 153:   Silvija Auere ‘Decorative group’ 1988 
    Hot poured glass; h 22 cm – 33 cm 
    The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 39, illus. 291).   95 
 
Figure 154:   Remigius Kriukas ‘Two’ 
    Hot poured glass 
    Photo courtesy of Remigius Kriukas (www.glasremis.lt).    96 
 
Figure 155:   Jaunius Erikas Kaubrys ‘Position’ 1998 
    Hot poured and ground glass 
    Photo courtesy of Raimonda Simanaitienė.        96 
 
Figure 156:   Sigita Grabliauskaitė  ‘My toys’ 2000 
    Hot poured, ground and polished glass 
(Stiklo Menas, 2008).             96 
                   
Figure 157:   Indre Stulgaitė ‘Pain’ 2006 
    Hot poured glass and textiles 
(Stiklo Menas, 2008).               96 
 
Figure 158:   Mare Lobjakas ‘Chandelier’ 1983  
Flameworked glass and metal 
Tallinn Registry Office. Photo by Ülo Josing. (Raun, 1996, p. 75).  97 
  
Figure 159:   Meeli Kõiva Vällo ‘The wing’ 1991 
    Flameworked glass and laser lights; h 100 cm  
Photo by S. Didõk. (Raun, 1996, p. 66).         97 XXIV 
Figure 160:   Maie Mikof- Liivik ‘Two birds in the egg’ 1995 
    Flameworked and painted glass; h 29 cm 
Photo by Ülo Josing. (Raun, 1996, p. 50).         97 
 
Figure 161:   Merle Kannus ‘Conchology’ 1998 
    Flameworked and cast glass and stone 
Photo courtesy of Merle Kannus (www.goodwin.ee).    97 
 
Figure 162:   Živile Navikaitė ‘New migrants’ 2008 
    Flameworked glass and wood; 35 cm x 16 cm 
Photo by Anna Vesele.            99 
 
Figure 163:   Eve Koha ‘Six sides’ 1995 
    Cast, ground and polished glass; 20 cm x 10 cm x 50 cm 
Photo courtesy of Eve Koha (www.belvedereart.com).    102 
 
Figure 164:   Toomas Riisalu ‘Small piece of something bigger’ 2006 
    Cast glass 
Photo by Anna Vesele.            102 
 
Figure 165:   Valmantas Gutauskas ‘Twins’ 2005 
    Cast, ground and polished glass; 27 cm x 40 cm x 10 cm 
Photo courtesy of Valmantas Gutauskas.        102 
 
Figure 166:   Egle Kartanaitė ‘Capacity’ 2007 
    Cast glass 
Photo courtesy of Egle Kartanaitė (www.stiklasplius.lt).    102 
 
Figure 167:   Juris Dunovskis ‘Object 1’ 
    Blown, cast and ground glass  
    Photo courtesy of Juris Dunovskis (www.dunovglass.lv).    103 
 
Figure 168:   Anitra Bērziņa ‘Friend Nr.9’ 2000 
    Lost wax, ground and polished glass;15 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm 
Photo courtesy of Anitra Bērziņa (www.anitraberzina.com).    103 
 
Figure 169:   Zaiga Baiža ‘Play’ 1999 
    Lost wax        
Photo courtesy of Zaiga Baiža (www.art-glass-verre.com).    103 
 
Figure 170:   Mare Saare ‘Flower’ 2006 
    Pâte de verre; 38 cm x 10 cm  
Photo by Anna Vesele.            105 
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Figure 171:   Maret Sarapu ‘White shadow’ 2009 
    Pâte de verre and wood 
    Photo courtesy of Maret Sarapu (http://maretsarapu.eu).    105 
 
Figure 172:   Kai Kiudsoo-Värv ‘People’ 2004  
Pâte de verre and wood 
Photo courtesy of Kai Kiudsoo-Värv (http://kaikiudsoovarv.eu).  105 
 
Figure 173:   Kristiina Uslar ‘Via Dolorosa’ 2008 
    Pâte de verre 
Photo courtesy of Kristiina Uslar (www.kristiinauslar.com).    105 
 
Figure 174:   Rusnė Vazgienė ‘Lawn of A.W’ 2008  
    Pâte de verre; 50 cm x 50 cm 
Photo by Anna Vesele  .            106 
 
Figure 175:   Agne Danelevičiutė-Vaišnienė ‘Vessel of the gods’ 2008  
    Pâte de verre and porcelain; 75 cm x 38 cm 
Photo by Anna Vesele  .            106 
 
Figure 176:   Anda Munkevica ‘Refrigerator’ 2002  
    Slumped glass 
(Simanaitienė, 2002, p. 47).            107 
 
Figure 177:   Bārbala Gulbe ‘Ave Sol’ 2005 
    Enamelled and slumped mirror   
    Photo courtesy of Bārbala Gulbe (www.bgglass.lv).     108 
 
Figure 178:   Dainis Gudovskis ‘Triangle games’ 2000 
Fused, polished and glued glass; 78 cm x 47 cm x 42 cm, 48  
cm x 56 cm x 39 cm 
The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design 
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 103, illus. 2211).   108 
 
Figure 179:   Anitra Bērziņa ‘Nr.9’ 2002 
    Fused and cut glass; 20 cm x 45 cm x 50 cm 
    Photo courtesy of (www.anitraberzina.com).       108 
 
Figure 180:   Anda Munkevica ‘White chrysanthemum. Yellow. No  
other words. No need for them’ 2003 
Cast, polished and glued glass; Ø 55 cm 
The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design  
Photo by Māris Kundziņš. (Jēkabsone, 2006, p. 179, illus. 4688).   108 
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Figure 181:   Anne-Liis Leht ‘Mellow’ 2005  
    Painted and slumped glass 
    Photo courtesy of Mare Saare.          109 
   
Figure 182:  Tiina Sarapu ‘Golden moments of life’ 2006 
    Slumped glass and surface decorations; 37 cm x 20 cm x 9 cm 
    Photo courtesy of Tiina Sarapu (www.glass.ee).      109 
 
Figure 183:   Rait Prääts ‘Yesornothisisaquestion’ 2008 
Painted, screen printed, fused and polished glass; 29 cm x  
28 cm x 11 cm 
    Photo by Anna Vesele  .            109 
 
Figure 184:  Kai Kiudsoo-Värv ‘Saint Benedict’ 2005 
    Pâte de verre and fused glass; 43 cm x 35 cm 
Photo courtesy of Kai Kiudsoo-Värv (http://kaikiudsoovarv.eu).  110 
 
Figure 185:   Linas Labanauskas ‘Decorative element’ 2006 
    Cut and fused glass 
(Stiklo Menas, 2008).             110 
 
Figure 186:   Ieva Strazdiņa ‘Findings II’ 2008 
    Engraved and fused glass, textiles and wood; 34 cm x 104 cm 
Photo courtesy of Ieva Strazdiņa (http://www.gallery.lv/ieva).  111 
 
Figure 187:   Agnese Rimša ‘Collection of feelings’ 2007  
    Fused glass, metal and wood; 90 cm x 43 cm x 45 cm 
    Photo courtesy of Agnese Rimša.          111 
 
Figure 188:   Inita Ēmane ‘Memory’ 2002 
    Fused glass and metal; Ø 60 cm 
    Photo courtesy of Inita Ēmane (www.initaemane.lv).    111 
  
Figure 189:   Marta Ģibiete ‘Twosome striped’ 2004  
Fused glass and copper wire; 35 cm x 80 cm x 35 cm 
Photo courtesy of Marta Ģibiete (www.gibiete.eu).      112 
 
Figure 190:   Silvia Levenson ‘Happy forever’ 
    Fused glass and copper wire; 80 cm x 150 cm x 90 cm 
(Levenson, 2008).               112 
 
Figure 191:   Vineta Groza ‘Grey story’ 2004 
    Slumped glass and stone; 30 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm 
    Photo courtesy of Vineta Groza (www.stiklamaksla.lv).    113 
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Figure 192:   Merle Bukovec ‘Timelessnesskeeper VI’ 2004 
    Fused glass and sand 
(Estonian Glass Artist’s Union, 2008).         113 
 
Figure 193:   Eeva Käsper ‘Slowly sinking’ 2005 
    Slumped glass and copper wire; 60 cm x 34 cm x 22 cm  
    Photo courtesy of Eeva Käsper (www.glass.ee).      114 
    
Figure 194:  Tiina Sarapu ‘Voices’ 2006 
    Slumped glass and metal; 44 cm x 37 cm x 110 cm 
    Photo courtesy of Tiina Sarapu (www.glass.ee).      114 
 
Figure 195:   Vytautas Janulionis ‘Windy night’ 2002 
    Slumped glass and wood 
(Simanaitienė, 2002, p. 31).            114 
 
Figure 196:   Sigita Grabliauskaitė ‘Hunting signs’ 2000 
    Painted and fused glass 
(Stiklo Menas, 2008).               114 
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Figure 197:   Glass from The ‘Star’ glass factory 
(Star’Glass, 2002).               118 
 
Figure 198:   Vineta Groza ‘Conversations II’ 2007 
    Cut and fused glass; 60 cm x 70 cm 
    Photo courtesy of Vineta Groza (www.stiklamaksla.lv).    122 
 
Figure 199:   Bārbala Gulbe ‘Kazimir Malevich’ 
    Cut and fused glass 
    Photo courtesy of Bārbala Gulbe (www.bgglass.lv).     122 
 
Figure 200:   Ieva Strazdiņa ‘Boat’ 2008 
    Fused glass, textiles and wood; 25 cm x 128 cm  
Photo courtesy of Ieva Strazdiņa (http://www.gallery.lv/ieva/).  123 
 
Figure 201:   Dace Retējuma ‘Moment’ 2005 
    Cut, painted and glued glass; 100 cm x 80 cm 
Photo courtesy of Dace Retējuma.          123 
 
Figure 202:   Tiina Sarapu ‘Blue book’ 2005 
    Slumped and sandblasted glass; 30 cm x 25 cm x 10 cm 
    Photo courtesy of Tiina Sarapu (www.glass.ee).      124 
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Figure 203:   Eeva Käsper ‘Only in my dreams’ 2007 
    Slumped glass and copper wire; Ø 150 cm 
    Photo courtesy of Eeva Käsper (www.glass.ee).      124 
 
Figure 204:  Marta Ģibiete ‘Bubaks’ 2000 
Fused glass and copper wire; 34 cm x 43 cm x 28 cm 
Photo courtesy of Marta Ģibiete (www.gibiete.eu).      124 
 
Figure 205:   Marta Ģibiete, ‘Bubaks’ detail 
Fused glass and copper wire  
Photo courtesy of Marta Ģibiete (www.gibiete.eu).      125 
 
Figure 206:   Inguna Audere ‘Nostalgia’ 2006 
    Fused glass and textiles; 250 cm x 300 cm x 300 cm 
Photo courtesy of Inguna Audere (www.stiklamaksla.lv).    125 
 
Figure 207:   Inguna Audere ‘Nostalgia’ 2006 detail 
Fused glass and textiles; 250 cm x 300 cm x 300 cm 
Photo courtesy of Inguna Audere (www.stiklamaksla.lv).    125 
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Figure 222:   Anna Vesele ‘Archive’ 2005 
    Cut and fire polished glass and metal; 300 cm x 80 cm x 100 cm  140 
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Figure 225:  Bird’s nest  
Photo by Gerry Ellis. (Cohen, 1993, p.86).        142 
 
Figure 226:   Viivi-Ann Kerdo ‘Nest’ 2006 
    Hot formed glass; Ø 110 cm 
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Figure 232:   Anna Vesele ‘Nest’ 2006  
Cut, glued and sandblasted glass; 20 cm x 20 cm x 20 cm    145 
 
Figure 233:   Anna Vesele ‘Interaction’ 2006 
Cut, fire polished and glued glass; h 40 cm Ø 40 cm     146 
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Figure 235:   Anna Vesele ‘Crater’ 2006  
Cut, fire polished and glued glass; h 20 cm Ø 60 cm     147 
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Figure 238:   Anna Vesele ‘Circle’ 2006 
Cut, fire polished and glued glass; h 10 cm Ø 45 cm     148 
 
Figure 239:   Melting ice  
Photo by Anna Vesele.            149 XXX 
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Cut, fire polished and glued glass; 25 cm x 45 cm x 50 cm    150 
 
Figure 241:   Anna Vesele ‘Green’ 2007 
    Cut, fire polished and glued glass; h 20 cm Ø 25 cm     150 
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Figure 245:   Anna Vesele ‘Spiral’ 2007 
    Cut, fire polished and glued glass; 40 cm x 50 cm x 20 cm    153 
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    Blown, painted, sandblasted and acid-etched glass 
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 1 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This chapter describes the background to the research. It also makes reference to the 
history of the Baltic States as well as to their political and economic situation in the 
twentieth century. The significance of the traditions in the Baltic cultural processes and 
in the present researcher’s personal practice is explained. The analysis of extant data 
concerning Baltic glass art identifies the rationale for the research and points to 
possible developments for artworks. This raises research questions and leads to 
establishment of the aims and objectives of the dissertation. Various methodologies in 
practice-based research projects are debated. The methodologies chosen for this 
research are then outlined and justified.  
 
1.1 Background to the research 
The part played by individual artistic practice is informed by knowledge of historical 
and contemporary issues in related fields (Smith and Wilde, 2002, p. 3). The lack of 
information about and analysis of contemporary glass art development in the Baltic 
States (See 1.1.1, p. 4) were identified, revealing the need for research in this particular 
field. The author of this dissertation comes from Latvia and possesses a thorough 
knowledge of the Baltic States, the necessary language skills (Latvian, Russian, and 
English) and necessary networks. The experience of residing in another country 
allowed the researcher to evaluate more objectively the importance of Baltic traditional 
culture and glass art traditions in personal practice. The artworks created by the 
researcher shape the vision for the development of new approaches to glass making in 
the Baltic States through a continuation of the Eastern European approach to creating 
artworks using available facilities and materials. In spite of extensive facilities at The 2 
University of Sunderland, the desire to find new ways of using flat glass as well as 
using small technical support in creative practice has even grown. These issues 
contributed to the choice to base the theoretical research on the development of glass 
techniques in the Baltic States. The analysis of each group of such techniques offers an 
insight into similar sources of inspiration among Baltic artists, as well as use of 
materials and compositions. Of greater significance is the fact that the practical aspects 
are related more to the artist’s practice and thus downplays the need for a purely art 
history approach.  
 
In order to appreciate the development of glass art in the Baltic States it is necessary to 
give a historical overview of the countries concerned. The Baltic States consist of three 
countries - Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania (Figures 1 and 2). They are situated on the 
Baltic Sea and border Russia, Belarus, and Poland. Today the population of the three 
Baltic countries together is about 7.5 million. According to the Encyclopaedia of the 
Nations’ (2009) Estonia is the smallest, having fewer than 1.5 million inhabitants, 
Latvia has 2.5 million and the largest of the three is Lithuania with approximately 3.5 
million inhabitants. 
          
              
Figure 1: Map of Europe             Figure 2: Map of the Baltic States 3 
Estonia and Latvia are more closely related historically. They have been ruled and 
annexed by Germans, Swedes, and Poles but from the thirteenth until the sixteenth 
century, they were one country called Livonia. The Kingdom of Lithuania was also 
founded in the thirteenth century but its close relation with Poland resulted in the 
establishment of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in 1569.  In the eighteenth 
century the Baltic countries were incorporated into the Russian Empire (The Lithuanian 
Institute, no date). In the nineteenth century ‘[i]nfluenced by the French Revolution, 
the ideas of Romanticism and the newly emerging national consciousness, [the 
three nations] witnessed the national awakening’ (Estonica, no date). This 
movement led to the independence of each country in 1918. This started an important 
period for development within the Baltic States, especially economic and cultural. 
Unfortunately, already in 1939 the fate of Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania was decided 
with the so-called Molotov-Ribbentrop non-aggression pact between the USSR
1
 
 and 
Germany. In 1940 the Baltic States were occupied by Soviet troops and from 1941-
1944 by the German troops. The end of the Second World War came with the 
occupation of the Baltic States by the USSR. The following fifty years of occupation 
have left a significant mark on the political situation in the country and on cultural 
processes. On the other hand, the last eighteen years of independence from the Soviet 
Union and accession to the EU have opened borders and new horizons: familiarization 
with other cultures, the broadening of cultural areas as well as the opportunity to 
showcase the Baltic artistic and cultural heritage including that of glass art.   
 
                                                 
1 USSR – The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 4 
1.1.1  Rationale for the research 
The rationale for the research involves: 
•  Identifying similar approaches, sources of influence, as well as used materials 
and techniques in other Baltic glass artists’ practices; 
•  Continuing personal practice by offering new approaches of the use of flat 
glass;  
•  Locate personal practice in the context of glass art in the Baltic States. 
 
The rationale for this research is based on the lack of the data about the development of 
glass art in the Baltic States especially from the practitioners’ point of view. Since 
collected published and unpublished data was largely in the form of written material by 
academics, much of the research consisted of descriptive or bibliographical articles, 
interviews with artists in periodicals and exhibition reviews in catalogues. The 
published books on glass art in the former Soviet Union concentrated mainly on artists 
of Russian nationality. Just a few chapters or even paragraphs were devoted to glass art 
development in the Baltic States as a whole or to each separate country. Most valuable 
information on glass art development in the Baltic States in the 1960s up until the 
beginning of the 1970s refers to books such as ‘Stained glass’ (Minuhin, 1959) and 
‘Soviet art glass’ (Batanova and Voronov, 1964). Such authors discussed the history 
and the development of Soviet glass. Several chapters are devoted to developments in 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania and give a valuable overview of the glass art. In addition, 
some production techniques that had been introduced in the State art workshops were 
developed and refined. The books were written in Russian and only short summaries 5 
were translated into English or German. However, one can also come across articles 
written in the native language in local art magazines. Overall, it was felt important to 
evaluate critically publications from Soviet times in view of the inherent propaganda.  
 
Several authors made a significant contribution to contemporary glass art in each of the 
Baltic States. Of note were Maie Ann Raun’s publications in several magazines and 
catalogues in Estonia, such as ‘Estonian glass 60’ (1996) and ‘Glass engraving 
XX/XXI’ (1999) and Mare Saare’s articles ‘Notes on Estonian glass’ in the ‘Nordic 
glass’ exhibition catalogue (2000). This catalogue also offers an overview of 
contemporary glass art in Latvia by Ilze Martinsone and Lithuania glass art by 
Raimonda Simanaitienė. Art historian Janis Pujāts wrote several articles, for example, 
‘The latest history of Latvian stained glass designs’ (1958) and ‘Sun for stained glass’ 
(1971). These two articles provided significant written material but also photographs of 
the works. Unfortunately some of this material has been lost. The same can be said of 
‘Latvian stained glass’ (Grasis, 1979) which also furnished illustrations of many 
artworks. The most valuable article about glass art was ‘Latvian glass up to 1989’ 
(Kučinska, 1994) that gave detailed information about various the practices glass artists 
through the decades.  
 
In Lithuania most of the publications concerned development of stained glass art from 
the 1950s. ‘Lithuanian stained glass’ (Budrys, 1968) was the most important book. It 
described the beginnings of contemporary stained glass in the 1960s and the 1970s. 
‘Kazys Morkūnas’ (1984) and ‘Algimantas Stoškus: A book of reproductions’ (1989) et 6 
al were based on, and analysed individual practice. In addition, art historian Lilijana 
Nataviličienė presented an overview of applied glass development in ‘Glass of the 20
th 
century’ (2001). 
 
The early post-independence years provided many reviews in periodicals. The first two 
PhD theses on glass art in Latvia and Lithuania were written by art historians Raimonda 
Simanaitienė (2003) and Ilona Audere (2004). The former, which was entitled ‘The 
development of the artistic image of Lithuanian glass plastic art in the 20
th century’, 
gave significant information about the development of contemporary glass-art practice 
in Lithuania. On the other hand ‘Paintings on glass in Latvia’ by the latter examined 
stained glass from its beginnings until the present day. Both of these authors 
concentrated on historical facts and descriptions of artworks rather than on providing an 
appropriate contextualization. It is a pity that neither thesis has been published; they 
both deserve wider exposure.  
 
The aforementioned publications were mostly intended for the local market in each 
country, whereas other publications were meant for a foreign audience. ‘Soviet glass’ 
by the Russian art historian Nikita Voronov (1981) was less propagandistic. This was 
because the book was often to be given as a present by the State to foreign individuals 
and institutions. Unfortunately, on grounds of politics the author concentrated more on 
Russian artists, devoting only one chapter to artists from the Baltic States. On the other 
hand the qualities of the Baltic artists mentioned were described positively as ‘neat 7 
executions, [solid] craftsmanship, and [possessing] a certain typically European 
respectability’ (Voronov, 1981, p. 8). 
 
There were few articles written in the West in Soviet times and those that were written 
mainly involved illustrations with superficial commentary. In ‘Stained glass in the 
Soviet Union’ in the magazine ‘Stained Glass’ (1979) Müeller and Müeller described 
various architectural compositions created by Lithuanians only mentioning Latvian 
artists at the end of the article. However, both authors admitted that were under the 
strict control of the authorities, which coloured the information they received whilst in 
the Soviet Union. Few articles in periodicals such as ‘Stained Glass’ and ‘New Glass’ 
at the beginning of 1990s mentioned the Baltic States in the context of USSR creative 
glass. Günter Nicola (1990, p.246) asserts that ‘there [were] approximately 20 artists 
working in glass in the USSR’. This figure is misleading because there were already at 
least twenty glass artists working in the Baltic States. The situation changed slightly 
only at the beginning of 1990s when authors from the West could access information 
and examine the countries’ culture and traditions.  
 
Although at the present moment there are some Baltic authors who are writing about 
glass art either in their own languages or in English, there seems to be little evidence of 
an exchange of views amongst the authors. It is to be hoped that this situation will 
change.  
 8 
The material mentioned so far about creative glass in the Baltic States, however 
meagre, should prove fruitful for this research. Although there were similar 
developments in each of the Baltic States, there was no body of material that examined 
the developments of glass art in the Baltic States as a whole. The collected materials 
highlighted the lack of analysis and thus led to the decision to pursue a particular 
direction in this thesis. It also helped to contextualize the present researcher’s practice.  
 
1.1.2  Rationale for the development of a body of artwork 
The rationale for this development is to demonstrate the potential of Russian glass
2
 
 in 
creative glass practice. This can be achieved by devising ‘[a] new visual language’ 
(Noble and Russell, 2005, p. 143), by analysing aesthetic qualities and by considering 
case studies (the practice of other Baltic artists). Russian flat glass which is hardly 
known in the West offers significant advantages to glass practice in terms of its 
qualities and price (See 3.1, p. 117).  
Various small sized pieces of flat glass have been used in the creation of stained glass 
as early as the Romanesque
3
                                                 
2 Flat coloured glass that is produced in The ‘Star’ glass factory in Russia. It is called Russian glass in the 
UK, therefore this term will be used throughout this research. 
 time. In the twentieth century the use of float and coloured 
flat glass to create large compositions extended to glass practice around the world. At 
the same time glass artists started to explore their ideas on a smaller scale. They melted 
float glass over metal or other material as well as glued it together in stacks from the 
late 1970s in Europe and late 1980s in the Baltic States.  
3 Romanesque art refers to the period from approximately the tenth until the thirteenth centuries in 
Western Europe. 9 
The glass art exhibition ‘European glass context 2008’ (Johnesen, 2008) a significant 
exhibition of European glass art of the last five years, gave insights into the processes 
of this medium.  The catalogue of this exhibition demonstrated that among 108 
emerging and professional glass artists 33 were using flat glass, 48 hot glass, and 27 
kiln glass to realize their ideas. Although hot glass, casting billets and frits are still 
used, it shows the increasing interest in the use of flat material. Still 21 of 56 
professional artists but only 12 of 52 emerging artists were using flat glass in their 
artworks. This shows that some young artists are still following the traditional ideas of 
the American studio glass movement which is based on hot glass facilities, even though 
many hot glass workshops in Europe have closed due to economic crisis and the 
increasing expenses of running the studios. It is clear that the application of flat glass 
opposed to hot glass in the creation of researcher’s personal artworks demonstrates the 
potential for new developments in glass practice in the future.  
 
1.2  Research Questions 
The practical and theoretical issues from the aforementioned discussions raised several 
research questions: 
•  What are the primary sources of influence and inspiration as well as the 
importance of traditional culture in relation to the development of creative glass 
in the Baltic States?  
•  What kind of materials and techniques have been used in contemporary Baltic 
glass artist practices? 
•  How important is the role of regional traditions in personal artistic practice? 10 
•  What is the potential of Russian flat glass?  
•  How can the existing approaches in the creation of glass artworks be extended?  
•  How does personal practice relate to the development of glass art in the Baltic 
States? 
 
1.3  Aims of the research 
•  To document and contextualize the researcher’s art practice by examining the 
technical evolution of contemporary practice in the Baltic States; 
•  To consider the use of Russian flat glass in creative glass practice;  
•  To express personal reflections in specifically created glass pieces. 
 
1.4  Objectives of the research 
1.4.1  Objective 1 
To identify similar approaches, use of materials, and influences among contemporary 
glass artists in the Baltic States.  
 
1.4.2  Objective 2 
To identify the possible uses and development of Russian glass in contemporary glass 
practice in the Baltic States. 
 
1.4.3  Objective 3 
To produce a body of glass artwork that demonstrates the creative potential of new 
approaches for practitioners in the field.  11 
1.4.4  Objective 4 
To position the artworks within the context of glass art in the Baltic States. 
 
1.5  Components of work that constitute the research results 
•  A written thesis analysing the development of glass art in the Baltic States from 
the viewpoint of glass practitioner, reflecting on these findings in relation to the 
resulting artworks, as well as locating personal practice in the context of Baltic 
glass;  
•  A body of glass artwork, including visual material of the creative process.  
 
1.6  Methodology 
According to the The Oxford English Dictionary the term methodology is defined as 
‘the science of method’ and method as ‘a way of doing anything … according to 
defined and regular plan’ (2006, p.749). Most of the sources about research 
methodology are based on research in the social sciences and only few concentrate on 
practice-based research methodology. Carole Gray and Julian Malins’ practice-based 
PhD involves a slightly different methodology from a science-based one and its 
‘characteristics of ‘artistic’ methodology are a pluralist approach and the use of a multi-
method technique tailored to the individual project’ (2004, p.72). They also state that 
more researchers look at ‘a wider professional context providing an external rationale’ 
(Gray and Malins, 2004, p.29) rather then concentrate on one particular methodology. 
 12 
Various completed practice-based art PhDs, for example, Carol Metcalf’s (2008), 
Vanessa Cutler’s (2006) reveal the tendency to use methods related to case studies that 
involve interviews with other art practitioners, visiting studios, museums, as well as 
collaborations with other artists. It allows the researcher to contextualize their own 
practice in the related field of studies.  However, the most important issue is to develop 
art practice and at the same time to answer the research questions through the practice 
(Jones, 2005, p. 24). Depending on various research questions of the projects, ‘the 
methods closely interlink’ (Walliman, 2001, p.227). 
  
The number of completed practice-based PhDs has increased in the last few years 
revealing a wide range of research projects. It is difficult to systematize such projects 
and to use them as a paradigm for this research because of the diversity of subject and 
approach. Nonetheless two similar PhD projects based on the interaction between a 
particular nation’s culture and artistic practice have been carried out. This makes it 
possible for other researchers to evaluate the methods used. One of the projects is 
Fahad Alkandari’s research about Contemporary Islamic ceramics. He ‘develops an 
analytical framework including literature review, survey and interview techniques as 
well as develops a practice-based research project involving the contemporization of 
Islamic ceramics design’. (Alkandari, 2009, p.5).  However Xue Lu uses the same 
methods by examining ‘real historical objects, their technical repetitions, visits of [sic] 
Chinese Universities and personal exhibitions’ (Xue, 2009, p. 29) to answer her 
research questions.  
 13 
For the present research ‘a multi-method methodological approach’ (Marshall, 1999, p. 
192) was used. It involved methodologies such as: 
•  Historical; 
•  Empirical; 
•  Reflective; 
•  Experimental.  
Each of these methodologies entailed various methods in order to respond to four 
identified research objectives (Table 1).  
  Objective 1 
 To identify 
similar 
approaches, 
use of 
materials, and 
influences of 
the 
contemporary 
glass artists in 
the Baltic 
States 
Objective 2 
To identify the 
possible uses 
and 
development 
of Russian 
glass in 
contemporary 
glass practice  
Objective 3 
To produce a 
body of glass 
artwork that 
demonstrates 
the creative 
potential 
Objective 4  
To position 
the artworks 
within the 
context of 
glass art in the 
Baltic States 
 
Case Studies  x  x  x  x 
 Interviews  x  x     
Collaboration  x  x    x 
Participation 
at exhibitions 
    x  x 
Development 
of artworks 
  x  x  x 
Sketchbooks      x   
3 D models       x   
Photography  x  x  x   
 
Table 1: The methods used to respond to the objectives of the research. 14 
1.6.1  Historical 
The rationale for the choice of historical methodology was to gather and evaluate 
information relating to glass art in the Baltic States as well as to provide a historical 
overview. The knowledge of historical and chronological issues was essential in order 
to analyse the development of glass techniques in the Baltic States and to identify 
eventual similarities in the use of material and glass making approaches to researcher’s 
personal practice.  
 
1.6.1.1 Published and unpublished sources 
The lack of academic research related to glass art in the Baltic States as well as the lack 
of literary sources in digital databases and in British libraries influenced the methods 
chosen to collect materials. The articles in periodicals published in the West that one 
finds in The University of Sunderland Library and digital databases were only a small 
part of the information available. Thus research had to be undertaken mainly in the 
three Baltic States where materials were collected at local institutions such as libraries, 
museums, art academies or from private collections (See Appendix 1, p. 207 and 
Appendix 2, p. 215). In addition, it was possible to visit archives at museums of applied 
art that were not open to the public. Museums provided information about works from a 
particular period as well as exhibition catalogues and data about artists no longer alive. 
The visits to educational institutions provided significant information about the 
techniques taught, which corresponded to the various information in the published and 
unpublished sources. 
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Published and unpublished sources were periodicals, applied art books, doctoral theses, 
and catalogues of exhibitions found in the aforementioned institutions. They gave 
considerable information about the development of glass techniques in the each 
country, which was important for this research. A knowledge of languages such as 
Latvian and Russian was essential since most of the materials written during Soviet 
times in Latvia were in these two languages. There was a difference in source texts in 
various languages. In Lithuania and Estonia English and Russian sources were used. 
During Soviet times publications had to be in Russian and were strictly censured. 
Nonetheless it was still possible to gain essential information from them about glass art 
techniques. After independence, most important texts were translated into English and 
were fully available.  
 
The body of artwork is just as crucial for this research as the written information. Four 
ways of obtaining illustrative material have been outlined: taking photographs on site; 
purchasing images from the owner; finding a reproduction of the work and acquiring 
visual materials from museums or galleries (Jones, 1978, p. 45). Museums did in fact 
contain many works. However, it was not possible to gain a complete overview of 
works from the 1950s onwards because many artworks, especially architectural glass 
compositions, were destroyed in the early 1990s or ‘[were] located in unknown places’ 
(Audere, 2004, p. 55). For this reason the publications were the main sources for 
images of the works, even though many of them were black and white and of poor 
quality. Examples of contemporary artworks were found mainly in galleries and 
exhibitions as well as on the artists’ websites and in their studios. 16 
The most important academic research papers and published books on this subject 
described the material of each country but gave a little evidence of debate about Baltic 
glass art as a whole. The data was structured chronologically by the present researcher 
according to the techniques of kiln glass, hot glass, stained glass and cold glass. 
Following tables of artists using particular glass techniques were made (See Appendix 
3, p. 218). This gave an overview of the importance of various techniques throughout 
the decades.  
 
1.6.2  Empirical 
The written information gave mostly only an overview of the facts, thus an important 
part of the research involved case studies: interviews with glass professionals, such as 
artists, art teachers in art schools and universities, and experts, as well as visits to 
artists’ studios and questionnaires. 
 
1.6.2.1 Interviews 
The selection of interviewees from academics and art historians was based on their 
contribution and experience in the field as well as on other artists’ recommendations 
(see Appendix 4, p. 222). However, the selection of glass artists was based on their 
participation at major international and local glass exhibitions, the awards they 
received, and the significance of the role these artists played in local development of 
glass art.  
  17 
The interviews were arranged at least a week prior to the meeting. The interviewee was 
informed about the subject and scope of the research and given some preliminary 
questions. Permission to record the interview was sought. Interviews were recorded and 
later were documented. The first questions were more descriptive and were followed by 
far more complex questions (Darlington and Scott, 2002, p.57). The questions were in 
three parts: the artist’s practice, perception of glass art in the corresponding country and 
awareness of the situation of glass art in the Baltic States as a whole.  
 
‘The interviews complemented […] the analysis of available [written] documents’ 
(Blaxter, 2001, p. 84) and provided further detailed information. This method pointed 
up specific information about the development of techniques: it gave technical 
information and identified the similarities in approach to using glass, sources of 
inspiration, and influences in artists’ creative practice. Yvonne Darlington and Dorothy 
Scott also state that (2002, p. 50) ‘[i]nterviews in the present are the only way to access 
a person’s perceptions of past events’ and offer the opportunity for direct verbal 
communication, which enables in-depth clarification in the answers. This approach also 
was significant as the artists provided good quality images of their work during various 
periods. Few curators of glass collections in the museums provided the catalogues from 
exhibitions that were not available even in the libraries. The disadvantage of this 
approach was that it was time-consuming in terms of arranging meetings, conducting 
the interviews. Sometimes the answers were subjective and impressionistic. However 
this subjectivity was later identified during the analysis of the collected data. 
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The raw data from the interviews was evaluated. They indicated similar sources of 
influence, use of techniques and approaches. This method follows Adrian Holliday’s 
suggestion (2002, p. 103) to organize the data thematically or chronologically. Initially 
data was organized by groups of glass techniques which were then examined 
chronologically in order to achieve an overview each group and the whole development 
of glass art in the Baltic States (See Appendix 5, p. 227).  
 
1.6.2.2 Questionnaires 
The questionnaires turned out to be problematic. They involved questions that required 
extensive responses. Initially five questionnaires were sent out none of them was 
returned even though it was made clear that questions could be clarified if necessary. 
The lack of response may perhaps be explained by the mentality of the people, dislike 
of the use of questionnaires in art research, or by the artists’ preference for verbal 
answers. Artists later responded either that they did not have time to respond or were 
apprehensive about answering. As a result it was decided to concentrate on the 
interviews and be more careful about the choice of interviewees.  
 
1.6.3  Reflective 
The historical and empirical methods were a useful stimulus for the reflective 
methodology used in this project. Through the overview of the development of glass art 
techniques in the Baltic States similarities were found in the artists’ approaches, 
feelings and practice. The reflective methodology overlaps with other three 
methodologies used, especially as far as interviews and photography were concerned. It 19 
is through the reflective methods that the researcher’s personal practice and the context 
of Baltic glass art coalesce. 
 
1.6.3.1 Collaboration and personal practice 
Collaboration was one of the most important parts of this research. It enabled the 
researcher to work with other glass artists from the Baltic States and to acquire not only 
contacts but also experience. Mostly collaboration involved visits and participation at 
symposia, conferences, and other glass art events (See Appendix 6, p. 228). This made 
possible the contextualization of the position of personal creative practice in 
contemporary Baltic glass art.  
 
These exhibitions included participation in two solo ones in Latvia and six Baltic glass 
art exhibitions in the Baltic States and Europe. The importance of the solo exhibitions 
(Figure 3-6) was acknowledged by the presence of the key figures with a background in 
glass or fine art.  
 
        
Figure 3: Solo exhibition ‘Existence’ 2007           Figure 4: Solo exhibition ‘Existence’ 2007 20 
      
Figure 5: Solo exhibition ‘Notes and time’ 2007   Figure 6: Solo exhibition ‘Notes and time’ 2007 
   
In the last few years there have been increase in the collaboration of glass artists 
(Figures 7-10) in the Baltic States. There has been a debate about whether glass art 
should be presented and discussed in the Baltic States as entity or in each constituent 
country. In that debate opinions varied, depending on the age of the interviewees, their 
success in the art world and their nationality. The present research contributes to this 
debate.  
     
Figure 7: ‘Baltic way’ 2008       Figure 8: Anna Vesele ‘Writing in the 
       sand’ at ‘Berlin glass night’ 2008 21 
             
     
 Figure 9: ‘Glass on the terrace’ 2008         Figure 10: ‘Miniature’ 2008 
 
In addition, bodies of artwork were created at the International glass symposium 
‘IGS’06’ in Novy Bor (the Czech Republic) (See Figure 11) and ‘Stiklas sodas’ (Glass 
garden) in Panevežys (Lithuania) (Figure 12). Two other international symposia 
‘Haapsalu glass days’ in Estonia and the International stained glass symposium ‘1+1’ in 
Vilnius (Lithuania) were visited allowing the researcher to familiarize herself with 
other artists’ practices.  
 
              
    Figure 11: Anna Vesele ‘XXX’ 2006                 Figure 12: ‘Stiklo sodas’ 2007 
       ‘IGS’ in Novy Bor 2006 
 
Visits were made to several glass events. At four of them the researcher presented 
examples of her artistic practice. There was the opportunity to share knowledge and 22 
skills acquired and later to discuss themes, materials, and techniques used by other 
artists. The visits and talks given at conferences enabled the researcher to contextualize 
glass art in the Baltic States and her personal practice within it (See Appendix 7, p. 
230). Especially useful were the ‘European glass context 2008’ conference which 
included three exhibitions and gave an overview of contemporary glass art processes in 
Europe. They also revealed similarities among other small cultures.  
 
The ‘Vitrum Balticum’ conference in Kaunas provided the opportunity to discuss and 
exchange experiences with peers. Through the active involvement in the processes of 
glass art in the region the researcher’s personal status was confirmed. This is 
demonstrated by the organizers selecting researcher’s artwork for exhibition at the 
‘Vitrum Balticum’, the largest glass art event in the Baltic States (Figures 13 and 14). 
This exhibition represents works by the most outstanding Baltic artists created during 
the last two years. Attendance and participation at the aforementioned glass art events 
throughout Europe have helped to increase researcher’s knowledge and have advanced 
professional career. 
                
Figure 13 and 14: ‘Vitrum Balticum: New and young’ 2008  
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1.6.3.2 Photography  
Photography as a research method enabled the researcher to document visited glass art 
events and artist studios ‘providing evidence of significant features related to this 
research’ (Gray and Malins, 2004, p.108). In addition, it was possible to document the 
creative process of the artworks at various stages. This approach is the easiest way to 
capture the image. Nowadays digital cameras allow one to make a relatively easy 
selection of valuable photos. Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator allows one to 
manipulate images creatively. On ethical grounds permission was sought from the 
artists, museum curators and organizers. 
 
The photographs were checked for quality and then catalogued in terms of technique 
and annotated to identify the artist, title and year. The same approach was also used in 
annotate the researcher’s personal practice. The photographs were ordered by sequence 
and information about failures and successes, aesthetic qualities were added. This 
approach facilitates the viewing of details that are hard to keep in mind especially given 
large amount of material. 
 
1.6.4 Experimental 
Experiments with scale, complexity, and shapes supplement the information gathered 
about the development of glass art in the Baltic States. In addition, they offer a new 
personal approach to the use of flat glass. Sketchbooks, 3D models, and the creation of 
glass works were used to communicate with research findings and illustrate them. 24 
Experimentation with the strength of the material, ways of assemblage, and parameters 
offers new knowledge that other practitioners can build upon.  
 
1.6.4.1 Sketchbooks   
According to many of the artists interviewed, sketches are the significant part of artistic 
practice.  They entail the first ideas, thoughts, and measurements of the artworks. 
Making sketches is based on art education, which requires the skills of sketching life 
models, natural features and ideas. For researcher’s personal practice sketches are 
mainly used for the primary visualization of the idea in order subsequently to assess the 
feasibility of the idea.  Many small designs are drawn from which the selection is made. 
The sketches are organized in one volume for ease of later access. Sketches were 
mainly hand drawn.  However, to create illustrations use was also made of software 
Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop (See 3.5.2, p. 163).  
 
1.6.4.2 3D models 
The next step was the creation of 3D models. It allowed the researcher to choose the 
right shape parameters, and complexity and to understand whether the sketch could be 
realized in a sculptural piece. Initially plastic and paper were used but cardboard was 
found to be the most suitable in view of the similarity between glass sheet and 
cardboard. 3D models reduced the expense during the sketch phase. Possible failures in 
glass might be identified.  
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Photographs played an important role in the documentation of the created models and 
were incorporated in various environments, such as nature, architecture. This offered 
the possibility to explore ideas from small-scale jewellery to monumental scale 
artworks.  
 
1.6.4.3 Development of artworks   
The Russian coloured flat glass was used in the realization of ideas. The technique was 
developed from present researcher’s BA final work at The Art Academy of Latvia 
where geometric flat glass pieces were used and later joined together with metal 
screws. In order to develop this technique several other ways of joining glass were 
elaborated during this present research. This approach offers art practitioners a way of 
using glass without expensive equipment and in a relatively small space. However, the 
technique requires perfect planning that can be done using 3D models. Depending on 
the way of connecting the pieces together, the works can easily be assembled and 
reassembled, thus making their transportation less difficult. The created artworks were 
presented at exhibitions documented photographs were also placed on the internet. 
 
1.7  Strengths and weaknesses of the methods used 
During the collection of written materials, it was found that the information about the 
occupation years had to be very carefully selected and analyzed in the light of the 
constraints imposed by Soviet propaganda. However, the written materials after 1991 
are mostly descriptive articles from magazines or newspapers, giving only slight 
insights into the glass art of the Baltic States. Thus, interviews with artists and 26 
academics gave more precise data about the development of glass art. Interviews also 
offered visual material that is not published or available outside the artists’ studios. 
They were also a significant contribution from the contemporary glass artists who 
introduced new techniques into each of the three countries. It became apparent that, 
since peers rarely replied to the questionnaires, the interviews were an alternative way 
of achieving required data. Nonetheless, it has to be admitted that few interviews 
produced the expected results, as the respondents did not have the necessary 
information or give precise information. The identified similarities in Baltic glass 
practices through the analysis of the published and unpublished materials as well as 
interviews and visits to various institutions helped to contextualize the researcher’s 
personal creative practice.  
 
Attendance and participation together with other Baltic artists at exhibitions and events 
gave a much better insight into the art processes and ideas of each region.  In addition, 
information gained at the conferences made a significant contribution to this research. 
The events were chosen based for their importance in the Baltic States and in Europe. 
The collected materials are a good base for the exploration of ideas and personal 
reflections on glass art in the Baltic States. At the same time, it confirmed and 
positioned the researcher’s personal practice in the context of Baltic glass art.     
 
Flat glass is widely used by Baltic glass artists and is the key material for this research 
which aims to demonstrate its potential. To realize artworks 3D modelling rather than 
sketches was found to be the most convenient method in that it gives a better 27 
impression of shape, use of colour and idea. In addition, it made it easier to calculate 
the required amount of glass. The works were mainly created for gallery space. In later 
practice the researcher did make large scale installations and pieces as small as 
jewellery. This approach allows the researcher to explore and experiment – testing the 
relative strengths of glass, discovering appropriate joining elements and analysing 
aesthetical issues. 
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Chapter 2 
Context – contemporary glass art in the Baltic States  
 
This chapter explains the rationale for the choice of the three Baltic States. It gives an 
insight into the influences on the development of glass art in the region, making 
occasional reference to glass art in the rest of the world. It also relates to the first 
objective, ‘to identify similar approaches, use of materials, and influences among 
contemporary glass artists in the Baltic States’. The chapter highlights the development 
of glass techniques. They are dived into sections and subsections. The nature of each 
technique is explained. All the visually presented works are based on the use of 
geometric shapes, recurring rhythms, the stylization of natural forms and ethnic 
patterns. Links to the researcher’s  personal practice are also examined.  
 
2.1  Rationale for the choice of the three countries 
Three issues are taken into account:  
•  Collaboration among the three countries; 
•  Similarities in culture and traditions; 
•  The Baltic States understood as an umbrella term. 
 
2.1.1  Collaboration among the three countries 
Glass art developed slightly differently in each country. However, the countries have 
come together creatively at various times during the twentieth century. The first time it 
was the recovery of creative glass and of industry in the post-Second World War 
period. Students, artists, and technicians gained knowledge and experience in 
neighbouring Baltic countries. As a result of this they made progress in their own art 29 
academies and workshops. During the Soviet era Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian 
glass artists had personal contacts. Officially, each country had separate priorities in the 
development of glass art. Nonetheless, in terms of the USSR as a whole, Lolita 
Jablonskienė (2003, p. 13) rightly points out, ‘[t]he […] Baltic art scene separated itself 
symbolically from the rest of the USSR artistic environment’. 
 
The second collaboration among the three countries was at the beginning of 1990s 
when artists from the Baltic countries received invitations to participate in workshops, 
at exhibitions, and symposia together with artists from western countries, especially 
Scandinavia. At the same time, more personal contacts among Estonian, Latvian, and 
Lithuanian glass artists were established, which facilitated the organization of art 
exhibitions in individual countries and in the Baltic States as a whole. The last three 
years have demonstrated increasing collaboration.   
 
2.1.2  Similarities in culture and traditions  
There has been a similar development in the culture and traditions. Even art education 
is based on the so-called classical model. After graduation from grade schools (at the 
age 15) most artists continue their studies in applied or fine art schools for 4 years. This 
is first stage of professional education. This education leads to a secondary school 
diploma with additional high-level training in art
4
                                                 
4 For several years in the 1990s these schools were called colleges but they were not university-level. 
. The next stage was the art academy 
where only the best students could gain a university-level degree (Gerhart, 1994, pp. 
223-227) after four years of study. Higher education offers Bachelor (3 years), Masters 30 
(2 years) and the recently introduced doctorate (3 years). In Soviet times higher 
education lasted six years and the degree of Master was not offered. 
A limited number of exceptional students were allowed to study in neighbouring 
countries, for example some Latvians and Lithuanians studied in Estonia, Lithuanians 
in Latvia. The influence from other schools was evident. Identification with and respect 
for nature are crucial; from the beginning art students were trained carefully to look at 
nature and find inspiration within their surroundings. A perfect sense of tonality
5
 
 is 
even acknowledged in Nikita Voronov’s book ‘Soviet glass’ (1981, p. 39).  
2.1.3  The Baltic States understood as an umbrella term 
The population together in all the countries is about 7.5 million. ‘[M]any [European] 
cities have more inhabitants…’ (Saare, 2006, p.12). The number of glass artists, 
therefore, is comparatively high.  
 
2.2  Baltic glass in context 
This section gives an insight into glass art development in the Baltic States in the 
context (Table 2) of the rest of the world. In addition, it identifies major influences 
from other countries in the twentieth century. However, this section will be short, 
because it is marginal to this thesis. 
 
Modern forms and expressions in European glass art already existed before the studio 
glass art movement in the USA. Americans  
                                                 
5 ‘The principles of harmony that satisfy the aesthetic demands of the human eye’ (Lucio-Meyer, 1973, p. 
91) 31 
‘were obsessed by the free work at the furnace during the sixties and the 
seventies, combined with the ideology of personally performing the 
work, proved artistically to be a little direction towards the future [sic] 
and possibly delayed rather then advanced the unfolding of 
developments in Europe which began in the fifties’ (Ricke, 1990, p. 22).  
Books, such as Helmut Ricke’s ‘New glass in Europe: 50 artists – 50 concepts’ (1990), 
Sylva Petrova’s ‘Czech glass’ (2001a), Nikita Voronov’s ‘Soviet glass’ (1981), and 
many other published sources are visual and written evidence of the modern forms and 
expressions mentioned above. The studio glass movement in North America involved 
mainly blown glass technique but European glass artists were exploring their ideas also 
through many other techniques, such as casting and engraving. ‘The term ‘studio glass’ 
is not a correct term’ (Petrová, 2001a, p. 14) for development of glass art in many 
countries, such as Finland, Russia, France, Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania. It is then 
difficult to establish the actual beginnings of the modern glass movement in Europe 
because of the variety of techniques used. In addition, the application of glass 
techniques differed initially in each country. Thus the term individual glass creation 
will be used to refer to the Baltic glass art development in this thesis.  
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Latvia
Lithuania
E stonia
Russia
Sweden
USA
Czech Republic
UK
France
Germany
Finland
Japan
 
Table 2: Beginnings of individual glass creation in the Baltic States in relation to 
other countries of the world 
 
The research findings reveal various influences from other European countries on 
Baltic glass art during the last seven decades. There were two main influences on the 
creation of blown glass artworks. The first was Scandinavian purity of form that is 
mostly seen in the designs of Latvian and Estonian glass artists. The second was 
Ukrainian and Russian designs which was seen in the designs of glass artists from all 
the three countries. The Slavic influence came through the Baltic artists who worked or 
elaborated their ideas in the factories in Russia, Belarus and Ukraine (See 2.3.1, p. 35 
and 2.5.1, p. 81). This introduced bright colours and curves adapted to fit their own 
tastes from the works of Ukrainian or Russian masters. However ‘the forms of the 
objects [were] with a pronounced, clear silhouette, usually purely geometric in contrast 
to Russian and Ukrainian glass’ (Voronov, 1981, p. 39). The Scandinavian approaches 
and designs are closer to the taste of the Baltic nations therefore more acceptable to the 
glass designers and artists. The Nordic influence came to the Baltic States mainly 33 
thanks to Estonian designers who were strongly influenced by Finnish design and art in 
the 1970s. There is perhaps evidence of the influence of Estonian glass design and art 
on Latvian and Lithuanian glass designs.  
 
Modern Baltic architectural glass had been based on German and French stained glass 
traditions (See Appendix 8, p. 233).  In the twentieth century this architectural glass 
was influenced by the Czech glass tradition. This can be seen in monumental dalle de 
verre architectural compositions in Lithuania and Latvia. The ideas were brought to 
Lithuania by Algimantas Stoškus who acquainted himself with the experimental works 
of Stanislav Libenský, Jaroslava Brychtová, and René Roubíček at the Czechoslovak 
Pavilion at the EXPO’58 in Brussels and the exhibition in Moscow in the following 
year. Stoškus’s visit was responsible for the next stage in the development of 
Lithuanian glass and later of the other two Baltic countries.   
 
Czech glass also had the greatest influence on the development of cold glass techniques 
in the Baltic States. The Estonian artist Maks Roosma and the Latvian artist Arnolds 
Vilbergs studied 1930s and in the 1960s respectively in the former Czechoslovakia. 
Influenced by the new concepts and approaches to glass art they changed the way of 
using glass in their creative artist practice once they returned home. In addition they 
passed on the new techniques and concepts to the next generation through their 
teaching at art academies. A new wave of Czech influence on the glass art of the Baltic 
States came in the 1980s through ‘the dominance of abstract, geometrical and sculptural 
glass forms’ (Simanaitienė, 2003, p. 20).  34 
After Independence borders which had been closed were opened. Artists from the 
Baltic States could and can still travel freely. The last eighteen years have opened 
avenues for the exploration of ideas and the acquisition of new knowledge in glass 
making. In spite of this, foreign influences on Baltic glass art are not so clearly 
detectable as they were before. 
 
2.3  Cold glass techniques 
Cold glass working techniques encompass all the procedures of glass making that are 
carried out in a cold glass state (Bray, 1995, p. 72). However these are very often 
combined with hot or kiln glass elements. This section will look at the development of 
the most frequently used techniques in the Baltic States such as engraving, acid etching, 
sandblasting and grinding. A particular technique is outlined at the beginning of the 
each section. 
  
2.3.1  Engraving, acid etching and other surface decoration   
This subsection will analyse engraving and acid etching, which are different techniques 
that can be also combined with other surface decoration to create an image on a glass 
surface.  
 
Engraving technique is used to produce a design on the glass by cutting into the surface 
employing three methods (Bray, 1995, p. 104). These methods are divided into copper 35 
wheel engraving
6, diamond point engraving
7
 
 and cut glass work depending on the 
various kinds of abrasive wheels used. Acid etching is also a method of creating an 
image on the surface but it involves the use of hydrofluoric acid (Goodearl and 
Goodearl, 1999, p. 19). Because of its extremely dangerous qualities, it is more suitable 
for use in a factory than in a small studio.  
Engraving was widely applied in individual glass creation as early as the Second World 
War (See Appendix 8, p. 232) and introduced into Estonia by Maks Roosma. Engraving 
was reintroduced in the production of glassware and artists’ works since blown glass 
forms and facilities had been preserved in the post-Second World War period. The 
subject matter of engraved designs was under the control of the Union of Artists.  
Socialist Realism
8
 
 was the official doctrine (Raun, 1996, p. 5). ‘Copper-wheel 
engraving was considered as the most appropriate to depict realistic images and 
ornaments to their tiniest details’ (Saare, 2000, p. 176). In spite of the requirements, 
artists also used national ornaments and rhythms to emphasize the national roots of 
each artist. ‘The use of parallel stripes, lines, strokes and hollows dispersed in a precise 
rhythm [made] the form even more prominent’ (Voronov, 1981, p. 39).  
Due to the lack of working posts at the ‘Tarbeklaas’ (Glassware) glass factory in 
Estonia artists in the 1950s had to find other places in which to realize their ideas. The 
                                                 
6 Cooper wheel engraving is technique carried out by using copper wheels supplied with oil and abrasive 
powder (Bray, 1995, p. 78) 
7 Diamond wheel engraving technique is carried out by using ‘diamond or hard tungsten carbide point 
making small dots on the surface’ (Bray, 1995, p. 210) 
8 Socialist Realism is the basic method of Soviet artistic production, which ‘demands of the artist a 
truthful, historically concrete portrayal of reality in its revolutionary development. The truthfulness and 
historical concreteness must be combined with the task of the ideological alteration and education of the 
workers in the spirit of socialism’ (West, 1996, p. 811). 36 
law prohibited private studios and artists went to glass factories in Russia and Belarus, 
for example, The Leningrad glass factory and The ‘Neman’ glass factory.  In spite of a 
different culture and traditions artists preserved Estonian traditions of glassmaking in 
their creative practice and added to the knowledge of their Russian and Byelorussian 
counterparts. For example, ‘Leida Jürgen succeeded in reviving at the factory 
[Leningrad Art Glass Factory] the almost forgotten technique of mat engraving’ 
(Voronov, 1981, p. 28) that she learned from her tutor Maks Roosma. He had created 
outstanding quality artworks using cold working techniques (Figure 15) and trained 
many glass artists in Estonia. Jürgen and Roosma were known for their use of mat and 
copper wheel engraving techniques in their individual neat designs. On the other hand, 
Kersti Vaks and Silvia Raudvee (Figure 16) are acknowledged as masters of the 
diamond wheel engraving technique. Anne Tiivel (1981, p.6) suggests that it is possible 
to see in Raudvee’s works both excellent glass grinding and diamond-point engraving 
skills.  
          
   Figure 15: Maks Roosma       Figure 16: Silvia Raudvee   
 ‘Vase with Circles’ 1940s                 Set ‘Wild Dianthus’ 1969 
 
In Lithuania Stasys Ušinskas created designs for decorative vases (Figure 17) ‘keeping  
an opinion that decor [made by application of enamels] was more acceptable for 
Lithuania than engraving [on] thick-walled glass, as [done by] the Czechs and the 37 
Slovaks’ (Natalevičienė, 2001). Lithuanians did not develop engraving techniques but 
successfully concentrated on various other types of glass decoration. Ušinskas had 
experimented with glass at low temperatures at The ‘Aleksotas’ glass factory since the 
1940s. He also designed decorative vases and plates, chandeliers, and other glassware 
during the 1950s. The next generation of artists - Filomena Ušinskaitė (Figure 18), 
Jurate Ušinskaitė and Vitalija Blažytė continued to develop outstanding designs for 
decorative vases. These glass artists combined acid etching, sandblasting and painting 
elements in the 1960s. The combination of the techniques resulted in the play between 
shiny and mat surfaces providing a sense of depth. Vases were decorated with 
geometric patterns, traditional ornaments and natural shapes (Simanaitienė, 2003, p. 
13). 
      
               Figure 17: Stasys Ušinkas,            Figure 18: Filomena Ušinskaitė  
          Decorative vase 1958       Decorative vase 1950s 
 
Industrial design predominated over individual design in Latvia until the beginning of 
the 1960s when Arnolds Vilbergs acquired engraving skills from Maks Roosma at The 
Estonian SSR Institute of Art during his studies there (1959-60) and subsequently  from 
Josef Kaplický
9
                                                 
9 ‘J. Kaplický was of great importance and his name is usually connected with the beginnings of modern 
Czech glass’ (Petrová, 2001a, p. 39).  
 in the glass department of The Industrial Art Institute of Prague (Spāre, 38 
1961, p. 8). His acquired knowledge was conveyed to his students shortly after 
returning from Czechoslovakia in 1963. He introduced acid etching, engraving, 
grinding and sandblasting into the curriculum of The Art Academy of Latvia. Cold 
glass working was taught using ready made vessels. The inspiration for the designs was 
the Czech ‘New Glass’ magazines (Audere, 2008). 
 
Arnolds Vilbergs still remains the main figure in Latvian glass art using cold glass 
techniques (Figure 19). His compositions are based on his interest in ancient Etruscan, 
Celtic and Baltic ornaments and their esoteric and metaphysical transformation. Some 
of the titles bear witness to this, for example ‘Spirit of the field’ (1997), ‘Solstice’ 
(1999) and ‘Sign of God’ (1998) (Rozenieks, 1999, p.15). In his geometric, figurative 
and thematic compositions can be seen recurring rhythms of lines and ornaments. 
 
     
  Figure 19: Arnolds Vilbergs         Figure 20: Gražina Didžiūnaitytė 
       Decorative bowl 1966                Decorative vase 1969-1971 
 
Estonians also strongly influenced Lithuanian glass art in the 1960s through the 
exchange of knowledge in educational establishments. Raimonda Simanaitienė (2003, 
p.13) notes that Estonian masters were invited to teach at the newly established glass 39 
department at The Vilnius Art Institute from 1961 to 1967. This enhanced Lithuanian 
knowledge of the use of engraving and sandblasting techniques. However Lithuanians 
did not make extensive use of these techniques. According to Lilijana Nataveličienė 
(2001) Gražina Didžiūnaitytė combined blown coloured glass forms with engraved 
ornament (Figure 20). This approach of decorating glass with images was used to 
conceal the poor quality of glass (Simanaitienė, 2008a), that during that time required 
improvement in chemical composition. These works cannot be considered as a 
significant step in the development of cold glass techniques in Lithuania. 
 
During the 1970s cold glass techniques nearly disappeared from the works of 
Lithuanian glass artists. This is because the latter were more preoccupied with and were 
more successful in architectural glass development (See 2.4, p. 54). In Latvia and 
Estonia engraving and acid etching flourished and the designs revealed consummate 
mastery. One can argue with Romankovsky (1971, p. 69) that engraving was too 
illustrative, naturalistic and not interesting to the younger generation. This statement 
was probably made to emphasize the importance of socialist realist themes where more 
robust shapes of images implied outstanding craftsmanship. Estonian artists continued 
to develop the stylization of natural forms as well as to include national ornaments in 
their engraved works in attempt to emphasize their cultural roots (Figure 21). Latvians, 
having similar sources of inspiration, concentrated on the development of acid-etching 
technique rather than following the engraving traditions of their northern neighbours 
(Figure 22).  
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     Figure 21: Leida Jürgen              Figure 22: Arnolds Vilbergs 
   ‘Flowers for mother’ 1976                  Decorative plate 1971 
 
In the 1980s the younger generation of Latvian glass artists ‘introduced new concepts 
of glass art based on philosophical themes’ (Jēkabsone, 2006, p.18). Their works were 
in the form of sculptural objects. The changes brought about an interest in blown glass 
techniques and cold glass techniques thus slowly lost their importance. Few artists 
continued to explore their ideas using acid etching and engraving techniques (Figure 
23) even in architectural glass compositions (Figure 24).  Glass panels were often found 
incorporated in doors, windows or even partitions. ‘Most of the glass surface [was] 
etched and the un-etched partitions [made] up the pattern lines; thus, the glass [was] 
basically translucent rather than transparent’ (Müeller and Müeller, 1979, p. 227). 
 
              
            Figure 23: Ēro Rass ‘Dedication’ 1987    Figure 24: Arnolds Vilbergs  
Decorative wall in the café ‘Leningrad’ 1985 
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The available materials demonstrated that in the 1980s only the sandblasting technique 
for achieving matt surfaces was used by Lithuanian artists. Thus the engraving and 
acid-etching techniques disappeared from artists’ practice. This situation did not 
changed until the present. On the contrary, Estonians still kept their traditions of cold 
glass making. The works did not involve innovations in engraving technique but 
offered a new approach to the compositions (Figure 25). During the late 1980s intricate 
engravings were even praised in glass competitions in the West. 
 
 
      Figure 25: Viivi-Ann Kerdo ‘Glasses with landscape’ 1990 
 
The 1990s raised positive and negative issues for the development of engraving and 
acid-etching glass techniques. Kiln glass was introduced into the curriculum of glass 
departments in art academies and applied art schools, which stimulated interest in 
exploring new expressions in glass. On the positive side artists continued to experiment 
with various techniques. This finally resulted in the combination of cold glass and kiln 
glass techniques.   
 
During the last eighteen years in Latvia engraving technique was used as a supplement 
in the creative process. Deputy director Velta Raudzepa (1998, p. 156) observed that 
during this period The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design in Riga bought only one 42 
piece  created in engraving technique (A. Vilbergs ‘On guard. The father’). The glass 
exhibitions of last two decades also demonstrate that Arnolds Vilbergs is the only artist 
who continues to work in cold glass techniques, especially acid etching and engraving. 
The delicate drawings that are based on motifs of Latvian traditional ornaments with 
recurring lines in a clear sequence (Figure 26). There is a link here with the present 
researcher’s practice in which line rhythms are repeated. 
 
 
               Figure 26: Arnolds Vilbergs ‘Sun – after life’ 2008 
 
Even though Latvian and Lithuanian artists rarely used engraving and acid etching, 
Estonian artists preserved the tradition throughout the years of independence. This 
tradition was preserved in the light of the fact that ‘copper wheel engraving has retained 
its special place in [glass] education’ (Saare, 2000, p. 180). One of the most significant 
artists of this time is Pilvi Ojamaa. Her skilful craftsmanship brought out the plasticity, 
delicateness and dynamism of the engraved compositions (Figure 27). Mare Saare, the 
Head of the glass department at The Estonian Academy of Art, is passing on her 
knowledge of engraving to students at the same time as actively incorporating the new 
skills into her own artist’s practice. She mostly combines cold work and kiln glass 43 
techniques (Figure 28). However, for her engraving is only one means of expression, it 
is not the most important one.  
   
      
    Figure 27: Pilvi Ojamaa ‘Play’ 2000              Figure 28: Mare Saare ‘Crater’ 2000 
 
2.3.2  Sandblasting 
Sandblasting is the method of ‘decorating glassware by projecting fine grains of sand at 
high velocity by means of special tool on the surface of the glass’ (Newman, 1977, p. 
270) achieving matt surface.  This technique has been widely applied in decoration of 
blown glass forms as well as architectural glass works in the Baltic States.  
 
Sandblasting was taught at The Riga Secondary School of Applied Arts in Latvia as 
early as the 1940s. However, high quality sandblasting facilities as well as acid etching 
and engraving were introduced at The Art Academy of Latvia in the 1960s (A. 
Vilbergs, personal communication, 22 January 2007). One of the first applications of 
sandblasting technique in architectural glass panels emerged in Latvia at the end of 
1950s. Kārlis Freimanis created the glass panels entitled ‘Latvian national song motif’ 
for The State library of the Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic (Pujāts, 1960, p. 107). 44 
The panels were sandblasted and filled with graphite powder to give depth to the 
composition (Figure 29). Even though, compared with stained glass, sandblasting was 
cheaper it did not prove to be popular among other architectural glass artists of the 
time. 
    
     Figure 29: Kārlis Freimanis     Figure 30: Algimantas Stoškus ‘At the seaside’ 1960 
‘Latvian national song motif’ 1955 
 
At the same time Algimantas Stoškus, the Lithuanian architectural glass artist, 
introduced sandblasted mirror glass into stained glass compositions (Chervonnaja and 
Bogdanas, 1972, p.239).  Two sheets of glass were used. A sandblasted or etched image 
was made on one of the glass sheets and another ‘was covered with plate amalgam and 
a black bitumen glazing’ (Ramanauskaitė, 1989, p.160) (Figure 30). A similar approach 
was found in Kazimieras Morkūnas works. However, according to Sigizmundas 
Šimkus (1984, p.146), he did not explore it further because of the non-translucency of 
the material.  
 
In Estonia Maks Roosma created a special device that enabled him to control the 
sandblasting process. This resulted in combination of sandblasting and relief and 
intaglio engraving (Raun, 1999, p.3). The sandblasting technique was used to create 45 
architectural glass panels, as in both other Baltic countries. Silvia Raudvee’s diploma 
work ‘The Tallinn Hotel’ was carried out by sandblasting the broken line drawing onto 
the glass panels (Figure 31). Unfortunately, according to Mare Saare (personal 
correspondence, 20 April, 2009), it was destroyed during reconstruction. The same 
problem occurred with other works, which would explain the lack of evidence of other 
visual examples during the research.  
 
     
Figure 31: Silvia Raudvee              Figure 32: Leida Jürgen ‘Cloud’ 1965 
         ‘The Tallinn Hotel’ (sketch) 1961       
 
As well as other cold glass techniques Estonian artists used sandblasting technique on 
blown forms. The decorative vases and forms entail the combination of sandblasted and 
polished parts to give texture to the surface (Figure 32). New experiments with clear 
and coloured free blown abstract forms using sandblasting, painting, acid etching and 
engraving techniques appeared as early as the 1980s (Figures 33 and 34). 
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    Figure 33: Peeter Rudaš ‘Frozen lakes’ 1984/85      Figure 34: Mare Saare ‘Journey III’ 1991 
 
In the 1980s Latvian and Lithuanian artists and designers mostly used sandblasting 
technique in architectural glass compositions or designs in glass factories. However, in 
the next decade interest in sandblasting technique increased. Sandblasting was widely 
incorporated into the ideas of several artists in all three countries. Most of the artists 
applied sandblasting to highlight the decorative elements on various types of glass such 
as float or blown and on kiln-worked glass surfaces. Some Lithuanian artists used 
geometric shapes in light installations. This served to emphasize the play between matt 
and transparent optical glass surfaces (Figure 35).  One artist used gold enamel with 
sandblasted parts (Figure 36). 
                  
Figure 35: Valmantas Gutauskas ‘Lightening’ 2003      Figure 36: Sandra Atkočiutė ‘The river’ 2008 
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Unlike Lithuanian glass artists, Latvian contemporary glass practitioners mostly applied 
sandblasting to various smaller sized works. This illustrated the decorative elements of 
the works (Figure 37) as well as emphasized the transition from two to three 
dimensions in rectangular flat glass pieces (Figure 38). 
 
         
       Figure 37: Inguna Audere ‘Criss-cross’ 1993        Figure 38: Anda Munkevica ‘I am warm’  
   
Sandblasting has also been used in matt drawing on the surface of an optical glass 
prism to highlight depth in the represented image (Figure 39). Another approach 
involved recycled glass jars as a base for the application of sandblasted illustrations 
(Figure 40). 
 
           
         Figure 39: Anitra Bērziņa           Figure 40: Anitra Bērzina ‘XXX’ 2005 
       ‘Translucent pyramid’ 2008 48 
If one looks at works of the youngest generation of Estonian glass artists, the 
delicateness of sandblasted image emerges in the artworks of Maret Sarapu and Tiina 
Sarapu. The delicate lines reveal the strong traditions of cold working technique in 
Estonia. The main principles of engraving are transferred to the sandblasted lines giving 
the impression of fragility and reflecting the play of shadows and light. The 
sandblasting technique has been combined with various other techniques – coatings on 
surfaces (Figure 41) and the gluing of pâte de verre pieces onto sandblasted float glass 
panels (Figure 42).  
 
              
Figure 41: Tiina Sarapu                              Figure 42: Maret Sarapu ‘Clockwise’ 2004 
           ‘Unwritten novels III’ 2006 
 
The latest innovation in creative practice in Estonia is the use of cameo glass
10
                                                 
10 ‘Cased forms of glass, usually with an opaque white over a colour, in which the outer layer is carved to 
leave a translucent white relief design or figure in contrast against the layer or layers of a base colour’ 
(Bray, 1995, p.59). 
 (Figure 
43), which dates back to the times of Romans - the 1st century AD (Encyclopaedia 49 
Britannica, 2008) (Figure 44). Anneli Paloveer makes use of stylized natural features 
and recurring lines in her intricate cameo glass artworks. 
 
                           
Figure 43: Anneli Paloveer ‘Cameo’ 2008        Figure 44: Portland vase, 1
st century ad.  
 
2.3.3  Grinding 
The grinding is ‘the process of removing excess glass by use abrasives or abrasive 
wheels’ (Bray, 1995, p. 126). The resulting shape can be later polished to produce a 
transparent glass object. Ground glass and its artistic possibilities were firstly 
introduced by Maie-Ann Raun in the curriculum of the glass department at The 
Estonian SSR Institute of Art in the 1970s (Saare, 2000, p. 178). It opened a new page 
in the development of glass art in the Baltic States.  
 
In the 1980s sculptural trends became dominant and artistic possibilities of grinding 
were soon incorporated into the works of the Estonian artists Ivo Lill, Eve Koha and 
Vello Soa (Figures 45 and 46). This happened twenty years after ‘so-called prismatic 
glass sculpture appeared on the Czech glass scene’ (Petrová, 2007, p.113). 50 
        
   Figure 45: Vello Soa ‘Stairway’ 1989        Figure 46: Ivo Lill ‘Round target’ 2001 
 
During the next decades Estonian artists developed this technique by employing mirror 
and optical flat glass
11
 
 in combination with glass painting. In addition to Ivo Lill’s and 
Vello Soa’s static use glued and ground glass sheets, Eve Koha offered a more dynamic 
approach through the use of rectangular optical glass blocks (Figure 47). The works of 
these three artists were presented as new trends in glass making at glass art exhibitions 
in Finland during the 1990s. Artists from other countries also participated such as 
Markku Salo, František Janák and Vesa Varella (Matiskainen, 1995, p.6). 
          
          Figure 47: Eve Koha ‘Wheel’ 1993           Figure 48: Virve Kiil ‘Dialogues I-IV’ 2003 
                                                 
11 The beginnings of the use of optical glass can be found in the pre- Second World War period, however 
‘Václav Cigler is generally regarded as the pioneer of the idea of the compositional use of optics in cut 
glass’ (Petrová, 2001a, p. 113). 51 
The younger generation who have graduated from The Estonian Academy of Arts in 
recent years also make a significant contribution to the development of ground glass 
technique (Figure 48). The qualities of the optical glass are highlighted in the geometric 
shapes and the slightly ground facets. 
 
In Latvia the use of optical glass is very rare because artists mainly use float, coloured 
flat glass and hot formed glass. The grinding technique is employed for to form glass 
modules which are later assembled in one composition (Figures 49 and 50). 
  
                     
Figure 49: Inita Ēmane ‘Object’         Figure 50: Dainis Gudovskis ‘XXX’ 2005 
 
Some artists also use glass stacks to achieve a similar effect to the use of optical glass 
(Figure 51). The transparent or coloured float glass pieces with ground edges are 
assembled to create a geometric and organic-shaped body of artwork. The facets of 
glass which emphasize the rhythm of the glass sheets at the same time lighten the 
monumentality of the works.  
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Figure 51: Agris Butelis ‘XXX’           Figure 52: Artūras Rimkēvičius  
                     ‘At the turn of the century’ 2000 
 
Similar use of flat glass by grinding the edges is also found in the works of 
contemporary Lithuanian glass artists. Float or other flat glass is combined with metal 
elements (Figure 52), which shifts glass art towards mixed media. In addition, kiln and 
blown glass parts are ground to form the required shape. In spite of the slightly 
different approach, the latter examples are closely linked to the use of recurring 
rectangular shapes in the present researcher’s personal practice. 
 
2.4  Architectural Glass 
The term ‘architectural glass’ commonly describes the use of monumental glass 
compositions in relation to buildings. The term involves various techniques such as 
stained glass, painted glass and dalle de verre compositions. Architectural glass in the 
Baltic States has a centuries-old tradition that is still significant today (See Appendix 8, 
p. 233). The subsequent subsections discuss the development of this medium.  
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2.4.1  Stained Glass 
Stained glass technique is employed to join coloured glass pieces with lead calms in 
architectural glass compositions. The glass pieces are often enamelled, which adds 
richness to the composition (Newman, 1977, p.293). 
 
Since the 1950s ‘The Riga Secondary school of Applied Arts has played [an] important 
role in the training of stained glass artists’ (Grasis, 1979, p.13). The programme offered 
modules on stained glass, sandblasting, painting on glass and mosaic techniques (The 
Riga Secondary school of Applied Arts prospectus, 1954, p.11). This school re-
established the teaching of this medium in the post-Second World War period. An 
important turning point for the school and stained glass art in Latvia was the 
commission of thirty nine stained glass panels, designed by the Soviet artist P.D. Korin 
for the Novoslobodskaya metro station in Moscow (Minuhin, 1959, p.70). This 
commission facilitated the re-establishment of this medium and led to the establishment 
of the stained glass workshop at The State Applied Art Kombinat ‘Māksla’ (Art)
12
 
 in 
1951. The latter became a centre for the commission of stained glass in Latvia and the 
whole the Soviet Union. 
The first design by Latvian stained glass artists’ took the form of seventeen glass panels 
for the Latvian SSR pavilion at the USSR Agricultural Exhibition in 1954 (Pujāts, 
1958, p.120). In these panels there was less actual painting. More emphasis was placed 
on rhythmically arranged lead patterns (Figures 53 and 54). Most of the lines are 
                                                 
12 State Artists' Collective Enterprise - state institution that commissioned artists for projects and offered 
technical facilities for artists. 54 
straight and not curved. This compositional principle can be seen in most of the stained 
glass panels created in the Baltic States until the present day.  
 
                     
Figures 53 and 54: Ģ. Vilks, E. Cēsinieks, J. Bīne, E. Veilands and A. Vilkins, Stained glass panels 
LSSR pavilion at the USSR Agricultural Exhibition 1952 
 
In the 1950s the stock of glass from pre-war German-owned workshops in the Baltic 
States was used to create stained glass panels. That glass stock had been stored by 
Latvian glass masters during the Second World War. However, stained glass 
commissions required more glass which had to be imported from the Soviet Union. 
Only in 1976 was The Decorative Arts Kombinat established to produce glass plates in 
Latvia. The Lithuanian stained glass exhibition at The Moscow Institute of Architecture 
in Moscow 1961 organized by Stasys Ušinskas facilitated the establishment of a glass 
factory in Lithuania (Batanova and Voronov, 1964, pp.125-126). The Lithuanian 
example was to strongly influence the development of architectural glass in Latvia. 
 
The USSR Agriculture Exhibition in 1954 was also an important turning point in the 
development of stained glass in Lithuania. The three large size panels were similar in 
composition to the Latvian stained glass panels at this exhibition. The figure of Maryte 55 
Melnikaitė, heroine of the USSR was placed in the centre of an ornamental frame. The 
new style composition could be seen in the stained glass panels of the pump room in 
Druskininkai. Here clear areas were emphasised by leaded calm lines (Figure 55). 
  
                                       
                   Figure 55: A. Mackelaitė            Figure 56: Stasys Ušinskas  
                   ‘Eglė and Žilvinas’ 1958         ‘Kristionas Donelaitis’ 1965 
            
In subsequent years Stasys Ušinskas, the founder of professional glass art in Lithuania, 
actively developed his artistic practice in several commissions (Figure 56, for example). 
More over he passed on his knowledge to the next generation of stained glass artists. 
His students Algimantas Stoškus and Kazimieras Morkūnas ‘became known as the 
founders of Lithuanian school of stained glass’ (Simanaitienė, 2000, p.231). Their 
innovative experiments with architectural compositions resulted in many commissions 
that also involved the dalle de verre technique (See 2.4.2, p. 71). In 1954 Algimantas 
Stoškus became Head of the stained glass studio at The Lithuanian SSR State Institute 
of Art. He set up prestigious experimental laboratories (Ramanauskaitė, 1989, p. 32).  
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The boom in the construction of new public buildings in the middle of 1960s offered 
stained glass artists great opportunities for creative expression (Makarov, 1974, p.196). 
The monumental interiors of the buildings were the perfect place for Soviet 
propaganda. The large stained glass compositions were placed in window aisles as well 
as in partitions. A huge interest in architectural glass compositions led to the 
establishment of the first stained glass gallery in Kaunas in 1965 (Grasis, 1993, p.19). 
This was the first museum of its kind in the Soviet Union (Remekaites, 1973, p.4). The 
gallery presented a body of artwork, which illustrated a combination of old and new 
approaches to the use of architectural glass techniques. 
 
The establishment of a stained glass programme in the applied art department at The 
Art Academy of Latvia in the 1960s further stimulated the development of Latvian 
stained glass. It contributed also to the establishment of a stained glass group in the 
decorative art department in The Latvian Artist Union’s in 1963 (Audere, 2004, p. 92).  
 
Stained glass panels were created for interiors in restaurants, leisure centres and 
museums. The classical stained glass technique was combined with painting and 
sandblasting elements, which were incorporated into geometric monumental 
compositions (Figure 57). Latvian stained glass artists still followed classical stained 
glass traditions. The use of painting on glass declined. The dynamism of the 
composition was achieved through lead calm line rhythms (Figure 58). The other 
innovation in Latvian stained glass was introduced by Tenis Grasis Senior who used 
float glass in his stained glass panels in the middle of the 1960s. 57 
 
Figure 57: Ģirts Vilks ‘Riflemen’ 1961 
 
      
   Figure 58: Gundega Strauta            Figure 59: Ludis Bērziņš  
          ‘Summer’ 1967           ‘Blacksmiths of Riga’ 1971 
    
Experiments in stained glass technique continued in the 1970s. This resulted in the 
establishment of the first stained glass exhibition in the cloisters of the Dome church in 
Riga in 1971. Various press reports referred to the extensive application of architectural 
glass techniques to the exhibits. The experiments involved combining mosaic-like 
images with stained glass techniques to create a sort of pointillism
13
 
 (Figure 59).  
The 1970s saw the creation of both large stained glass compositions and small glass 
panels. The stained glass panels ‘Zodiac’ created for the Zelenchuk observatory in 
                                                 
13 Pointillism is an art style in which primary coloured dots were applied to the canvas creating secondary 
tones. ‘A calculated arrangement of coloured dots, based on optical science, was intended to be perceived 
by the retina as a single hue’ (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2008).  58 
Northern Caucasus was the largest stained glass plafond (144 m2) in the USSR at that 
time (Audere, 2004, 95). The composition was divided into rhythmical patterns of 
straight lines (Figure 60). Different coloured effects were achieved through the various 
thicknesses of glass.  
 
              Figure 60: Egons Cēsnieks ‘Zodiac’ 1971 
 
The stained glass panel for The Factory of Chemical Glass Fibre in Daugavpils in 
Latvia was created using the classical stained glass technique in artificial light (Figure 
61). The geometrical division and the recurrent straight line drawings are similar to the 
form used in researcher’s personal practice. Other geometric compositions in stained 
glass panels consisted of acid-etched, sandblasted and enamelled elements.  
 
 
Figure 61: Egons Cēsnieks ‘Fire and night’ 1972 
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The key Latvian stained glass artists of the 1970s and the 1980s worked in The State 
Applied Art Kombinat ‘Māksla’ (Krievs, 1988, p. 58) where the process began with 
sketches and ended with fully realized pieces. Many of the artists only made sketches. 
The sketches were later realized by experienced glass masters. Essential facilities, state 
commissions, materials and studios were provided by The State Applied Art Kombinat 
‘Māksla’ (Art) and The Decorative Arts Kombinat (Blodone, 1987, p. 21) which 
monopolized the glass art market in Latvia.   
   
The number of stained glass commissions in Lithuania diminished because of the 
successful development of dalle de verre compositions in the late 1960s. Stained glass 
stimulated interest among the younger generation of architectural glass artists as early 
as the 1970s. The changes were brought about by Kazimieras Morkūnas’s stained glass 
panel ‘Festival’ 1971. ‘Having explored possibilities of both leaded and slab glass, he 
decided to return again to classical technique’ (Šimkus, 1984, p.148). Morkūnas proved 
that the difference in effect through the use of stained glass could have the same 
dynamic as dalle de verre (Figure 62).  
                  
       Figure 62: Kazimieras Morkūnas         Figure 63: Algirdas Dovydėnas, Stained glass  
        ‘Festival’ 1971        window in ‘Lietuva’ sanitorium 1975 60 
This encouraged the younger generation of artists to follow his approach and the old 
traditional methods of stained glass making were again incorporated into artists’ works 
(Figure 63). Algirdas Dovydėnas ‘made an attempt to return an exhaustive narration 
and a detailed drawing to stained glass by way of employing lead oxide’ (Jurėnaitė, 
1993, p.6).  Henrikas Kulšys widely used tonal painting rather than delicate details in 
drawing (Figure 64). However, one of Bronius Bružas’ earliest pieces demonstrated his 
contemporary approach in the use of rectangular shaped glass pieces in stained glass 
composition. This was unique in stained glass compositions at the time (Figure 65).  
 
    
           Figure 64: Henrikas Kulšys 1974       Figure 65: Bronius Bružas, stained glass in the  
      Stained glass in culture hall in Raseiniu            Medienos textile factory, Klaipėda 1975 
 
Konstantinas Šatunas introduced innovative approaches in the use of stained glass 
technique and showed that there are other ways to explore this ancient technique. The 
decorative panel at The ‘Sputnik’ International Sports Camp for young people in Russia 
was a 28 square meter composition. The glass parts were assembled in lead calms and 
incorporated in a specifically designed metal frame (Figure 66). There were 
overlapping of the coloured glass components. This made for a gradation of colours 
that changed according the intensity of light. The three-dimensional wall panel at The 
Alytaus Sports Hall in Lithuania also consisted of stained glass parts in a metal 61 
construction (Figure 67). This work also encouraged the present researcher to explore 
flat material to create of three-dimensional artworks.  
 
       
Figure 66:  Konstantinas Šatunas             Figure 67: Konstantinas Šatunas, Alytaus 
   ‘Sputnik’ International Sports Camp for young               Sports Hall, 1976-77 
      people in Dombai, 1977          
 
The new approaches and the monumental scale of the architectural glass compositions 
required larger amounts and a broader range of glass plates. This led to the 
establishment in 1978 of ‘Raudonosios Aušros’ (Red Dawn), the second glass making 
factory in Vilnius (Rachuk, 1982, p. 194).  
 
The number of architectural glass compositions by Lithuanian and Latvian artists made 
both these countries the centre for development of this medium in the Soviet Union. 
The present researcher has found little written or visual evidence of Estonian 
architectural glass works before the beginning of the 1980s. Few commissions 
embodied the theme of the glorification of Soviet technical and scientific achievements. 
However, Rait Prääts created a significant number of stained glass commissions in 
Estonia, Finland and Russia ‘being amazingly modern and innovative in his approach’ 
(Kivimäe, 2002, p.2). Geometrical elements featured in the compositions of his first 62 
stained glass commission for St. Nicholas Church in Tallinn in 1980 (Figures 68 and 
69). 
        
Figures 68 and 69: Rait Prääts, Stained glass windows in St. Nicholas Church in Tallinn, 1980 
 
The 1980s were a less innovative period for the development of new approaches in 
stained glass technique in Latvia. Few commissions embodied glass painting using 
lines of lead of various thicknesses. The nuances in stained glass panels were created 
using more than fifty colour tones (Lancetti and Nesterenko, 1989, p. 277).  
As in Latvia there was a decline in the stained glass development in Lithuania. 
Although many large commissions and projects were realized artists did not devise 
such technical innovations as in the previous decade. However, geometric compositions 
were still created using classical stained glass technique (Figure 70). 
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Figure 70: Algirdas Dovydėnas, ‘The teachers’ Advanced Training Institute, Vilnius 1989 
 
The political changes at the beginning of the 1990s impacted on the development of 
architectural glass in the three Baltic countries. The State was no longer the main 
commissioner of architectural glass and artists had to find commissions in the private 
sector – in private companies, banks or churches. Many of the large commissions from 
the former USSR were stopped or remained at the sketch stage. Unfortunately, many of 
the stained glass works were destroyed or lost. It is only in photographs that we can see 
this part of the development of stained glass in the Baltic States.  
 
Several artists became involved in the restoration of sacral windows in churches
14
 
. That 
was an alternative activity given that there were so few creative commissions available 
in each country. Nonetheless, a few artists managed to find commissions in 
neighbouring countries such as Poland and Finland.  
Lithuanian stained glass artists continued to use black and coloured enamel as well as 
oxide glazes in the creation of stained glass windows. Eimutis Markūnas created spatial 
                                                 
14 Religion was considered as ‘the opium of the people’ in the USSR therefore many stained glass 
windows created before the Second World War were destroyed or damaged. 64 
stained glass installations (Figure 71) that have something in common with Kazimieras 
Šatunas works from the 1970s. The whole composition achieved dynamic movement 
through the metal frame structure and classical stained glass panels. He has since 
created both monumental stained glass compositions for churches, contemporary 
architecture and private spaces (Andriušytė, 2006, p. 77) and smaller stained glass 
works for presentation at exhibitions. 
 
 
     Figure 71: Eimutis Markūnas ‘Biblical motif’  
               Commercial Bank in Marijampolė, Lithuania 1993 
 
As mentioned before stained glass panels had been created before the Second World 
War in German-owned workshops in Latvia. These panels began to be restored in the 
1990s. At the same time there were just a few monumental stained glass commissions 
(for example for, public buildings). Now both established and emerging artists began to 
create smaller scale stained glass works to be shown in exhibitions (Figure 72). They 
applied various kinds of enamel to transparent glass (Figure 73). They also combined 
enamelled glass and wood, metal or even textiles (Bankovskis, 1996, p. 55). For a few 
years after Independence stained glass plates were still produced in Riga but the 65 
decrease in commissions led to an increase in the price of glass plates. Artists chose 
cheaper glass from other countries and The Decorative Arts Kombinat became bankrupt 
(Tauriņš, 1997, p. 79). The ‘Biķeri’ stained glass workshop remained the main 
workshop for stained glass commissions. However, a few artists established their own 
studios.  
 
       
           Figure 72: Mārite Vaišļa ‘Signs’ 1995          Figure 73: Tenis Grasis Junior ‘Couple’ 1992   
 
In Estonia restoration and reconstruction of stained glass gained popularity also in the 
1990s for the same reasons as in both other Baltic countries (Saare, 2000, p. 180). 
Artists created mostly glass painting and stained glass windows (Raun, 1996, p. 7). 
Several commissions were realized in public buildings and churches in Estonia (Figure 
74) and a few even in Finland. The earliest involved bright colours but by the mid 
1990s stained glass compositions had become much lighter in their tonality (Figure 75).  
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        Figure 74: Mare Saare for Tartu       Figure 75: Riho Hütt, the altar window 
       University History Museum 1993            in the Lüganuse Church 1995 
 
If in the 1990s Estonian artists were already starting to use right angle shapes and 
squares in their stained glass panel compositions, then from 2000-2009 they have done 
so even more (Figures 76 and 77). The changes can be seen in the architectural 
compositions which have been painted, sandblasted, engraved or even supplemented 
with pâte de verre elements (Figures 78 and 79).  
 
    
Figures 76 and 77: Rait Prääts, Sammonlahti Church in Finland 2003 
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              Figures 78: Kai Kiudsoo-Värv                   Figure 79: Kai Kiudsoo-Värv 
              ‘Butt the sea’ 1999           ‘Four Evangelists’ 2007 
 
   
Innovations in stained glass making were also introduced into Latvian glass practice. 
Around 2000 artists created drawings on sheets of glass employing engraving and 
sandblasting techniques and combining them with other materials - metal and wood, for 
example (Figure 80). The innovations involved slumped glass pieces in lead calms, 
rope to join glass pieces together as well as the creation of light objects (Figure 81). 
 
 
Figure 80: Ieva Strazdiņa ‘Bounded’ 2003 
 
A similar three-dimensional idea is revealed in the work of the Lithuanian glass artist 
Linas Labanauskas who created designs for large painted glass walls in private 
properties. Various enamels were used in the painting on float glass panels (Figure 82). 
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      Figure 81: Dace Purviņa ‘Object’   Figure 82: Linas Labanauskas, ‘Aquarium’ 
                         In a private house in Palanga. 
 
Eimutis Markūnas who had already introduced many innovative approaches also 
elaborated glass detail encrustation in glass sheet (Figure 83). In addition, he introduced 
abstract painting on large glass panels making a use of geometric divisions (Figure 84). 
 
       
    Figure 83: Eimutis Markūnas ‘About a town’    Figure 84: Eimutis Markūnas ‘Three colours’ 2005
        The ‘Takioji Neris’ Hotel 2005     The ‘Takioji Neris’ Hotel 2005 
 
A group of emerging Lithuanian stained glass artists is developing exhibition sized 
artworks. This enables them to execute technical experiments (Figure 85). These entail 
printing, sandblasting, and etching on glass in combination with glued glass mosaics on 
a clear sheet of glass (Figure 86). 
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   Figure 85: Žydrunas Mirinavičius                    Figure 86: Linas Labanauskas  
                             ‘Biography’ 2003                                         ‘Fragment’ 2006 
 
Linas Labanauskas has experimented with lead calms and glass (Figure 87). This 
approach can also be seen in the works of the German artist Johannes Schreiter (Figure 
88) who ‘pioneered the use of lead as a design graphic’ (Raguin, 2003a, p. 262). The 
difference lies in the way in which Labaunauskas uses lead calm lines as a mean of 
expression and not as decorative element. 
 
                                            
Figure 87:Linas Labanauskas ‘Portret’ 2003    Figure 88: Johannes Schreiter ‘Autonomous panel’ 1966 
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Other recent approaches involve sandblasting elements on slumped glass parts (Figure 
89) as well as adjusted layers of glass with metal screws (Figure 90). This results in a 
play between shiny and matt surfaces and transparency and opacity. 
 
.        
          Figure 89: Lina Nenartonyte- Auštė              Figure 90: Viktoras Dailidenas  
              BA work, 2008        ‘Traces on ice’ 2006 
 
2.4.2  Dalle de verre 
Dalle de verre technique is based on the use of chipped glass chunks (Figure 91) that 
are assembled in epoxy, concrete or metal (Raguin, 2003b, p. 264) to produce three-
dimensional monumental constructions. The advantage of this technique lies in the 
possibility for both ‘decorating a flat wall or a window opening and dividing an interior 
into separate areas’ (Voronov, 1981, p. 47). The dalle de verre  ‘system was developed 
in the early 1930s by two French stained glass artists, A. Labouret and P. Chaudiere’ 
(Bray, 1995, p. 86) and was widely used in the post-Second World War period in 
France and Germany (Moor, 1997, p.19) (Figure 92). 
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             Figure 91:        Figure 92: Gabriel Loire of Chartres, Kaiser 
                       Hot pouring of the glass blocks        Wilhelm Memorial Church in Berlin, 1961 
 
In the 1950s architectural glass flourished in the Baltic States due to the high demand 
for art works in newly built public and social buildings throughout the USSR. Stained 
glass was the only means of expression in architectural glass in the Baltic States until 
the end of the 1950s. New ideas were brought by Lithuanian artists from the Brussels 
EXPO exhibition of 1958 (See 2.2, p. 33). According to Susanne K. Frantz (1994, p. 
39), S. Lybenský’s and J. Bruchtová’s glass panel of cast glass pieces set in plaster and 
supported by a metal frame  (Figure 93) encouraged Algimantas Stoškus to develop the 
use of glass chunks in architectural glass panels. His experimentations resulted in the 
first Lithuanian dalle de verre work ‘The fish’ that offered potential for the 
development of architectural glass in Lithuania (Figure 94). Coloured glass sheets were 
fused in kaolin fire clay moulds, chipped and set in cement (Ramanauskaitė, 1989, p. 
31).  
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       Figure 93: Stanislav Libenský and              Figure 94: Algimantas Stoškus ‘The fish’ 1960 
         Jaroslava Brychtová ‘Zoomorphic  
                         stones’ 1957-58  
 
In the 1960s Kazimieras Morkūnas, the Lithuanian glass artist, also used dalle de verre 
technique in many of his architectural glass projects. One of his first major works was 
the composition ‘The village of Pirčiupiai’ (Figure 95) which was made of fused ‘thick 
faceted pieces of plate glass set in concrete’ (Šimkus, 1984, p.146). 
 
 
Figure 95: Kazimieras Morkūnas ‘The village of Pirčiupiai’ 1961 
 
The Lithuanian stained glass exhibition at The Moscow Institute of Architecture in 
1961 was the second important turning point in the development of architectural glass 
in Lithuania. The dalle de verre pieces were acknowledged as significant examples of 73 
innovation and progress in technical development (Pujāts, 1962, p.8). In addition, the 
exhibition facilitated the establishment of a special slab glass-making factory in 
Vilnius. This factory could produce any colour and size of slab glass. This enabled 
artists to explore their ideas fully. Flat glass for dalle de verre therefore became 
redundant in Lithuania. 
 
Several monumental commissions were realized in subsequent years. These involved 
complicated engineering work in order to support the enormously heavy works. For 
example, Algimantas Stoškus’s work ‘Song of life’ (Figures 96 and 97) was created out 
of specially designed 25 cm thick glass chunks that were incorporated into cement 
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, p.32).  
 
           
Figures 96 and 97: Algimantas Stoškus ‘Song of life’ 1963-1965 
 
As early as 1965 he pushed the boundaries and created the first three-dimensional dalle 
de verre work (Figure 98). It consisted of a metal construction and glass chunks and 
was not created for a particular place (Budrys, 1968, 163). The installation ‘Space 
fantasy’ demonstrates the changes in illustrated themes and for the first time reveals the 74 
emerging preference for abstract composition. The installation was based on René 
Roubíček’s installation at the EXPO’58 in Brussels (Figure 99). 
 
      
            Figure 98: Algimantas Stoškus                        Figure 99: René Roubíček 
      ‘Space fantasy’ 1965    Abstract installation at EXPO’58 in Brussels 
 
In subsequent years Lithuanian architectural glass artists received a large number of 
commissions in view of their success at the Baltic glass artists’ exhibition in Moscow 
1966. Most of their works used in dalle de verre technique (Kudrajceva, 1971, p. 47). In 
1967 Morkūnas, Stoškus, and Garbauskas created glass installations for the USSR 
pavilion at the EXPO’67 in Montreal. The project consisted of two installations ‘A 
hymn of labour’ (Figure 100) and ‘Motherland’ (Figure 101) that were made of 
geometrical slab glass blocks, metal and concrete.  
 
Figure 100: Kazimieras Morkūnas ‘A hymn of labour’ at Expo’67 in Montreal 75 
 
Figure 101: Algimantas Stoškus and Antanas Garbauskas ‘Motherland’ at Expo’67 in Montreal 
 
In 1968 the experiments with scale contributed to the creation of the first kinetic
15
 
 glass 
sculpture in the USSR (Figure 102). The installation created by Algimantas Stoškus for 
the USSR exhibition in London consisted of seven 8m high metal rods (three of them 
were movable) to which the glass blocks were attached (Ramanauskaitė, 1989, p.167).  
 
Figure 102: Algimantas Stoškus 
Glass composition at the USSR exhibition in London 1968 
 
Through the contacts with and experience gained from Czechoslovakian and Lithuanian 
artists, Latvians also started to experiment with slab glass in the 1960s (Pujāts, 1971, 
p.10). The first works showed the poor quality of the glass blocks. The quality was no 
way as good as that produced in Lithuania. Latvian glass artists created their sculptural 
                                                 
15 Kinetic Art refers to art objects and installations, which involve movement (Barett, 1994, p. 212). 76 
objects and compositions on a much smaller scale (Brancis, 2005, p. 88) using coloured 
flat glass chunks (Figure 103). The chunks were joined together with metal, lead, tin, 
aluminium, wood, ceramic or epoxy resin (Pujāts, 1971, p. 10). In addition to two-
dimensional compositions, there were also examples of three-dimensional works. The 
latter consisted of metal constructions, which were filled with coloured glass blocks and 
illuminated from the inside (Figure 104). 
 
               
   Figure 103: Ludis Bērziņš ‘Firebird’ 1967        Figure 104: Arnolds Vilbergs ‘Column’ in 
          The ‘Riga’ Hotel 1966    
 
In the 1970s Lithuanian architectural glass artists created a special installation for 
EXPO’70 in Osaka. Kazimieras Morkūnas’ monumental installation consisted of three 
sections. A glass wall divided the space into two parts (Figure 105). Reflections and 
refractions were produced in the space by the brightly coloured glass chunks in 
specially designed metal constructions. Konstantinas Šatunas, an artist of the younger 
generation, concentrated on the use of pale colours. This made the thick glass panels 
more transparent (Figure 106). Nonetheless, his approach was rarely adopted by other 
glass artists.  
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            Figure 105: Kazimieras Morkūnas             Figure 106:Konstantinas Šatunas  
       ‘Soviet youth’ for the Expo’70 in Osaka               ‘Youth’ 1970 
 
In Latvia the interest in dalle de verre increased and resulted in designs for large 
commissions (Figure 107) in the 1970s. The artworks were executed in classical dalle 
de verre by joining glass chunks together with epoxy resin or concrete. In addition, new 
way of creating glass blocks was elaborated by blowing glass into a specially designed 
aluminium carcass (Cēsiniece, personal correspondence, 6 July 2009). Tenis Grasis 
Senior continued his experimentation. He created compositions from glass chunks 
joined together with epoxy resin and incorporated into metal frames or stoneware 
(Figure 108). He also used glass painting in a few of his works. In these can be seen a 
clear contrast between massive glass blocks and delicate drawings.  
 
      
      Figure 107: Nora Cēsniece  Stained glass at the      Figure 108: Tenis Grasis Senior 
              LSSR Academic research library 1984     ‘Object’ 1970s 
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Though mention is made of Silvia Raudvee’s monumental (~ 50m2) decorative glass 
wall made of thick coloured relief-glass blocks for the building of The Council of 
Ministry of Byelorussia in Moscow in 1978 (Tiivel,1981, p.7), written sources about 
the development of dalle de verre in Estonia are meagre. Moreover, no visual evidence 
has come to light during research for this dissertation.  
 
Algimantas Stoškus continued to develop the principles of dalle de verre in his 
monumental three-dimensional sculptural structures (Figures 109 and 110). In the 
middle of the 1970s large glass lumps only served to remind artists of the origin of 
dalle de verre. At that time huge glass blocks were assembled using metal rods 
(Ramanauskaitė, 1989, p.175). 
  
                    
Figures 109 and 110: Algimantas Stoškus, ‘Flight’ in the Kaunas branch of the Institute of Urban 
Construction Design, 1975-1977 
 
The balance between glass blocks and metal elements was carefully calculated. The 
slab glass was predominant which increased the impression of lightness. Subsequent 
works employed glass of differing tones - from the nearly transparent to the nearly dark 
– emphasizing the richness of the composition (Figure 111). Innovation of the 1980s 79 
came in the form of laser lights which changed colour and thus added to the static 
composition. This emphasized the ‘spiral principle’ in the installation (Figure 112). 
 
                
        Figure 111: Algimantas Stoškus       Figure 112: Algimantas Stoškus  
             ‘Festive suit’ 1979-1981               ‘Pulse of life’ 1984/1985 
 
Similar approaches were to be found in the works of other Lithuanian and Estonian 
glass artists (Figures 113 and 114). Sculptured light installations consisted of blown or 
hot formed glass elements held together by metal rods of various thickness. 
  
                  
      Figure 113:Irena Navickaitė – Lipienė                 Figure 114: Aet Andresma  
        Light installation          Light installation 1979 
 
The production of glass blocks and the development of dalle de verre came to an end at 
the beginning of the 1990s due to the high cost of slab glass making and the dramatic 80 
fall in the number of commissions. Thus architectural glass artists had to find other 
ways and techniques to express their ideas. 
 
2.5  Hot Glass 
This section consists of three parts which examine the development of blown glass, hot 
poured glass and flameworking in the Baltic States. Blowing glass is ‘the process of 
shaping a mass of molten glass by blowing the air through a metal tube into the glass 
mass’ (Newman, 1977, p. 42). There are two methods: free blowing and mould 
blowing. ‘Free blowing refers to glass which is blown and shaped directly by the 
glassmaker without resort to moulds and mechanical aids’ (Bray, 1995, p. 112). Mould 
blowing on the other hand produce a precise shape but is not as flexible as free 
blowing. The moulds can be made of fine cast steel, graphite, wood, plaster-grog-silica, 
alumina or cement. Hot poured glass involves the process of pouring hot glass in a 
liquid state into a prepared mould to create a solid block of glass. Flameworking is 
‘[t]he process of manipulating glass at a bench using a gas/air or gas/oxygen flame tool 
called a burner or torch’ (Bray, 1995, p. 141).  
 
2.5.1  Blown Glass 
After the Second World War glass factories were re-established in all three Baltic 
States (See Appendix 8, p. 235). The main aim was to ‘create new designs for 
utilitarian, functional household objects, moderately priced and designed for everyday 
use’ (Voronov, 1981, p. 22) (See Appendix 9, p. 236). The designers at the factories 
also created individual glass artworks without any function thus extending fine art 81 
principles (Kazakova et al, 1990, p.54). Helga Kõrge and subsequently Ingi Vaher and 
Mirjam Maasikas became the first Estonian glass designers at the ‘Tarbeklaas’ factory 
to create non-functional glass objects (Figure 115). During the 1950s and the 1960s 
many graduates such as Leida Jürgen, Helle Põld and Pilvii Ojamaa from The Estonian 
SSR Institute of Art worked at glass factories in Russia and Belarus. It ‘inevitably [bore 
witness to] a certain air of Slavic taste with their sumptuous fluidity of detail’ (Tiivel, 
no date) (Figure 116). 
 
         
              Figure 115: Helle Põld       Figure 116: Silvia Raudvee ‘Red and blue’ 1968 
               ‘Electrification’ 1967  
 
In the 1960s Lithuanian artists improved their individual style of free-blown technique. 
Glass artists of the younger generation such as Gražina Didžiunaitė and Algimantas 
Žilys made a significant contribution to the development of free-blown glass. They both 
created free-blown glass decorative vases and bowls with the application of hot glass. 
Gražina Didžiunaitė even made pressed and engraved glass ornaments (Figure 117).  82 
       
  Figure 117: Gražina Didžiunaitė                 Figure 118: Sandra Bērziņa-Skrauce 
         Set of two vases 1969                Decorative vase 1968 
       
In Latvia Sandra Bērziņa-Skrauce made the first free blown glass vases as early as the 
end of the 1960s. Her works were made from coloured glass without decoration.  This 
emphasized the shape and qualities of the material (Figure 118).  
 
In the 1970s Baltic artists experimented with free blown forms moving towards the  
sculpture. As in Scandinavia ‘their emphasis was clearly focused on a specific 
appropriation of nature and the organic, clarity, and refined sculptural form’ (Dawson, 
2007, p.12). The use of bright colours (Figure 119), increase in scale and the 
introduction of new techniques were the main innovations in Estonian glass art. In 
addition to designs for mass production artists explored their creative ideas in hot glass 
techniques such as free blown, hot applications, and mould blowing that had not been 
used before. Artists concentrated on the elaboration of form rather than decoration 
(Figure 120).  
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Figure 119: Maie Liivik-Mikof ‘Pencils’ 1977          Figure 120: Maie- Ann Raun  
          ‘Autumn raindrops’ 1977 
 
The sculptural works were designed by artists but often executed by professional glass 
blowers in the factories, one of which was the factory in Lvov in Ukraine. It provided  
the best blowers and facilities for blown glass art in the Soviet Union. According to 
Mare Saare (2000, p. 177) ‘the chances to work there were rare, approximately once in 
five years - for a week or two’.  
 
In the 1970s there were similarities between Lithuanian and Estonian glass artists in 
terms of works of pure form and a type of composition that consisted of several objects. 
However, the Lithuanians also continued to develop vase-type individual glass 
creations. They used opal and sulphide glass to create works in clear or coloured glass 
or a combination of both of them (Figure 121). Copper wire gauze and other elements 
were used between the layers of blown glass (Natalevičienė, 2001) to explore the 
potential of multi-layered sulphide glass in thick- walled decorative vases (Figure 122).  
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Figure 121: Algimantas Žilys             Figure 122: Gražina Didžiunaitė  
Decorative composition 1981               Decorative composition  1976 
 
In Latvia glass artists who were employed in the glass factories had fashioned 
individual blown glass creations since the 1970s. In addition to both factories in Latvia 
the glass art section of The State Applied Art Kombinat ‘Māksla’ was founded in 
1960s. There was no equivalent institution in either neighbouring country. The glass 
artists created designs for free blown, mould blown decorative glassware and achieved 
a high artistic and technical level (Figures 123 and 124).  
 
      
        Figure 123: Ludmila Safronova           Figure 124: Skaidrīte Rikša  
          Vases 1976                non-functional vases 1970 
 
The 1980s was a time of experiment, new concepts and techniques (Kazakova, 1989, p. 
56). The first conceptual and philosophical sculptured objects (Jēkabsone, 2006, p.18) 
were creations by Dainis Gudovskis and Juris Dunovskis (Figures 125 and 126). They 85 
fashioned many experimental glass works in The ‘Līvanu Stikla Fabrika’ (glass factory 
in Livani). 
                     
Figure 125: Juris Dunovskis ‘Signal I-II’ 1986        Figure 126: Dainis Gudovskis  
‘Objects I-II’ 1988 
 
Other artworks at the end of the 1980s used the free blown technique and coloured 
glass applications (Figure 127). Artists at the State Applied Art Kombinat ‘Māksla’ 
extensively experimented with hot glass to emphasize form over decoration (Figure 
128). The shapes created in the artworks recalled the practice of Estonian blown glass 
in the 1970s. 
 
   
    Figure 127: Arnolds Vilbergs ‘Sea bulls I-II’ 1987             Figure 128: Sandra Bērziņa-Skrauce  
          ‘Piebalga motif’ 1985 
 
The main difference from the 1970s in Estonian artist practice is the coloured glass 
decoration on the surface and between the layers. A secondary difference lay in the 86 
combination of various techniques such as sandblasting and engraving with hot glass. 
The ‘hot techniques, sculptures and objects were created with a pursuit of greater 
associative value rather than decorativeness’ (Raun, 1996, p. 6). Artists used clear and 
pale rather than intense tones to emphasize the transparent qualities of the glass (Figure 
129). 
 
      
          Figure 129: Kersti Vaks ‘February’ 1987             Figure 130: Eino Mäelt ‘Crater’ 1987 
 
In the late 1980s an apparatus for hot-centrifuged
16
 
 glass creation was set up in The 
‘Tarbeklass’ factory in Tallinn. This ‘centrifugal casting [had become] common at the 
beginning of the 1970s’ (Koivisto, 1994, p.106) in Finland. However its origins can be 
traced back to the 1930s in The Oreffors Glassworks in Sweden. Eino Mäelt was the 
first artist who started to use this facility in Estonia. However, given the limitations of 
the apparatus he was not able to further his ideas (Figure 130). For the same reason this 
apparatus was not widely popular among other artists in the country.  
The first hot glass sculptured artworks in Lithuania and Latvia were introduced only in 
the 1980s. In Lithuania this was thanks to Vytautas Janulonis who had studied in the 
                                                 
16 ‘Apparatus which can shape hot glass by using the force achieved by high speed rotation to spread 
glass against the inside surface of a special mould’ (Bray, 1995, p. 68). 87 
glass department of The Estonian SSR Institute of Art in the 1980s. Thus purity of form 
and use of pale colours in the works became emphasized among Lithuanian artists 
(Figure 131). The free blown glass was modelled in various thicknesses sometimes in 
combination with paintings on and in glass (Figure 132). 
 
                                      
Figure 131: Algimantas Žilys ‘Composition’ 1987   Figure 132: Alfonsas Binkis ‘Decorative’ 1984 
 
The establishment of a glass department at The Kaunas Art Institute in 1979 was an 
important stage in the development of glass art in Lithuania. It offered students higher 
education in glass. The graduates and emerging artists of that time, such as Vygantas 
Paulauskas, Valmantas Gutauskas, Remigijus Kriukas and Arūnas Daugėla started to 
create sculptured works using more and more geometric shapes. The use of abstract 
elements moved their artworks away from traditional glass making. The innovations 
were glass blowing in a metal wire structure (Figure 134) or the creation of large glass 
light installations (Figure 133). The new ideas and concepts in the Baltic States were 
mainly introduced thanks to international glass symposia at the factories in Novy Bor in 
the Czech Republic (1988), Lvov in Ukraine (1989), and Gus Khrustalnij in Russia 
(1990).  88 
   
       Figure 133: Arūnas Daugėla ‘XXX’    Figure 134: Valmantas Gutauskas 
                 Object at The Kaunas Public Library 1987 
       
After the Baltic States regained Independence in 1991 the borders to the West were 
opened which made possible exposure to new glass approaches in the creative process. 
In the light of financial problems in the glass factories in Latvia artists had to find other 
places to continue their practice (See Appendix 9, p. 236). Artists realized their 
sculptured works mainly in the symposia in Ukraine, Russia, and in the newly opened 
world. New ideas in hot glass came from the emerging artists’ studies in Ukraine and 
the Czech Republic. During her MA studies Inguna Audere gained new knowledge of 
glass blowing from Andrey Bokotey, the Head of glass department of The Lvov State 
Art institute of Applied and Decorative Arts. Vineta Groza studied hot glass techniques 
under Vladimir Kopecky at The Prague Institute of Industrial Art (Martinsone, 2000a, 
p. 202) in the 1990s.  
 
Juris Dunovskis made a significant contribution to Latvian glass art by combining 
blown glass, cast glass, and hot applications in his geometric structures (Figure 135). 
The artworks of other Latvian glass artists were created by combining free blown glass 
technique and inclusions, kiln techniques and various surface decorations (Figure 136). 
In 1998 the Centre for Glass Art and Studies was established in the Mentzendorff 89 
House in Riga and soon the first international glass symposium was organized (Audere, 
1999, p.5). During the symposium many works were created which combined blown 
glass with metal or wood.  
 
      
   Figure 135: Juris Dunovskis                   Figure 136: Dainis Gudovskis  
             ‘Object II’ 1999                                       ‘Wings of the night’ 2001    
 
After Independence there were three glass centres which were operating in Lithuania. 
These were based in Vilnius, Panevežys and Kaunas. The latter was the largest centre 
of glass art in Lithuania. The Kaunas centre was important because of the close 
proximity of the glass departments at The School of Applied Art and The Kaunas Art 
Faculty of Vilnius Art Academy. The centres were developing in the cities that had 
glass factories which could offer facilities to practising artists who were actively 
working hand in hand with the factories. The artworks often consisted of the groups of 
glass elements that together formed one composition (Figures 137 and 138).  
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   Figure 137: Arūnas Daugėla ‘Re…’ 2002    Figure 138: Artūras Rimkēvičius ‘Relax F.M’ 2006 
 
In Estonia the first hot glass studio was established in Tallinn by Viivi-Ann Kerdo and 
Kai Koppel  in 1991 (Figure 139). In the following years, several more hot glass studios 
were established in Estonia and artists became less dependent on Estonia’s one factory. 
The new opportunities brought also new materials and glass from the west, but a few of 
the artists like Peter Rudaš at the Laugu Glassworks on Saaremaa Island even started to 
use recycled glass bottles. However, in spite of relatively large number of hot glass 
studios, hot glass technique did not become the main technique in the exploration of 
ideas. 
 
    Figure 139: Kai Koppel ‘Green mystery’ 1993 91 
At the turn of the century a new glass generation graduated from the glass department 
at The Estonian Academy of Arts. Their conceptual glass pieces were influenced by 
several visits to and participation at glass events throughout the world. The most 
valuable experience was gained at The Glass and Ceramics School in Bornholm 
(Denmark). It introduced various glass techniques that were later utilized in the artistic 
practice of Baltic glass artists. 
 
This knowledge led to the introduction of innovations into Estonian glass art. Tiina 
Sarapu’s vases ‘Roundelay’ (2004) were created in Murano in Italy by applying precise 
hot coloured glass to clear glass. They incorporated Estonian folk skirt motifs (figure 
140). However, Eeva Käsper’s hot formed glass installations consisted of several parts 
that were assembled to create the required shape (Figure 141). Each of the pieces was 
made by pulling a hot glass rod and shaping in a specially created metal mould. 
   
       
         Figure 140: Tiina Sarapu ‘Roundelay’ 2004     Figure 141: Eeva Käsper ‘Smell of flicker’ 2007 
 
Kairi Orgusaar and Kati Kerstne created beads and tiny sculptures in a primitive glass 
furnace in the village of Palmuse. They used the traditional approach of glass making. 
The glass works were necessarily limited in size (Figures 142 and 143). 92 
                        
      Figure 142: Kati Kerstne ‘Vessels’ 2005/2006   Figure 143: Kairi Orgusaar ‘Fresh air pipes’ 2005 
 
At the beginning of the twenty first century, Lithuanian hot glass was mainly used to 
produce decorative tableware in the factories. The first hot glass studio ‘Glasremis’ was 
established by Remigius Kriukas in the Lithuanian city of Panevežys in the year 2000. 
This studio mostly produced and still produces paperweights and artworks specially 
designed for use in interiors. The ‘Stiklo sodas’ symposium was located in this studio 
on three occasions. The next hot glass studio, ‘Stiklo paslaptis’ (Secret of glass) was 
established in 2004 in Kaunas to produce decorative glassware such as plates and vases. 
Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian artists make use of these studios to produce hot glass 
works. Emerging Lithuanian glass artists concentrate on the exploration of conceptual 
ideas by combining various hot glass techniques and materials (Figures 144 and 145). If 
the young artists want to experiment with hot glass they are obliged to make use of 
these glass symposia given the high cost of producing the hot glass.  
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       Figure 144: Julija Počiutė ‘Present’ 2006  Figure 145: Eglė Kartanaitė ‘Drop of milk’ 2006 
 
At the turn of the present century Latvians struggled to find opportunities for glass 
blowing. The first hot glass studio was established only in 2004 by Juris Dunovskis. 
Thus most of the works were created at symposia in Latvia and abroad, for example, 
The International Glass Symposium in Terezina in 2000, The International glass 
symposium in Lvov in 2004, The International Glass Symposium in Novy Bor and 
‘Stikla balss’ (Glass voice) in Riga in 2006. The glass works were made using free 
blowing, mould blowing and hot formed glass techniques (Figures 146 and 147).  
 
                       
           Figure 146: Inguna Audere ‘Tree of life’ 2002           Figure 147: Ilze Dūdiņa ‘Archetype’ 2004 
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Dainis Gudovskis explores his ideas by collecting, forming, and assembling various 
shaped glass pieces in installations (Figure 148). Bārbala Gulbe has assembled mould 
blown glass pieces in objects. She places geometric shapes within the structured system 
(Figure 149). 
 
                    
   Figure 148: Dainis Gudovskis              Figure 149: Bārbala Gulbe ‘Balance’ 2006 
           ‘Smoke rising behind mountain’ 2008         
 
2.5.2  Hot poured glass 
Hot pouring was first introduced in the Baltic States in the 1970s by the Estonian glass 
artist Eino Mäelt. He made extensive use of mould hot pouring technique, coloured 
glass inclusions and wire gauze (Figure 150). Soon Peeter Rudaš also started to use this 
technique to create glass blocks with contrasting colour inclusions. It maybe argued that 
there was some influence from Finnish glass artists at that time. Some of them had 
made similar use of hot pouring technique: ‘Artists and designers that worked within 
the industry used the wealth of technical resources and skills available to them’ 
(Dawson, 1996, p. 36). This demonstrates the link between the glassmaking system in 
Scandinavia and that of the Baltic States.   
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                Figure 150: Eino Mäelt                 Figure 151: Kai Kiudsoo- Värv 
   ‘Summer afternoons in Meleski’ 1974                                  ‘Time of Mercy’ 2003 
 
A different method of hot pouring can be seen in Kai Kiudsoo - Värv’s, contemporary 
glass objects ‘Time of Mercy’ (Figure 151). The artworks demonstrate a combination 
of wood and hot poured glass which is contrasted with organic and non-organic 
materials. 
 
In Latvia glass artists experimented with wire gauze, metal and coloured glass 
inclusions that had already been explored in the work of neighbouring countries a 
decade earlier (Figure 152). Silvija Auere used the mould hot poured glass technique 
(Figure 153) to create works which were stylistically very similar to those of Estonian 
artists of the 1980s.  
 
        
Figure 152:Dainis Gudovskis     Figure 153: Silvija Auere ‘Decorative group’ 1988 
         ‘Optical object’ 1988 96 
Hot pouring technique was used in Lithuania to create glass blocks for dalle de verre 
compositions as late as the 1960s (See 2.4.2, p. 70). This explains the much more active 
experimentation with hot poured glass rather than blown glass between the 1980s and 
the present day. The artworks are studies in textures found in nature (Figure 154). They 
make use of geometric shapes and groupings (Figures 155-157). 
       
        Figure 154: Remigius Kriukas ‘Two’      Figure 155: Jaunius Erikas Kaubrys  
      ‘Position’ 1998 
 
              
   Figure 156: Sigita Grabliauskaitė ‘My toys’ 2000           Figure 157: Indre Stulgaitė ‘Pain’ 2006 
    
2.5.3 Flameworking 
Flameworking is the most recent technique introduced into glass art practice in the 
Baltic States. Although Estonians were the pioneers, ‘flameworking cannot be 
described as a tradition in Estonian glass’ (Raun, 1996, p.7). The first works were the 
chandelier for the Registry Office in Tallinn (1983) and installation for the Tallinn TV-97 
tower (1985) by Mare Lobjakas (Figure 158) as well as ‘The wing’ (1991) by Meeli 
Kõiva-Vällo (Figure 159). The large scale installations were made of quartz glass rods 
that were illuminated from above. Laser lights were place on the side in order to create 
a delicate play of light and shade. Similar ideas were to be found in the works of the 
Czech glass artist Vera Liškova who transferred this technique from craft to fine art to 
create large abstract compositions since 1965 (Petrová, 2009). 
          
       Figure 158: Mare Lobjakas ‘Chandelier’ 1983     Figure 159: Meeli Kõiva Vällo ‘The wing’ 1991 
 
Maie Mikof-Liivik has used flameworking technique in her ‘eloquent bird-creatures’ 
(Saare, 2000, p. 178) since the beginning of the 1990s (Figure 160). She uses 
flameworking technique to attach details to the inside and outside the compositions.  
       
       Figure 160: Maie Mikof- Liivik                Figure 161: Merle Kannus ‘Conchology’ 1998 
           ‘Two birds in an egg’ 1995       
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As early as the end of the 1990s Merle Kannus used flameworking to create  conceptual 
glass installations (Figure 161). The small works were combined with other materials 
including organic ones. In spite of the experiments of the 1990s only a few Estonian 
glass artists continued to explore their ideas through flameworking technique. There are 
therefore considerable possibilities for future exploration. 
 
In Latvia three artists familiarized themselves with flameworking technique under 
Mark Estrand at The Pratt Fine Arts Centre in Seattle at the end of the 1990s 
(Muižniece, 1999, p.67). However, none of the artists went on to develop this technique 
in their creative practice. This can be explained by the fact that this technique was not 
introduced into the curriculum of glass departments at The Art Academy of Latvia and 
The Design and Art School of Riga because there was a shortage of specialists in this 
field and in spite of the fact that little new equipment would be needed. 
 
As in Latvia and Estonia flameworking technique is not widely applied in Lithuania. 
This technique which has been introduced in workshops and used at various glass 
events, can supplement other techniques and make possible of the use of other 
materials. This can be seen in the works of a few emerging artists who combine 
flameworking with the use of kiln glass and organic materials (Figure 162). This 
method has similarities with the practice of the aforementioned Estonian artist Merle 
Kannus.  
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Figure 162: Živile Navikaitė ‘New migrants’ 2008 
 
2.6  Kiln glass techniques 
There are various terms used in kiln glass work. Walker suggested the term warm glass 
techniques. (Walker, 2000). However, the most common term is kiln glass. This term is 
used in my research as an umbrella term for such techniques as casting, pâte de verre, 
lost wax, fusing and slumping.   
 
Kiln glass in the Baltic States dates back to the beginning of the 1990s when these 
techniques were introduced into curriculum of the glass departments at the art 
academies and applied art schools. The new equipment (the special kilns), opened up 
choices in creative practice and pushed the boundaries for the exploration of ideas. One 
advantage of the use of kiln glass is the possibility to realize ideas independently in 
private studios, which were more accessible to glass practitioners who no longer had to 
depend on the factories (Martinsone, 2000a, p.203).  
 
Estonian artists Ivo Lill, Eve Koha and Vello Soa had already introduced glass fusing 
before The Estonian Art Academy received the first kiln in 1994 (Saare, 2000, p. 179). 100 
These artists are therefore considered he pioneers of kiln glass in Estonia. In Latvia the 
first kiln at the glass department in The Art Academy of Latvia was installed in 1994 
thanks to The Ministry of Culture and The George Soros Foundation (Muižniece, 1999, 
p. 67). In Lithuania the traditions of glass blowing and architectural glass were so 
strong that it was only in the late 1990s that kiln glass became popular. This was due to 
the establishment of kiln glass facilities at glass departments at The Kaunas Art Faculty 
of Vilnius Art Academy and The School of Applied Arts in Kaunas (Simanaitienė, 
2003, p. 21).  
 
The new facilities allowed students and artists to elaborate their ideas. However, a lack 
of knowledge was a major obstacle to the successful realization of their initial works. 
The necessary knowledge was acquired from short visits to glass schools, studios and 
workshops in various countries of the world.  Latvian glass artists improved their skills 
at various glass studios abroad, for example, Zaiga Baiža studied at Robert Emeringer’s 
studio in Luxemburg; Anda Munkevica and Marta Ģibiete studied at Mark Eckstrandt’s 
Eastlake glass studio in the USA. (Martinsone, 2000a, p. 202).  
 
The knowledge that was gained was applied to the creative practices of glass artists. 
They were soon able to explore their ideas by combining various kiln glass techniques. 
Whereas Dainis Gudovskis, Latvian glass artist mixed hot and kiln glass pieces in his 
sculptures, Mare Saare from Estonia combined pâte de verre and fusing in her works. In 
addition, most glass artists used several glass techniques. It is not possible to speak of 
any artist who worked and developed skills in one particular technique.  101 
Despite some overlapping this section was divided into four subsections, which were 
based on the main techniques used: casting and lost wax, pâte de verre, slumping and 
fusing, and mixed media and techniques. 
 
2.6.1  Casting and lost wax  
Casting and lost wax (cire perdue) techniques
17
 
 are used to make three-dimensional 
glass objects. A mould is filled with glass. After firing and separation from the mould 
the required shape is revealed (Cummings, 1997, pp. 81-84). However, the use of lost 
wax technique results in more complicated and detailed shapes that are firstly carved in 
wax and later replaced with glass (Newman, 1977, p. 70). Both casting and lost wax 
techniques are discussed in a separate subsection in view of similarities in the working 
process.  
The significant turning point in the development of cast glass came about thanks to 
Czech artists Jaroslava Brychtová and Stanislav Lybenský in the first part of the 
twentieth century. They raised glass art to a different level by increasing the scale of the 
cast artworks and refining the conceptual ideas. Czech artists used to called ‘cast’ 
technique ‘melted glass technique’. Baltic glass artists acquainted themselves with 
casting technique at The International Glass Symposium in Novy Bor in 1988.  
However, this technique had become widely known before through Czech glass 
magazines. Despite possessing a theoretical knowledge of large-scale casting, Baltic 
glass artists chose small-scale casting. They lacked the necessary special facilities and 
                                                 
17 Lost wax is an ancient technique traditionally used for the casting of bronze and precious metals but is 
now also widely used for casting glass objects (Bray, 1995, p. 151) Lost wax technique was widely used 
by René Lalique in France. 102 
equipment for mould making, casting, grinding and polishing of the large-scale glass 
works. Furthermore they began to apply lost wax technique in the middle of the 1990s. 
 
In Estonia only a few artists elaborated their ideas in casting and lost wax techniques in 
the 1990s but nowadays there is more interest in them among the emerging glass artists. 
Mould casting was used and is still used to create single pieces, which either stand 
alone or are assembled (Figures 163 and 164).  
 
     
Figure 163: Eve Koha ‘Six sides’ 1995   Figure 164: Toomas Riisalu ‘Small piece of  
  something bigger’ 2006 
 
In Lithuania casting and lost wax techniques elicited more interest than in Estonia.  The 
emerging glass artists continue to use casting technique. In their search for new 
methods of glass making they make use of materials in different variations.   
 
           
    Figure 165: Valmantas Gutauskas ‘Twins’ 2005     Figure 166: Egle Kartanaitė ‘Capacity’ 2007 103 
Latvian glass artists mostly concentrate on the development of small-scale works using 
lost wax technique. However, Juris Dunovskis has created relatively large cast glass 
pieces in combination with blown glass elements. The clear and coloured glass details 
are assembled with adhesives in order to achieve a structured and geometric form.  
 
 
           Figure 167: Juris Dunovskis ‘Object 1’   
Lost wax technique was introduced into Latvian glass art by Robert Emeringer from 
Luxemburg. In spite of its broad possibilities only a few artists use lost wax as the only 
technique in their creative practice. For example, Zaiga Baiža used it to create 
complicated and delicate glass sculptures. Most of the works of the other artists are 
experiments rather than the result of a deep interest in developing this technique.  
 
                   
    Figure 168: Anitra Bērziņa ‘Friend Nr.9’ 2000   Figure 169: Zaiga Baiža ‘Play’ 1999 104 
Initially glass from factories or crushed bottle or flat glass was used. The inappropriate 
choice of glass later led to a much more complicated grinding and polishing
18
 
 process. 
With the introduction of other kinds of glass (Bullseye and Kögler) into the Baltic 
markets the casting technique became more accessible. Nonetheless many artists chose 
to explore their ideas through other kiln glass techniques.  
2.6.2  Pâte de verre 
Pâte de verre
19 technique involves the creation of glass works fusing powdered glass in 
a mould (Newman, 1977, p. 234). Pâte de verre occupies the shortest time span of all 
glass techniques in the Baltic States. Mare Saare introduced this technique into Estonia 
in 1995
20
  
.  In a short space of time Estonian artists have achieved a huge success using 
this technique. They efforts have been acknowledged by the conferment of international 
awards. 
The certain fragility permeates the Estonian pâte de verre pieces but it is especially true 
of the works of Mare Saare. Her series ‘Flowers’ evidences a combination of glass and 
sand (Figure 170). The works are so delicate that it is hard to make a distinction 
between the materials (Kalthoff, 2009a, p.6).  A similar delicateness is also revealed in 
the works of Maret Sarapu who created pâte de verre glass parts combining them with 
other materials (Figure 171). 
                                                 
18 Polishing is technique used to achieve shiny and transparent glass ‘by gradually eroding the surface 
with subsequently finer abrasive particles’ (Bray, 1995, p. 174). 
19 Pâte de verre technique had been elaborated by the Egyptians ‘fusing powdered glass in clay moulds’ 
as early as 3500 BC (Layton, 1996, p. 12).  This technique was forgotten for many centuries and 
rediscovered by Henri Cros in the nineteenth century and later applied by Emile Gallé, Gabriel Argy-
Rousseau et al. 
20 Mare Saare gave details about this at the ‘Vitrum Balticum’ conference in 2008. 105 
        
         Figure 170: Mare Saare ‘Flower’ 2006           Figure 171: Maret Sarapu ‘White shadow’ 2009 
 
Kai Kiudsoo-Värv places pâte de verre paintings on rough wood or incorporates them 
into stained glass windows (See 2.4.1, p. 67). Kristiina Uslar has developed these 
methods in three-dimensional artworks. Her delicate executions are inspired by 
diadretas from ancient Roman times (Uslar, personal correspondence, 6 Feb 2007) and 
remind us of labyrinth-like structures and systems. The moulds are filled with glass grit 
to achieve the desired shape after casting in the kiln.  
 
       
      Figure 172: Kai Kiudsoo-Värv ‘People’ 2004     Figure 173: Kristiina Uslar ‘Via Dolorosa’ 2008 
 
In Lithuania pâte de verre technique is still rarely used and has remained largely 
experimental. Few emerging artists have explored this technique. Those that have 106 
combined crushed float glass pâte de verre elements with transparent or tinted float 
glass (Figure 174) or porcelain (Figure 175).   
 
                 
               Figure 174: Rusnė Vazgienė                           Figure 175: Agne Danelevičiutė- 
       ‘Lawn of A.W.’ 2008                  Vaišnienė ‘Vessel of the gods’ 2008 
 
It should be pointed out that this technique has not yet been introduced into Latvian 
glass art practice. 
 
2.6.3  Slumping and fusing 
Slumping technique is used to achieve sculptured artwork from flat glass. The glass 
sheet can be slumped into a mould, over a mould or from a mould through suspension. 
Fusing is used to assemble ‘separate glass components by heating them to the point 
where they soften’ (Cummings, 1997, p.64) to achieve the required shape.  
 
Both of these glass techniques have attracted Baltic artists, because coloured flat, float 
and mirror glass are accessible and less expensive than glass for casting. Russian 
coloured flat glass is often used in all the three countries (See 3.1.4, p. 121). Estonians 107 
are mainly concerned with the fluidity of melted flat glass, Latvians with assembling 
small glass elements to create a single work, whereas Lithuanians prefer fluidity and 
assemblage.  
 
Anda Munkevica, Latvian glass artist and designer, opened her kiln glass studio in Riga 
in 2002, thereby considerably stimulating the development of kiln glass in Latvia. She 
is responsible for designs for sinks, doors and tables. At the same time she has created 
large-scale glass installations and objects. In her creations she makes use of float, 
coloured flat and borosilicate tubes through fusing, slumping and rolling techniques. 
 
 
Figure 176: Anda Munkevica ‘Refrigerator’ 2002     
 
In a view of their coating qualities Bārbala Gulbe uses mirrors. She applies coloured 
enamel to the mirror, which she then slumps to create the desired product. In addition, 
she slumps float glass on plaster moulds. The use of float and coloured flat glass and 
assemblages can also be seen in the works of other Latvian glass artists.  108 
           
         Figure 177: Bārbala Gulbe ‘Ave Sol’ 2005    Figure 178: Dainis Gudovskis ‘Triangle games’ 2000  
 
Arnolds Vilbergs became the first glass artist in Latvia to fuse small glass pieces 
together in a plaster mould. The resulting shapes, which were later painted in various 
colours, are reminiscent of Latvian folk ornaments. However, he used wrong annealing 
temperature cycle as a result of which a few works were broken. A few years later 
Anitra Bērziņa succeeded in fusing together small glass balls in a mould because she 
had used a kiln with a control panel. A few of the works from this series were 
combined with float glass pieces in an attempt further to explore shape. Anda 
Munkevica chose to fuse glass tubes. 
 
      
              Figure 179: Anitra Bērziņa ‘Nr.9’ 2002              Figure 180: Anda Munkevica ‘White    
           chrysanthemum. Yellow. No other words.  
         No need for them’ 2003 
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Contemporary Estonian glass artists make extensive use of both fusing and slumping 
techniques. Most of the works combine these techniques with other surface decoration 
techniques such as glass painting and engraving. 
   
              
         Figure 181: Anne-Liis Leht ‘Mellow’ 2005         Figure 182: Tiina Sarapu ‘Golden  
                moments of life’ 2006 
 
Rait Prääts combines painting with glass which is not a typical approach by other 
contemporary Baltic glass artists. He prefers glass painting technique to screen-printing 
and stencil printing, thus achieving much more nuance in his illustrations. The fusing 
technique is used to order the glass sheets, to give depth to the image and to make 
available different perspectives. 
 
 
          Figure 183: Rait Prääts ‘Yesornothisisaquestion’ 2008 
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Kai Kiudsoo-Värv uses various glass techniques to create illustrative glass panels, 
which are distinguished by delicate detail and the simplicity of religious themes. 
Lithuanians make extensive use of fusing and slumping techniques in architectural 
glass works and at the same time experiment with colours and patterns, concentrating 
on the creation of two-dimensional objects.  
     
         Figure 184: Kai Kiudsoo-Värv                Figure 185: Linas Labanauskas 
‘Saint Benedict’ 2005         ‘Decorative element’ 2006 
 
2.6.4  Mixed media and techniques 
Mixed media artworks use various materials as a supplement to kiln glass. This allows 
them to achieve a contrast between the light and the fragility of the glass (Lauren, 2001, 
p. 40).  
    
Latvian glass artist Ieva Strazdiņa uses fusing and slumping techniques in combination 
with other materials in her wall glass panels. She has an attractive and innovative way 
of using multilayered glass or glass that has been kiln formed on Baltic Sea sand.  Her 
combination of rope or wire in wooden frames is exceptional. Her works are 111 
characterized by the texture of the beach sand and the play between mat and polished 
surfaces.  
 
Figure 186: Ieva Strazdiņa ‘Findings II’ 2008 
 
Metal or foil sheets as well as copper wire, which are combined with glass, are the most 
used materials (Figure 187). Inita Ēmane creates delicate works by fusing copper wire 
knitting between two glass sheets that are later ground and polished (Figure 188). The 
idea comes from Latvian traditional culture where various handicraft techniques such as 
knitting and embroidery, have not diminished in popularity even at the present day. 
 
                 
  Figure 187:Agnese Rimša               Figure 188: Inita Ēmane ‘Memory’ 2002 
‘Collection of feelings’ 2007  
 
The knitting idea is also used in the works of Marta Ģibiete who fuses copper wire 
between two layers of small glass pieces and later binds them all together in one shape. 112 
She uses Russian coloured flat glass in her experiments with size and shape. She also 
slumps the glass pieces before assembling them. Although this technique looks 
primitive, it requires careful preparation. Each piece of glass must be set in place, 
because changes cannot be made during the joining process. Silvia Levenson as well as 
several other artists also uses this technique occasionally. However, Ģibiete’s works are 
distinguished by her choice of colour and complexity of shape. 
 
                  
     Figure 189: Marta Ģibiete ‘Twosome striped’ 2004       Figure 190: Silvia Levenson ‘Happy forever’ 
 
In addition to the aforementioned methods, Latvian artists also combine glass with 
organic materials such as stone and sand. This is quite a common way of combing 
material in USA, France and the Czech Republic. It can also be seen in individual glass 
creations of Merle Bukovec a emerging Estonian glass artist. She inserts sand between 
two float glass sheets. The sand in kinetic works moves around creating various 
patterns which remind the viewer of a hourglass.  
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          Figure 191:Vineta Groza                Figure 192: Merle Bukovec ‘Timelessness keeper VI’ 
           ‘Grey story’ 20042004 
 
Estonians are more interested in exploring ideas using the pure flatness and fluidity of 
flat glass. Closeness to nature and respect for it has always been an important aspect of 
Estonian art. It can be seen in the works of Eeva Käsper who makes slumped glass 
pieces. She hangs them in metal wires in the kiln to create a natural flowing and fragile 
impression. According to Norbert Kalthoff (2009b, p. 12) ‘they awake associations of 
nets for catching the clear northern summer winds’. The ideas taken from nature are 
transformed into artworks which are later ‘returned’ to nature (Figure 193). The same 
approach is used in the works of Tiina Sarapu but ‘she often creates her installations for 
special rooms or special landscape[s]’ (Käsper, 2008) (Figure 194). Even though both 
of these artists also use metal wire or metal constructions they do not affect the 
naturalness of the glass works.  
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    Figure 193: Eeva Käsper ‘Slowly sinking’ 2005          Figure 194: Tiina Sarapu ‘Voices’ 2006 
     
There are only a few examples of mixed media kiln works among Lithuanian glass 
artists. The glass sheets are combined with various materials (wood and metal, for 
example). Copper oxide in used to produce the image on the glass panel. Most of the 
works remain two-dimensional following architectural glass traditions in Lithuania.  
 
                      
    Figure 195: Vytautas Janulionis                Figure 196: Sigita Grabliauskaitė  
             ‘Windy night’ 2002                         ‘Hunting signs’ 2000 
 
2.7  Summary of the development of techniques 
Contemporary glass art in the Baltic States developed thanks to extensive knowledge 
and the application of various glass techniques among glass artists. Furthermore, the 
artists were able to introduce the new techniques into their practice in a relatively short 115 
space of time. Baltic glass artists have developed new approaches and combined 
techniques. The most significant glass art catalogues in the world bear witness to this. 
The political and economic situation in the twentieth century in the Baltic States was 
similar.  Glass art developed slightly differently in view of the different glassmaking 
traditions in each country and it was not all plain sailing.  
    
Estonian and Latvian contemporary glass traditions have built on cold working 
techniques, especially engraving. However, Lithuanian glass artists were less interested 
in the development of engraving technique as a separate method. The situation has not 
changed in Lithuania and Estonia so far as engraving tradition is concerned but, 
unfortunately, this technique is disappearing from Latvian contemporary glass art 
practice. This is due to the fact that engraving is not taught to new generations anymore 
and artists who are knowledgeable about engraving nonetheless prefer to use other 
means of expression. It is a different situation is with sandblasting and grinding 
techniques. They have elicited huge interest among contemporary Baltic artists in the 
last two decades. A decisive factor has been the introduction of kiln glass and the 
possibility to combine this with other techniques.  
   
Lithuanian and Latvian architectural glass artists have become very skilled in creating 
and developing stained glass technique throughout the twentieth century and in the first 
years of the present century. In addition, Lithuanian dalle de verre works are known 
throughout the entire world for their scale and nuanced colours.  However, this 
technique has disappeared in the light of the high cost of glass block making. Estonians 116 
on the other hand have been actively exploring architectural glass ideas for the last 
three decades.  This has led to several new experiments and new combinations of glass 
techniques. Nowadays artists have facilities to experiment are available to artists both 
locally and internationally.  
 
Hot glass was actively developed in contemporary artistic practice from the 1950s. In 
spite of the long tradition and interest its importance nowadays has slightly diminished 
because of the high cost involved. This has led to the destruction of the glass industry. 
In addition, the introduction of kiln glass also had a significant influence on the 
development of hot glass in the Baltic States. It lowered costs and allowed artists to 
explore their ideas through the combination of various materials and techniques.  
There has been overlapping in the development of glass techniques in the Baltic States 
at various periods since the 1950s. In the last two decades the use of glass techniques 
have become similar in the world. Nonetheless, Estonians are continuing to develop 
glass techniques faster than the other two Baltic countries. Glass artists in all three 
countries share an increasing interest in the application of various kinds of flat glass 
including Russian glass at the same time they share an interest in the development of 
architectural glass.  
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Chapter 3 
The creation of a body of artwork to demonstrate and 
develop the creative use of Russian glass  
 
This chapter relates to the second and the third objectives of this research (See Chapter 
1, p. 10). It identifies the potential uses of Russian glass in contemporary Baltic glass 
practice and highlights aspects of its qualities. A variety of assembling methods was 
critiqued. Some of the methods were then creatively explored through the present 
researcher’s  personal practice. This involved the use of flat material in three-
dimensional artworks. Advantages and disadvantages were identified. Conclusions will 
be drawn concerning possible new directions in creative practice. 
 
3.1  Russian glass in the context of the present research  
The researcher created a body of artwork using coloured flat glass produced in The 
‘Star’ factory near Bryansk in Western Russia (See Appendix 10, p. 243). This glass is 
distributed by the company ‘Tatra Glass’ in the UK and is called ‘Russian glass’ (Tatra 
Glass, no date). The term is used in this thesis to avoid any confusion with glass 
produced by any other company. The ‘Star’ glass factory produces flat glass for use in 
stained glass windows and for fusing (Figure 197). It produces thirty-nine shades. Opal 
flashed glass is among the types of flat glass produced.  
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Figure 197: Glass from The ‘Star’ glass factory 
 
Russian glass is a soda-lime glass
21 produced in sheets 700 x 1000 mm in size.  The 
sheets are produced using Fourcault’s method
22
   
. This method sometimes makes the 
glass unpredictable. When it is cut it can break because it has not annealed perfectly. 
Minerals such as use selenium, cadmium, cobalt oxide, manganese and copper-based 
minerals are used to produce the colours of the glass. The company’s official website 
states that its production also includes various textures of flat glass, as well as glass 
blocks, drawn glass and industrial glass products. However, it was none textured flat 
glass that was found to be most appropriate for this research.  
3.1.1  Compatibility 
Glass has various aggregate states - from hard to fluid. It expands when hot but 
contracts when cool. Each type of glass has its own COE
23
                                                 
21 The Russian glass is soda-lime glass that uses ‘soda as its major flux or network modifier. […] The 
lime acts as a stabiliser whilst the silica is the glass former’ (Bray, 1995, p. 206). 
 (coefficient of expansion). 
22 This method was invented by the Belgian scientist Émile Fourcault at the beginning of the twentieth 
century. It involves the upward drawing of the glass. The result is a sheet in which the width is constant. 
(Wurm, 2007, p. 47). 
23 ‘The kinds and amounts of oxide modifiers used in making a particular glass, break up and strain the 
silica matrix differently. These changes in turn affect the rate at which the glass shrinks when cooled’ 
(Kervin and Fenton, 1997, p. 43) 119 
Compatibility can be determined by charting the relative COEs. The COEs should be 
identical. To avoid any breakages it is usually advisable to test COEs from different 
companies before creative work is begun. The tests can be carried out by the glass artist 
but most of the companies provide technical information on a label on the glass or in a 
separate written document. 
 
The minerals used in Russian glass are essential components in the identification of 
COEs. However more detailed technical information is necessary. Unfortunately, that 
information was not forthcoming from the producer or the importer of this glass. Thus 
this technical information should be ascertained by the practitioners themselves.  
 
It was found that it is possible to fuse the same coloured glass sheets to make various 
shaped objects. In addition, fusing blue with green or orange with red tones was not 
problematic. Breakages can occur even if a small amount of opposing colour is added 
to the work in progress. The work can break in the kiln, after few days or even months. 
There have also been problems with glass quality. Testing of the glass is therefore 
essential before any work is begun using kiln glass techniques. 
 
In view of these compatibility problems, artists try to find other ways of using this glass 
(See 3.1.4, p. 121). These issues have also influenced the researcher’s personal practice.  
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3.1.2  Range of colours  
All glass artists, irrespective to country, are in the main satisfied with the number of 
compatible glass shades that are provided by leading glass companies such as Bullseye 
(USA) and Spectrum (USA). However, from a practitioner’s point of view, the 
available glass is beautiful in itself. Some creations have actually managed to destroy 
the beauty of that material. The present researcher’s aim was to use the material and 
highlight its qualities in spite of compatibility and other issues. For me Russian glass 
still has much creative potential.  
 
The shades of Russian glass vary - from very light to extremely bright. The bright ones 
are also used as filters in projectors. The only disadvantage is that, though all the shades 
from The ‘Star’ glass factory are available in Europe, only a small selection is available 
in the UK through ‘Tatra Glass’. According to the website of this importer a choice of 
shades such as amber, light and dark blue, turquoise, green, red, orange, and transparent 
flash white is available. This only hints at the range of colours. It may even be possible 
to order other colours from them.  
 
3.1.3  Financial issues 
Nowadays, given the increase in costs and the closures of many hot glass studios, a 
more economical way of exploring ideas must be found. Kiln glass studios could be an 
alternative. It would still be crucial to find the various necessary materials, including 
glass. Glass practitioners in the Baltic States have been struggling for decades to find 
materials. Russian glass was and is still the most accessible material. One of the main 121 
advantages now is the lower price in comparison with glass from companies like 
‘Bullseye’ and ‘Spectrum’. However, the disadvantage is the poorer quality of the 
glass. Nonetheless, Russian glass opens up considerable possibilities for the exploring 
of ideas and for finding new ways to use glass, for example, in mixed media works (See 
2.6.4, p. 110).  
  
3.1.4  The context for the use of Russian glass by Baltic glass artists  
The development of glass art in the Baltic States has always been dependent on the 
availability of facilities. Particularly since 1991 the struggle to find casting and hot 
glass facilities has led to development of artworks using various kinds of flat glass. 
Glass such as clear, tinted float glass and Russian glass was already used during Soviet 
times. Russian glass remains an important material because of its lower price and easier 
accessibility in comparison with glass companies in the West. In the last decade the 
situation has changed slightly. It is still widely used especially among the emerging 
glass artists. Some artists on the other hand find it more convenient to work with glass 
which is compatible and which offers a richer colour range than Russian glass.  
 
Russian glass is still used in architectural glass compositions, installations and 
sculptured works. It is possible to fuse, slump and polish the glass. Artists used the 
partly compatible qualities to fuse same-coloured glass pieces (Figure 198). The pieces 
were then combined in one composition. Chosen ‘primary colours find equivalents in 
primary forms’ (Gage, 2006, p.87) just as in the Suprematist
24
                                                 
24 Suprematism was the ‘first movement of pure geometrical abstraction in painting, originated by 
Kazimir S. Malevich in Russia in about 1913’ (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2008). 
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compositions of Kazimir Malevich’s which ‘symbolize[s] man’s ascendancy over the 
chaos of nature’ (Scharf, 1994, p. 138). This principle of the use of simple forms and 
primary colours emerges in the works of several Baltic glass artists (Figure 199).  This 
Suprematist influence is due to geographical location and political context. 
 
        
   Figure 198: Vineta Groza ‘Conversations II’ 2007         Figure 199: Bārbala Gulbe ‘Kazimir Malevich’ 
   
Although Russian glass can be assembled using fusing technique sometimes it requires 
the use of other materials such as adhesives, metal wire or cord to achieve the required 
shape or composition. Cord is used in many of Ieva Strazdiņa’s architectural 
compositions (Figure 200). After fusing and slumping the glass elements, she then 
assembles them in an architectural panel with cord. Finally she places the panel into a 
metal or wooden frame. The cords and wires are both decorative and functional.  
 
The combination of Russian and float glass can be seen in large colourful painted glass 
panels (Figure 201). There is overlap between the painted areas and the glass. This 123 
enriches the composition and creates depth and, most importantly conceals the traces of 
UV bond. 
 
                       
 Figure 200: Ieva Strazdiņa ‘Boat’ 2008        Figure 201: Dace Retējuma ‘Moment’ 2005      
 
Tiina Sarapu, the Estonian glass artist, slumps Russian glass on a mould to create 
recurrent book-like forms (Figure 202). The combination of the separate elements 
creates changes in density of tone. She explores ‘[a] geometrical abstract pictorial 
language’ (Estonica, no date). In this she is close to the practice of other Estonian 
artists. A different method of slumping glass can be seen in the works of compatriot 
Eeva Käsper. Her works are forged in a kiln by suspending glass in metal wire. She 
achieves naturally slumped shapes (Figure 203). The variety in the form of the elements 
allows her to shape the composition in various ways and to change the character of the 
work. The metal wire at both ends of the glass elements has two functions: it is 
decorative element and at the same time can be used to hang the work. 
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Figure 202: Tiina Sarapu ‘Blue book’ 2005         Figure 203: Eeva Kasper ‘Only in my dreams’ 2007 
 
The repetitive element features especially in the works of the Latvian glass artist Marta 
Ģibiete. Her structured artworks consist of many small glass pieces knitted together 
with metal wires (See also 2.6.4, p. 112) (Figure 204). The metal wires are an essential 
part as they hold the pieces together and at the same time serve as a decorative element 
(Figure 205). This method requires special attention to measurement because the shape 
cannot be altered afterwards (Ģibiete, personal correspondence, 11 January 2007). 
 
 
 Figure 204: Marta Ģibiete ‘Bubaks’ 2000 125 
 
Figure 205: Marta Ģibiete detail of ‘Bubaks’ 
 
The Latvian Inguna Audere uses a similar method of assemblage in her large 
installations (Figure 206). The nylon thread is used to assemble various coloured glass 
pieces in long vertical moving installations (Figure 207).  
 
                      
Figure 206: Inguna Audere ‘Nostalgia’ 2006   Figure 207: Inguna Audere ‘Nostalgia’ 2006 detail 
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The examples illustrated in this subsection have shown common similarities in Baltic 
artists’ practice. They are revealed through the use of geometrical shapes mostly right 
angled, recurrent motifs and a variety of approach (See Chapter 2, p. 28). 
 
3.1.5  The rationale of choosing Russian glass  
This thesis has demonstrated how Russian glass has been applied by Baltic glass artists. 
These findings have encouraged the researcher to continue to develop personal 
methods. Experiments with various flat glass types from factories such as Bullseye, 
Spectrum and Artista have not been successful. Russian glass, on the other hand, has 
specific qualities that were more appropriate. These qualities were: flatness, clear non-
textured surface, size and price (See 3.4, p. 142 and 3.5, p. 158). Such qualities may 
prove useful to other practising artists. Through this research and researcher’s practice 
other artists may be encouraged to experiment with Russian glass. 
 
3.2  The nature of the created artworks 
The similar use of flat, partly compatible glass in the works of other Baltic artists has 
influenced researcher’s personal practice. The interest lays in experimentation with 
Russian glass in order to create three-dimensional rather than two-dimensional works. 
The specially designed system of glass assemblage makes, to use Whyte’s (1965, p. 21) 
phrase a ‘structure at least partly ordered’ and has five aims: 
•  To test the strength of the glass; 
•  To explore variations of shape; 
•  To develop interaction between the artwork and space; 127 
•  To provide for continuation; 
•  To use sources of inspiration, methods and materials similar to those of other 
Baltic glass artists. 
 
The choice of small pieces adds a dynamic quality to the artworks.  A balance is to be 
struck between the strength of the glass, the size of each object and the assembling 
method. The recurrent patterns are ‘among the most pervasive [in] both art and nature’ 
(Schodeck, 1993, p. 151). Each layer of glass has its own place and function. Each 
layer gives strength to the whole object. Although there are ‘technical ways of 
strengthening glass, such as tempering, compounding glass, silicon – organic coatings, 
dealkalizing and ion exchange’ (Vogel, 1985, p. 260), the researcher’s purpose is to 
seek other ways of testing the glass.  
 
The inspiration behind the artworks came from irregular shapes in nature that were 
incorporated into the work using same-sized geometric glass pieces. The researcher’s 
observations were gained through regular visits to the countryside, storing ideas from 
nature in the researcher’s visual memory as well as in photographs. These observations 
were later incorporated into a series of glass artworks. Thus the artworks embody 
patterns inspired by constant plays of natural and man-made phenomena and the 
shadows that they produce on the surroundings. ‘It is not just a case of copying natural 
forms; rather it is a matter of getting inside the processes of nature and transforming 
without denaturing them’ (Powers, 1999, p. 11).  
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The works are expressions of recurring moments in life. They demonstrate a belief in a 
higher intelligence in the Universe, a belief which according to Neo-Platonism
25 also 
underlies Nature. The recurrent cycles in Nature are contemplated through the changes 
of seasons and generations. These processes cannot be fully controlled or influenced by 
human will. The present researcher’s artworks indicate the role of life in the circle of 
life in which one generation replaces another. Time is cyclical and thus gives to the 
human being a systematic form of existence. This is similar to the understanding of 
Dialectical
26
 
 thought in which ‘concepts and forms of life in their systematic 
interconnections […] consider each development as a product of a previous, less 
developed phase’ (Bhaskar, 1993, p.22). In most cases dialectical thought follows the 
concepts that quantitative change brings to qualitative change. A connection between 
the past and the present creates the future – it is a never-ending development.  
The events of life overlap in the same way as glass pieces, thus collected fragments 
reveal simultaneously their internal and external lives. Every geometric piece of glass 
creates sets of stages; it develops them in such a way as to tell a common story.  This 
concept is similar to the thinking of glass artist Štĕpán Pala, which ‘leads to the search 
for a universal order by applying the knowledge of philosophy, mathematics, 
mathematical function and geometry’ (Petrová, 1997, p.3).  
 
                                                 
25 ‘Neo-Platonism is the last school of Greek philosophy, given its definitive shape in the 3rd century BC 
by the one great philosophical and religious genius of the school, Plotinus’ (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
2008). 
26 Dialectic is ‘a philosophical concept of evolution applied to diverse fields including thought, nature, 
and history’ (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2008). 129 
For the present researcher geometric shapes serve as an expression of clear thoughts. 
The geometric pieces form a balance between the natural-like shapes of the artworks 
and empirical observation of the surrounding processes. This follows Plotinus’
27
 
 theory 
in Neo-Platonism that ‘the mind plays an active role in shaping or ordering the objects 
of its perception, rather than passively receiving the data of sense experience’ (Moore, 
2006). In addition, pure geometric forms order the researcher’s thoughts in a similar 
way to the elaboration of national ornaments, which encode the most important 
information about life’s processes in a system of geometrically recurring patterns. The 
order is acquired through experience, which is inevitably encoded in the human being 
through the inheritance of the tradition of previous generations.  
The process of generating ideas from the researcher’s personal experience of life is the 
essence of the artworks. The most important part of the creation of artworks is the 
process of absorbing feelings and experience in order to transform them into ideas. It 
therefore follows Kant’s
28 observations, which support the empiricist’s
29
  
 claim that 
‘objects must be experienced in order to be known’ (Gardner, 1999, p. 210). The 
realization is only the final phase, the visual representation of these observations and 
experiences.  
 
                                                 
27 Plotinius (ad 205 – 270) ancient philosopher who is regarded as a founder of Neo-Platonism (Gerson, 
2008). 
28 Immanuel Kant (1724 – 1804) – German philosopher who was the foremost thinker of the 
Enlightenment (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2008). 
29 Empiricism in philosophy is a theory of knowledge, which is confirmed by actual experience 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2008). 130 
3.3  Methods of assembling Russian glass 
Glass artists throughout the world have a number of assembling methods at their 
disposal. The techniques used are fusing, gluing and assembling with other materials 
such as metal, wood and textiles. Many of these techniques feature in the present 
researcher’s practice. The choice of methods and techniques is based on the stability 
and aesthetic qualities of the artworks.  
 
Methods of 
assembling 
Advantages  Disadvantages 
Fusing  - Fire polishes and fuses glass 
pieces in one go; 
- Suitable for flat compositions; 
 
- Not suitable for 3D 
objects; 
- Impossible to achieve 
dynamic quality of shape; 
Gluing (epoxy 
resin) 
- Usable for gluing textured 
surfaces; 
- Allows shaping the object during 
the gluing process; 
- Aesthetic problems using 
transparent glass; 
- Tends to separate after 
some time; 
- Problems with sharper-
angled shapes; 
Gluing 
(silicone) 
- Usable for gluing textured 
surfaces; 
- Allows the object to be shaped 
during the gluing process; 
- Aesthetic problems using 
transparent glass; 
- Difficult to clean 
assembling places; 
Gluing (UV 
bond) 
- Aesthetically well-presented 
result; 
- Strong adhesive that is more 
flexible in creating dynamic forms; 
- No changes can be made 
during the assembling; 
- Surface should be 
completely flat; 
Metal features  - Broader possibilities for 
exploration of dynamic shapes; 
- Less heavy;  
- Increased scale. 
- Dismantling can cause 
scratches. 
 
 
Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of assembling methods 
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3.3.1  Use of glass fusing  
Fusing technique was initially used to hold the glass pieces together and to create 
smooth edges. Several experiments with three-dimensional works were explored. 
Different ways of assembling before kiln processing were used: 
•  The work was shaped by placing each glass piece without any adhesive; 
•  The glass pieces were glued with Glasstac glue; 
•  The glass pieces were joined with sellotape. 
 
None of these approaches achieved the required quality and shape because the centres 
of the objects collapsed. In addition the small glass pieces became curled (Figure 208). 
The temperature for fusing the glass together was too low for fire polishing the edges 
properly.  
 
    
   Figure 208: Fusing test with curled glass pieces     Figure 209: Dust on the fused glass 
 
Subsequently, a plaster mould was created to hold the glass pieces in position during 
the heating and annealing process. Although this method addressed the aforementioned 
issues, another problem arose with the aesthetic qualities of the work. The joins in the 132 
glass were neither clean nor stable. The dust from the burned plaster mould left traces 
in the joins and it was impossible to remove them either with water or power air tool 
(Figure 209). These experimentations articulated and identified problematic areas. 
 
Although it had been decided that it would not be worthwhile to create two-dimensional 
artworks, it was still thought worth attempting to create some two- dimensional panels, 
just as an experiment. The small pieces were successfully fused together. Fibre paper 
was placed between the kiln bricks and the glass pieces. The glass pieces were stacked 
horizontally. This lessened the chances of movement in the whole panel. The edges 
were fire polished during fusing. The use of a higher temperature gave a natural texture 
to the surface of the glass and produced delicate curves on the sides of the panels 
(Figure 210). This was satisfactory outcome for particular experiment. Nonetheless, the 
experiment strengthen decision to stay with three-dimensional works. 
 
 
Figure 210: Fused 2D glass panels 
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3.3.2  Use of various glues 
The fusing technique led me to other ways of assembling glass pieces without hot 
interference. The research led to an investigation of the appropriateness of various 
adhesives – epoxy resin, silicone and UV bond. The assembling process cannot take 
place until after the removal of the sharp edges by fire polishing or linishing. 
 
3.3.2.1 Use of epoxy resins 
Epoxy resin consists of two components - resin and a hardener. The components should 
be mixed thoroughly at a similar temperature for a couple of minutes before being 
applied to the clean surface. The advantages of epoxy resin are low shrinkage and its 
suitability with uneven surfaces. Its disadvantages are yellowing and breakages with 
time (Halem, 1996, p. 84). 
 
A number of companies offers various types of epoxy resins that differ in terms of 
drying period and hardener type. The drying period can vary from two minutes to 24 
hours. The use of 24-hour drying epoxy resin allowed the researcher to make slight 
changes in the shape of the work after the assembling process. The sides of the work 
could be manipulated into the required direction. However, the layers on the bottom 
tended to change their position during the drying period because of the weight of the 
work. Thus the quick drying epoxy resin was more appropriate in terms of time and the 
quality of the finished work.   
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Before gluing the glass pieces were fire polished in the kiln to create edges that would 
be aesthetically pleasing. The process gave a rough texture to the glass (Figure 211). 
This gave the work a more natural look. This natural look is enhanced by the changing 
play of light and shade (Figure 212). The epoxy resin was chosen because of the rough 
surface. 
   
Figure 211: The rough surface on fire polished glass  Figure 212: Plays of light and shade on rough glass  
 
Although in principle everything had been prepared, problems occurred with the 
unevenly textured surface that did not fit in with the next layer of glass. Thus the glass 
pieces in each layer had to be carefully selected in order to keep the surface flat at the 
both ends of the work (Figure 213). There were fewer problems with small glass pieces 
in that there were more choices in positioning them in the glass artworks. 
 
         Figure 213: Matching stack glass layers 135 
Epoxy resin was appropriate for semi transparent and matt glasses as well as rough 
textured surfaces (Figure 214). These particular types of glass concealed the traces of 
glue. The glue made the artworks thicker and stronger. The use of flat and transparent 
glass highlighted the joins making the work look unprofessional (Figure 215).  
     
      Figure 214: Glued semi-transparent glass                Figure 215: Glued transparent glass 
 
Creating shape is a significant part of the creative process. Pressure, rhythm and size 
dictated the use of the selected glue (See 3.4, p. 142 and 3.5, p. 158).  Epoxy resin 
could not cope with the pressure of the sharper-angled shapes and they split in two 
(Figures 216 and 217). However, the same difficulty arose with the use of other 
adhesives such as silicon and UV bond. To overcome this difficulty it was necessary to 
experiment with and test different shapes in which the angles were smoother. 
    
       Figure 216: Split parts                            Figure 217: Split parts  136 
 The disadvantages of epoxy resin was that the colour changed (which was not 
acceptable especially in cool toned artworks) and that in a few works splits occurred. 
The splits occurred six month after the artworks were created and in spite of the correct 
application of the glue. 
   
3.3.2.2 Use of silicone 
Silicone is a polymeric compound that contains chains of silicon and oxygen atoms, 
which makes a rubber-like finish (Bray, 1995, p. 202). This type of adhesive is very 
flexible, but it leaves cloudy traces on glass that are difficult to clean off (Halem, 1996, 
p. 84). There are three types of silicone used in glass art practice - high modulus, low 
modulus and two-part silicone. Low modulus silicone is used for putting glass in 
frames or other structures. Two-part silicone which is an extremely runny substance is 
used for attaching glass to glass within large areas. This researcher’s experiments were 
carried out using high modulus silicone, the qualities of which are more appropriate - 
flexibility, transparency and rubber consistency. High modulus silicone holds the small 
pieces of glass together more firmly. However, there are the same aesthetic issues as in 
the application of epoxy resin to transparent glass. 
 
                  Figure 218: Silicone traces on glass 137 
A small dot of silicone was applied to the surface. Traces of silicone still remained on 
the transparent glass and were thus unfortunately visible in the joins (Figure 218). In. 
addition  it was more complicated to clean silicone from dirty areas. This required 
methylated spirit rather than water. It became necessary to find different adhesives to 
solve the aesthetic issues and problems with strength. 
 
3.3.2.3 Use of UV bond 
Various types of UV bonds are available – glass-to-glass, glass-to-metal and coloured 
and transparent glass. It is necessary to choose the appropriate type of bond. Although 
the UV bond is very strong, optically clear and relatively easy to use (Halem, 1996, p. 
84), it does require additional equipment – a UV lamp to harden the glue. There are 
three health and safety issues involved:  
•  Safety glasses must be worn when working with the UV light; 
•  Special premises should be allocated with ventilation, especially if there is more 
than one person working in the studio; 
•  One should ensure that the UV bond does not come into contact with skin or 
eyes. 
 
The very strong, quick-drying consistency of the UV bond makes it more difficult to 
modify the shape of the work during the assembling process. Thus, the design and 
texture involve careful prior calculation. In addition UV bond requires the glass pieces 
to have a completely flat surface (Figure 219) for gluing the various layers together 
(Figure 220).  138 
      
Figure 219:  Flat glass pieces       Figure 220: UV bonded glass pieces  
 
Dust and grease were removed from the glass; the small dot of UV bond was applied to 
the two prepared surfaces. Subsequently, light from a UV lamp was directed onto the 
surface of the pieces for a few minutes to harden the glue. The length of time depends 
on the transparency and colour of the glass; clear glass requires less time than semi 
transparent or opaque. It is also important to ensure that the glass has not moved as 
once it has cooled it is impossible to separate.  
 
 
    Figure 221: Aesthetically-pleasing UV bonded pieces 139 
The small traces of UV bond even on transparent glass made an aesthetically-pleasing 
impression (Figure 221). The bond holds the glass pieces firmly together. Separation is 
rare. It occurs only if the pressure is brought to bear on the whole work. Careful 
calculation at the modelling stage can prevent this.  
 
The experiments with various adhesives have shown the importance of the qualities of 
the glass surface and the shape of the object. The advantages and disadvantages have 
been identified. Given the problems of creating dynamic shapes using adhesives, the 
present researcher decided to move on to exploring joining glass using metal elements.  
 
3.3.3  Use of metal elements 
Metal elements such as copper wire and screws have been used in glass practice in the 
Baltic States and elsewhere in the world. Familiarization with these methods and the 
researcher’s personal experience motivated to explore them further.   
 
‘Archive’ (Figure 222) demonstrates the first application of metal screws in the present 
researcher’s creative practice. The glass chain consisted of square-shaped glass pieces 
and metal screws with decorative tops at both ends holding the glass pieces together 
(Figure 223). The positioning and twisting process involved a complex action as the 
corners of the glass pieces could easily break under pressure. Breaking would be due to 
the lack of supportive material between the glass pieces and the metal screws. The 
correct balance between scale and weight prevented the installation from collapse. This 
added a seeming brittleness to the work.  140 
       
           Figure 222: Anna Vesele ‘Archive’ 2005            Figure 223: Metal and glass joining places  
 
The researcher had experimented with metal elements in 2005 (Figures 222 and 223), 
the idea of using metal joins has now returned. The researcher went in search of various 
metal joining materials. This resulted in the idea of using metal key rings (Figure 224). 
Assembling the glass pieces was not difficult but care had be taken to avoid scratching. 
The pieces of glass could be angled depending on the size of the key rings and the holes 
in the glass. This gave the impression of dynamism and movement. The pieces were 
placed in a row; they were not heavy and could be moved relatively easily. 
 
 
       Figure 224: Assembling glass and metal key rings 141 
The subsequent experiments involved the combination of glass and metal rods. The 
metal rods were the sole supporting and joining element of the installation. Given its 
shape and construction, it could be made in various sizes - jewellery to monumental. In 
future experiments the use of aluminium metal would be advisable as this reduces the 
weight of the whole work and at the same time is strong enough to hold the work 
together. Metal rods require the placing of decorative elements at both ends in order to 
prevent the glass from sliding down. These decorative and supportive elements should 
be removable when dismantling of the installation is required. In order to achieve free 
movement between the glass and the metal rod the diameter of the holes in the glass 
was approximately 2-3 millimetres larger than the diameter of metal rod. The drilled 
holes were kept free so that the pieces could be moved into the required position.  
 
Another advantage was the possibility to place the work in various positions – 
horizontal, vertical or even twisted. However, the thickness of the glass should vary 
according to the position. The only disadvantage is that the installation should be 
capable of being dismantled and easily reassembled before the next presentation. This 
is a time-consuming process and can be dangerous from the installation point of view. 
In small and large installations, my intention was to explore the balance between the 
brittleness and the strength of the glass. Other practitioners will be able to build on 
researcher’s experience and extend these methods.  
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3.4  Series of nest forms 
Birds build their nests from available materials in nature (Cohen, 1993, p. 44) (Figure 
225). The nests are fashioned following a specific system (Figure 226). However, what 
the researcher calls ‘nest forms’ refers to glass artworks created using rectangular 
pieces to form a series of nests. The ends of glass pieces are joined together to hold the 
artwork together. A series of layers are added as in nest building.  
 
       
     Figure 225: Bird’s nest       Figure 226: Viivi-Ann Kerdo ‘Nest’ 2006 
 
In terms of creative process the amount of glass needed was carefully calculated. The 
pieces of glass were cut into rectangular shapes. The glass sheet was placed on a flat, 
clean, dust-free glass cutting table and then cleaned with window cleaner. The cutting 
places were marked, and then the glass sheet was cut. The resulting rectangular pieces 
were then cut into smaller pieces (Figure 227). All health and safety issues, for instance 
the use of protective glasses, were addressed to avoid any injuries.  
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      Figure 227: Cut glass pieces  
 
The next stage was to remove oil stains and marked lines which remained on the glass 
after cutting. The glass was cleaned with window cleaner before being dried off with 
paper tissues. Care had to be taken with the sharp edges of the glass pieces.  
 
       
  Figure 228: Fire polished glass      Figure 229: Linished glass 
 
The final stage before assembling involved the removal of the sharp edges. Two 
methods were used. The first method was fire polishing in a kiln at a temperature of 
between 750°C and 780°C depending on the glass and necessary result (See Appendix 
11, p. 244). This method produced aesthetically pleasing edges (Figure 228). However 
slight curls and a rough texture were created by the uneven shelves in the kiln. 144 
Linishing, the second method, addressed these issues but was more time-consuming 
(Figure 229). Whichever method was used the glass had to be cleaned again and placed 
in a box to protect it from dust until the beginning of the assembling process.  
 
        
           Figure 230: Placing the first layer of              Figure 231: Placing the second layer of  
the glass pieces                the glass pieces 
 
The glass pieces were placed on a flat surface at intervals. This became the basis for the 
shape (Figure 230). The next layer was placed on top of the first one to join the line 
together and to increase height of the work (Figure 231). There were various ways of 
producing different shapes during the research project. These will be discussed in the 
following subsections.  
 
3.4.1  Round closed shapes 
Round closed shapes refer to the creation of round forms with visible inner and outer 
sides as well as one closed end. The small glass pieces were glued together creating a 
rhythmic pattern following the nest-building principle. According to Max Bill (1965, p. 
150) rhythm is important because it ‘transforms the structure into form’.  
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Figure 232: Anna Vesele ‘Nest’ 2006     
 
Float glass
30
 
 was cut into same sized rectangular pieces and glued together with UV 
bond in the first experiment. Then the work was sandblasted in order to remove sharp 
edges as well as the shininess and transparency of the glass. This imparted an 
impression of solidity to the work. A problem occurred with sand which was left in the 
gluing places. This led to an aesthetically unacceptable finish. The work was made ‘into 
a stable configuration [using] the internal tensions […] against one another’ 
(Waddington et. al., 1968, p, 46). An unorthodox assembling principle would not be 
possible in larger objects because of the pressure of the construction. The similar sized 
pieces restricted the size of diameter. In addition, the closed end flattened the shape.  
It was decided to create stylized nest shapes using coloured flat glass in the further 
experiments (Figure 233). Russian orange and red glass emphasized the outline of the 
shape and created texture (Figure 234). In addition, the joins were less noticeable. The 
sharp edges of the glass were fire polished at 810°C. This created an aesthetically 
                                                 
30 Flat glass, which was invented by the Pilkington glass company. It has clear, flat and fire-polished 
sides (Bray, 1995, p. 110) and is used mainly in architectural buildings. 146 
pleasing, rough-textured surface and ‘ma[de] colours look darker’ (Feisner, 2000, p. 73) 
and intense. The texture required the correct choice of adhesive, in this case epoxy 
resin.  
 
     
        Figure 233: Anna Vesele ‘Interaction’ 2006                 Figure 234: Texture of the artwork 
 
Different sized glass pieces were used in order to be able to vary the diameter. The size 
of pieces was carefully calculated. Each piece occupied a specific position in the 
artwork. The more regular rhythm made possible an increase in size and a distribution 
of the pressure lengthways.  
   
‘Crater’ was also made of various sized glass pieces (Figure 235). A similar assembling 
method was used. The main difference lay in the double-walled construction. The two 
shapes were successfully joined at the top despite the irregularity of form (Figure 236).  
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           Figure 235: Anna Vesele ‘Crater’ 2006                       Figure 236: Double-sided walls  
 
Careful calculation of the size of the glass pieces was necessary because the inner and 
outer parts had to be joined in the gluing process (Figure 237).  The inside of the inner 
shape ended in a closed point and the outer shape had the largest diameter. Dark blue 
glass was used to emphasize the shape. It final effect was almost black with a few 
bluish details in the lighter places. Colour is ‘[an] important element in creating 
rhythm’ (Lucio-Meyer, 1973, p. 87). In this case the colour helped to masked the lines 
on the sides. 
 
 
             Figure 237: Joins at the top  148 
‘Circle’ continued the experimentation with double sided artworks (Figure 238). It had 
the same hollow inside and a sort of bagel form. This artwork also required careful 
preparation because it was made in several stages. Initially, a similar shape to that in 
‘Crater’ was made where two parts were joined together at the top. Then, the object was 
turned over and finally glued together in a similar way. It was important to create both 
sides the same in order to achieve a symmetrical shape. 
 
Semi transparent Russian blue glass was used to create different shades from light blue 
to dark blue depending on the position of the small pieces. The disadvantage of this 
work lay in the fact that it was impossible to position it vertically. There were not 
enough supporting points that could hold the weight and keep the balance. This work 
led to an exaggerated symmetry that was not part of the aim. Therefore, it was decided 
to concentrate on the development of opened and dynamic shapes.   
 
 
          Figure 238: Anna Vesele ‘Circle’ 2006 
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3.4.2  Round opened shapes 
The round opened shapes are round forms with opened ends. The shape allows the light 
to permeate the works creating reflections on the surface and imparting a lighter 
impression to the works. The created objects could be positioned on any side unlike 
with the round closed artworks mentioned before (See 3.4.1, p. 144). The experiments 
were based on the use of various shapes and sizes and the choice of colours.  
 
The inspiration for the ‘Inside outside’ artwork comes from observations of melting ice 
blocks in a river in Latvia. White flashed glass
31 was used to give the impression of ice. 
Different sized glass pieces were fire polished, which created two different sides - shiny 
and matt. These small glass pieces were placed in the kiln with the flashed side 
uppermost.  The placing of the small pieces with the flashed side uppermost was 
retained in the assembling process. The base of the artwork was oval. Each oval layer 
increased in size and created a form which bent inwards (Figures 239 and 240). The 
shape gave stability, the better to cope with the pressure. At the same time a greater 
lightness was achieved.   
     
Figure 239: Melting ice 
                                                 
31 Glass which has a thin layer of another glass applied to one side (Bray, 1995, p. 109). 150 
  
Figure 240: ‘Inside outside’ 2006 
 
Different tones were used to emphasize the shape (Figures 241 and 242). Dark green 
coloured glass formed an aesthetically pleasing pattern on the sides. It recalled the 
source of inspiration – leafage in form and colour. However, if one looked at the glass 
work from each of the ends, the glass pieces appeared to be too transparent. It was 
detrimental to the shape as a whole. In the course of this research project opaque, dark 
and light tones proved to be the most appropriate. Semi transparent and transparent 
glass made the shapes look too detailed. 
 
 
Figure 241: Anna Vesele ‘Green’ 2007     Figure 242: ‘Green’ 2007 
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The shape was formed by bending a sharp curve outwards. Since this artwork was 
smaller in size, there was less pressure.  However, there was a problem with the 
sharpest angles involved. The artwork split into two parts. This experiment showed that 
large, complex structures are problematic.  
 
The problem with the sharp curve was solved by changing the shape of the work, the 
size of the glass pieces and the rhythm of structure. The two support points in the 
asymmetric inward curve on one of the sides evened out the pressure (Figure 243). The 
tighter rhythm in the assembled pieces strengthened the form, which prevented 
breakages (Figure 244). ‘Homeland’ consisted of glass pieces of the same size, which 
reduced the number of possible variations in the diameter. A slight difference was 
achieved by placing the glass pieces more tightly together at one end and more freely at 
the other. The bright colour of the glass made coloured shadows around the artwork, 
which interacted with each other as they would in nature. 
 
          
         Figure 243: Anna Vesele ‘Homeland’ 2007     Figure 244: Rhythm of the artwork  152 
Nonetheless, the solution of the problem with the shape led to another problem, that of 
the repetition of the oval or the round character of the works. There was little room for 
development. It was therefore decided to experiment with opened and natural shapes.    
 
3.4.3  Opened and natural shapes 
Opened and natural shapes were based on opened forms that are not joined at either 
end. The aim was to add dynamism to the works, to retain the principle of assemblage 
and to emphasize the idea of growth.  
 
The initial idea was based on a round shape, which imitated a spiral. The small glass 
pieces were placed in an ever increasing construction in which the number of layers 
increased towards the top of the work (Figure 245). This gave the impression that 
artwork was growing out of the surface on which its stood and could be continued 
forever. The spiral ‘expresses life feeling, growth, movement, emotion, and everything 
that characterizes vital existence’ (Langer, 1959, p.82). The spiral forms can also be 
seen in various art movements, such as Art Nouveau  and Land Art (Figure 246). The 
artworks demonstrate the spiral’s profound influence on the development of artworks at 
different periods throughout the world.  
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        Figure 245: Anna Vesele ‘Spiral’ 2007                Figure 246: Robert Smithson ‘Spiral jetty’ 1970 
 
The white flashed glass was placed in the kiln with the flashed side downwards. It 
resulted in one layer, which was shiny on one side and matt on the other. Since the 
small glass pieces were of different sizes, it was possible to vary the diameter at each 
end. This gave the impression of increased movement. However, to position the 
artwork differently would make it prone to breakages. It was therefore decided to make 
models in other materials before embarking on a full-scale artwork.  
 
Smaller cardboard models were made (Figure 247, for example). The models 
demonstrated that the same sized pieces in larger shapes cope better with pressure than 
those made up of different sizes. Furthermore the similar sized pieces did not detract 
from the shape. Dynamic shapes could still be developed without the loss of the idea of 
growth. 
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             Figure 247: Anna Vesele: Model                Figure 248: Anna Vesele: Model for ‘Up and down’
        
‘Up and down’ was created in cardboard to experiment with shape prior to the 
realization of the final work (Figure 248). In the final composition the lines were 
compressed to create a more compact look (Figure 249). The artwork could be rotated 
to achieve a variety of perspective (Figure 250, for example).  
 
 
Figure 249: Anna Vesele ‘Up and down’ 2008 
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Figure 250: ‘Up and down’ 2008 
 
The similar sized, amber coloured glass pieces were fire polished and since the glass 
was transparent it was UV glued.  The use of other adhesives would leave traces of glue 
and give an unprofessional look to the joins (See 3.3.2, p. 135). Each of the pieces had 
to be flat to avoid the problems with layering.  
 
The inspiration for the shape in ‘Hidden side’ (Figure 251) comes from the sea, waves, 
sand and from the play of light and shade in nature. These motifs have influenced many 
of researcher’s artworks. ‘Hidden side’ adhered to the strict keeping of distance 
between pieces of similar size. This created a perfectly structured pattern and 
emphasized the recurrent geometric rhythm.  156 
 
Figure 251: Anna Vesele ‘Hidden side’ 2008 
 
The work was UV glued which produced strong shadows and reflections on the surface 
(Figure 252).  
 
 
       Figure 252: Strong surface shadows  
 
The curves were both vertical and horizontal. A mirror base added another dimension 
to the work - a full oval shape (Figure 253). It gave extra lightness to the piece and it 
was as if artificial light were attached to it. The smooth curved shape of this piece 157 
required much concentration because the shape was being formed during the 
assembling process.  
 
 
Figure 253: ‘Hidden side’ presented on the mirror 
 
3.4.4  Two-dimensional shapes 
‘Hidden side’ was the impulse for experiments with fused glass pieces in two-
dimensional panels. The inspiration for the installation was based on the pattern of sand 
on the shoreline created by the Baltic Sea. The pattern looks the same but it actually 
changes every time water passes over it.  Four flat overlapping glass pieces create 
endless varieties of patterns.  
 
The glass pieces were placed together in the kiln in various patterns using fibre paper
32
                                                 
32 Fibre paper is made of alumina silicate’s fibres and organic binder (Lundstrom, 1989, p. 11). It is used 
as a separator between glass and kiln bricks.  
 
to separate the glass from kiln bricks. The glass pieces were fused together and at fire 
polished the edges at a temperature of 780 °C.  The result was a flowing line of textured 
panels with natural shaped ends (Figure 254). The scale of the panels could be 158 
increased. However, it would then be advisable to use thicker glass sheets or fused 
glass blocks. 
 
 
                                          Figure 254: Anna Vesele ‘Writing in the sand’ 2008 
 
Several other experiments were carried out by fusing glass pieces, but there were not 
successful (See 3.3.1, p. 131). At this point in the research it was realized that other 
joining methods needed to considered. 
 
3.5  Series of woodpile forms  
 
The experiments with ‘nest’ assembling had advantages and disadvantages. Research 
into various details and structures in nature and the environment, such as woodpile, 
wooden wall, forest trees and shadows (Figures 255 – 258), pointed to the possibility of 
exploring a different way of assembling layer on layer.  159 
 
           
   Figure 255: Woodpile stack            Figure 256: Wooden wall 
           
       Figure 257: Forest trees          Figure 258: Fence and shadows 
 
The present researcher’s woodpile series is so called because it is based on the principle 
of the woodpile stack. The shapes of the objects were kept reasonably simple. The 
geometric shapes such as circle, oval or square, highlighted the pattern on the sides. 
The idea behind the works was based on sources of inspiration found in the natural and 
the urban environment. They reveal the harmony between man-made and natural 
elements and the play of shadows in both environments.   
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3.5.1  Monumental shapes 
Ideas were developed in various models with their potential realization in monumental 
scale in mind. The new principle of assembling provided a more solid shape, 
highlighted the patterns on the sides of the works and created plays of light and shade, 
which have always been part of the present researcher’s practice. This assembling 
method turned out to be less fragile and better coped better with pressure. However, 
this method had limitations so far as the creation of fluid shape was concerned. The 
advantage of the method was the solidity of overlapping sheets of glass that protected 
the glass from breakage.  
 
                
         Figure 259: Anna Vesele ‘Urbanization’ 2008    Figure 260: ‘Urbanization’ 2008 
 
The first models were created using similar sized pieces varying in shape and thickness. 
The work was formed by building up the layers of glass (Figure 259). The pattern on 
the curved side created shadows on the surface. Grey float glass was used in order to 
retain the sense of the wholeness of the artwork and to emphasize the rhythm of the 161 
sandblasted sides (Figure 260). The round type shape fashioned gradations in the 
shadows in both the artwork and on the reflective surface. 
 
 
           Figure 261: A different pattern of assembled cardboard 
 
Another type of pattern was achieved by placing similar sized glass in a different 
arrangement (Figure 261). This approach made for a richer texture and was more 
appropriate for natural shaped works. However, the edges of the glass were more prone 
to breakage and would not be able to cope with pressure if the angle were changed. 
 
      
Figure 262: Anna Vesele Model of artwork ‘Square’ 2008         Figure 263: ‘Square’ 2008 
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‘Square’ emphasized only the pattern of the work thus making the composition too 
static. Thus, it became necessary to change the positioning of each small piece (Figure 
263). This enabled the researcher to create a rhythm that was more dynamic and to 
change the intensity of the colour throughout the artwork.   
 
From the small size of the models it was not possible to gain an exact idea of the larger 
works the researcher wanted to create. In addition, it was a feared that the proportions 
might be lost if the artwork was made by mathematically increasing the scale (Figure 
264). To solve this problem, foam cardboard, which was similar to glass in thickness, 
was used to give the impression of the real size of the artwork. The model solved 
stability and fragility issues. The model showed that various positioning were possible 
(Figure 265).  
 
         
           Figure 264: Anna Vesele: Model ‘Wall’ 2008         Figure 265: Model ‘Wall’ 2008 
 
Glass pieces of different lengths were used in the next experiment. A curve was created 
on the upper and lower sides of the work. Firstly, a sketch of the profile was drawn on 
paper to calculate the number of layers and the amount of the material necessary. The 163 
height of each piece was calculated and cardboard pieces were cut in accordance with 
the sketch. To position the work on its flat side distributed stress evenly throughout. 
However, if the work was positioned on its curved side, the stress would be in the 
centre of the artwork because of the lightness of each of the two ends (Figure 266).   
 
 
               Figure 266: Anna Vesele: Model ‘Connections’ 2008 
 
3.5.2  Scale and its possibilities 
The inspiration from nature and the monumentality of the shapes influenced the 
researcher’s decision to increase the scale and place the artworks in a natural 
environment. The models were photographed and then incorporated into the natural 
environment. Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator were used to achieve the 
impression of scale. The environment was chosen based on places visited during trips 
and views seen in the course of the researcher’s daily walks in the city (Figures 267 and 
268). 164 
     
        Figure 267: Visualization of ‘Evolution’           Figure 268: Visualization of ‘Evolution’ 
 
The works were set in a city environment, for example, public parks (Figure 269) 
places near the university (Figure 270) or in industrial landscapes. The construction of 
the woodpile series fitted in with the architecture and the surroundings. Other 
experiments involved placing the artworks in a natural environment such as mountains 
or coasts. These were less successful. 
 
      
         Figure 269: Model in a public park                Figure 270: Model on the university campus 
 
Cardboard modules illustrating the nest series were incorporated into similar urban and 
natural surroundings. Placing them in a natural environment was more effective. 165 
(Figures 271 and 272). The experiments with monumentality formed the basis for the 
development of the final piece.  
 
           
Figure 271: Model in a natural environment 
 
 
Figure 272: Model in a natural environment 
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3.6  The use of other techniques  
There were also experiments carried out using Russian glass. Recurring rectangular 
shapes and the play of light and shade on the surface were kept as the main elements of 
the works. Experiments were carried out using water-jet cutter
33
 
 facilities (Figures 273 
and 274). The design was created using software and then cut by water-jet machine.  
       
       Figure 273: Anna Vesele ‘Moment’ 2008           Figure 274: ‘Moment’ (detail) 2008  
 
By mechanically cutting the glass panels it was possible to achieve matt edges which 
contrasted with the shiny surfaces. The panels were exhibited at Baltic glass exhibitions 
in Kaunas (Lithuania) and Dresden (Germany). They were hung at least 5 cm from the 
wall. The light panels moved in the air creating a three-dimensional effect through 
plays of light and shade. A different presentation was made in the ‘Berlin glass night’ 
and in the ‘3rd International glass symposium’ in Luxembourg exhibitions where the 
pieces were suspended from a tree (Figures 275 and 276). The diagonal angle was 
chosen because ‘diagonal movement and rhythm are certainly more forceful’ (Lucio-
Meyer, 1973, p. 20). The panels were not visible all the time but appeared occasionally 
                                                 
33 A water-jet cutter ‘offers considerable advantage in the rapid cutting of complex shapes’ (Bray, 1995, 
p.9) by cutting the material with abrasive particles and a jet of water. 167 
depending on the light source giving the appearance of ever-changing. Thus ‘the 
environment bec[a]me equally as important as the object’ (Staniszewski, 2001, p.8).  
 
         
   Figure 275: ‘Moment’ 2008      Figure 276: ‘Moment’ 2008  
 
This experiment allowed the researcher to look at personal practice from a different 
angle. This resulted in the elaboration of artworks using recurring geometric shapes in 
combination with other materials. This method was introduced to avoid the dominant, 
static impression of the works. ‘Sunrise’ was composed of rectangular glass pieces and 
metal key rings. The edges of the glass were linished and holes were drilled at the each 
end of the piece. A part of the amber coloured pieces was sandblasted on both sides, 
another on one side and a third was left as it was. The result was gradations of tone and 
more effective plays of light and shade, which added richness to the work (Figure 277). 
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                                                    Figure 277: Anna Vesele ‘Sunrise’ 2008 
 
The installation was specially designed for the ‘Berlin glass night’ exhibition that took 
place in the ‘Glasbrücke’
34
 
 garden. The installation was relatively large. It is capable of 
being increased in size, if necessary. The glass pieces were attached in strips, which 
were kept separate from each other. This reduced the weight of the whole installation 
and eased transportation. In addition, this method of assembling allowed the researcher 
to place the glass pieces in different positions and at various angles.  
The final installation for this thesis owed much to the principles on which the ‘Sunrise’ 
was based. The movement and simplicity of the piece was based on flowing water in a 
river and on bridges which served as a symbol of unification (Figure 278). The 
changing colour of the surface of the water was due to ‘reflective light’ to use Powell’s 
phrase (1996, p.99). The installation was created in order to reduce the number of 
supports and to emphasize the importance of the glass over the metal elements. 
                                                 
34 „Glasbrücke’ (Glass Bridge) is the brainchild of Eva Preuss. She organizes the exhibition annually to 
bring together glass artists from various European countries. 169 
The relatively large-scale glass pieces were waterjet cut. There were holes at both ends 
through which metal rods were placed. The assembling method involved joining two 
sections with one rod. This was continued until the required length is reached. The 
metal rods should be strong enough to hold the installation together. The glass pieces 
between the rods were positioned at different angles, which highlighted the structural 
movement and allowed interaction between the glass surface and the environment. The 
scale of the installation was monumental and jewellery sized (Figure 279). This 
demonstrated the potential of this method and the use of flat glass. It also shows how 
the present researcher’s artistic practice might be extended in the future. 
 
    
          Figure 278: Anna Vesele  ‘River’ 2009    Figure 279: Necklace ‘River’ 2009  
 
3.7  Summary of issues raised in Chapter 3 
The various methods of assembling flat glass with different materials allowed the 
researcher to develop numerous artworks. They were created to fulfil various aims (See 
3.2, p. 126). Ratings are given in the table below. The ratings are from 1-5 and revealed 
the compatibility of the methods and the set aims: 1 = unsuitable, 5 = most appropriate. 170 
  To test the 
strength of 
the glass 
To explore 
variations 
of shape 
To develop 
interaction 
between the 
artwork and 
space 
To provide 
for 
continuation 
To use 
sources of 
inspiration, 
methods 
and 
materials 
similar to 
those of 
other Baltic 
glass artists 
Series of 
nest forms 
         
Round 
closed 
shapes 
4  2  3  5  5 
Round 
opened 
shapes 
4  3  3  5  5 
Opened and 
natural 
shapes 
3  4  4  5  5 
Two 
dimensional 
shapes 
4  1  2  5  5 
Series of 
woodpile 
forms 
Monumental 
shapes 
4  3  4  5  5 
Water-jet 
cutting 
2  4  5  3  5 
Metal (key 
rings and 
rods) 
5  5  5  5  5 
 
Table 4: Compatibility of assembling methods and aims 
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Chapter 4 
The three Baltic States in terms of traditions, characteristics 
and links 
 
This chapter refers to the debate about the cultural identity of the artist. It also explains 
the role of traditional culture and folklore in Baltic glass practice with occasional 
reference to similar approaches in Europe. This chapter therefore relates to the fourth 
objective - to position the artworks within the context of glass art in the Baltic States. 
The approaches are based on the traditions in each region as well as on the use of a 
similar compositional arrangements in glass artworks.  
 
4.1  Similar methods of using glass based on regional traditions 
The development of glass art in the Baltic States has been influenced by the availability 
of facilities and the preference for certain glass traditions from the 1950s to the 1990s 
(See Chapter 2, p.28). In the 1990s kiln glass was introduced in further and higher 
education establishments. These establishments have been strongly linked with glass 
developments. The availability of facilities keep glass art alive. The academic courses 
mostly involve the use of cold, kiln glass and stained glass. Blown glass is taught only 
in workshops for few weeks in the academic year, which is not long enough for the 
acquisition of the necessary skills. This situation has led to the discovery of new ways 
of using flat glass not only in two-dimensional works but especially in three-
dimensional sculptured artworks. Most assemblage consists of a combination of 
different materials. Such combinations have also been the basis for the present 
researcher’s practice.  172 
The shortage of, and struggle to find hot glass facilities and materials in the local or 
foreign factories (Saare, personal correspondence, 8 February 2007) also led to the 
exploration of ideas using various kinds of flat glass. Russian glass in addition to float 
glass and mirror glass played and plays a very important role in the creative practice of 
glass artists. The main reason is its availability both in Soviet times and today. In spite 
of political and economic changes, Russian glass remains the most used glass in the 
creative practice of the Baltic glass artists given its lower costs and its technical 
qualities (See 3.1, p. 120). Latvian, Estonian and Lithuanian artists have to work in 
relatively poor facilities, using less expensive materials. Nonetheless, they create 
artworks of high quality.  
 
4.2  The cultural identity of the artist 
At recent glass conferences there has been a debate about the cultural identity of artists 
of different nationalities in Europe in an age of globalization. Since the early 1960s 
books, articles and catalogues have delineated the national characteristics of glass 
artworks from various countries. It is relatively easy to identify Czech and Slovak cast 
glass artworks or Italian or Scandinavian blown glass modern traditions. However, it is 
more complicated to define the characteristics of, for example, Belgian, Dutch or 
German glass practices of the same period. The latter were based on individual artists. 
‘More recently the art of the individual has been all-important, and it is much less easy 
to identify a newer piece of glass by its national characteristics’ (Klein and Lloyd, 
1992, p. 248). This tendency was clearly in evidence at the ‘European glass context 173 
2008’ exhibitions, which took place in Bornholm in Denmark. According to Uta Klotz 
the characteristics of European glass are:  
•  The continuation of the tradition of individual countries; 
•  The increasing importance of sculptured art works in contrast to vessel forms;  
•  The conceptual ideas and glass installations in emerging glass practice (Klotz, 
2008, p. 17). 
Conference speakers introduced less known contemporary glass art traditions in 
countries such as Bulgaria, the Sámi lands and the Baltic States, which were 
significantly influenced by the Czech Republic and  Scandinavia which ‘[bore] a 
common cultural identity that is rich [... in …] diversity’ (European Institute of Cultural 
Routs, no date). However, some distinctive characteristics such as use of colours, 
application of techniques, and importance of traditional culture were highlighted. In 
spite of the blurring of contemporary European glass traditions some countries still 
retain there own distinct characteristics.   
 
A significant issue relates to contemporary European glass artists who were born, 
educated and established their artistic practice in different countries. They acquire or 
adapt various cultural influences yet still keep a few characteristics of their own culture. 
This is true of the researcher’s practice in which the strong cultural Baltic background 
is combined with the influence of British glass making gained during MA and PhD 
studies. It allows the researcher to recognize and evaluate the importance of national 
roots as well as to identify the changes in creative practice during the last few years. In 
spite of the chances to travel and gain education, the researcher’s native background 174 
emerges unconsciously in artworks - the use of glass, similar methods and themes (See 
Appendix 12, p. 245).   
  
4.3  The role of traditional culture and folk ornaments 
The traditional culture of the three Baltic countries has had a large impact on the 
development of fine and applied arts. This can be seen in the motifs of traditional 
ornaments and patterns of Latvian, Lithuanian and Estonian folk costumes (Figures 280 
- 282). The patterns ‘in every material [are] geometric, starting with simple lines and 
crosses and ending with almost always symmetrical patterns’ (The Latvian Institute, 
2008).  Various publications and research papers acknowledge that these patterns of 
folk ornaments come from the studies of nature and its colours that are stylized in 
geometric patterns, which have been often incorporated into artworks (Figure 283).  
           
          Figure 280: Traditional Estonian skirts         Figure 281: Traditional Latvian ornamental patterns   
          
     Figure 282: Traditional Lithuanian ornaments                   Figure 283: Anna Vesele ‘Square’ 2008 175 
Similarities can be found in French Cubism (1906 – 1919) in which ‘the main 
principles underlay this so called ‘primitive’ art’ (Golding, 1994, p. 52). The means of 
expression entailed stylisation of natural forms in geometric shapes which were then 
divided and re-assembled in abstract compositions. French Cubism was introduced into 
the Baltic States by fine art students who had studied in France at the beginning of the 
twentieth century. However, the movement became much more influential in applied 
art in the Czech Republic from 1909 until 1914.  
 
More importantly, so far as Baltic applied art is concerned, it was more influenced by 
the Art Deco movement, which lasted from 1925 to 1940 in Europe. The movement 
was based on the use of geometric ornaments or stylized ornaments of representational 
forms (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2008).  It had pure stylistic paradigms as well as local 
variations in each of the Baltic countries. This movement was keenly developing 
alongside National Romanticism, which existed at the beginning of the twentieth 
century in fine art and became most influential in applied art in the 1930s in the Baltic 
States.  The ideas behind National Romanticism came to the Baltic States mainly from 
Finland and could be found in architecture, fine and applied arts (The Estonian 
Institute, no date). The ideas reveal the importance of traditional culture in the 
promotion of national self-confidence. 
 
The use of traditional ornaments is based on the centuries-long struggle to preserve the 
cultures of the three small nations by ‘visual-artistic self-fulfilment [that] was 
mostly expressed in folk art’ (Estonica, no date). Hardu Keck, Dean of International 176 
Programmes at The Rhode Island School of Design observes (1999, p, 3) that ‘[t]he 
traditional values […], typical northern sensibility and personality, as well as a 
reference to folklore and myth, have been always rooted in the identities of the Baltics’. 
Thus, the celebration of various festivals, the preservation of language, as well as the 
use of traditional ornaments even in creative practice even today occupy an important 
place in the lives of Baltic people. 
 
The closeness to traditional culture in the twenty-first century dates from the time of the 
Soviet occupation when the three countries had an information vacuum about art 
processes in the West. Many Western artists were influenced by one art movement or 
another. Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians had to find sources of inspiration 
elsewhere. Thus ideas were found in centuries-old traditions deep in the culture of each 
nation rather than by looking at parallel art movements in the rest of the world. 
 
One can find examples of preserving the traditions of Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian 
nations in the twentieth century. The huge architectural glass compositions, which 
exemplified Socialist Realist themes, were used as instruments of propaganda by the 
Soviet government. In spite of the stipulated themes and the content of the composition, 
glass artists continued to express their national identities by using national ornaments, 
themes from fairy tales and legends (Figure 284).  The use of national ornaments was 
officially permitted, though artists sometimes received ‘complaints [about] 
decorativism’ (Bown, 1993, 150) from Art Unions and Councils.  
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The traditional ornaments were widely used in stained glass windows in the Post-
Second World War period. It was a difficult time for the nations. The composition 
‘Riga’ for the LSSR pavilion at the USSR Agriculture exhibition in 1952 consists of a 
large space which is rich in national ornaments (See 2.4.1, p. 54). Lithuanian artists 
have incorporated motifs from national fairy tales and legends in combination with 
national ornaments (Figure 284). National awareness was also important at the end of 
the 1980s. This tendency to use national ornament was still common in the 1990s 
(Tenis Grasis Junior used traditional motifs in his stained glass) (Figure 285). 
Awareness of one’s national roots also plays a key role in the present century. Being 
exposed to other cultures helps one to reassess one’s own national identity.  
 
                        
           Figure 284: Antanas Garbauskas ‘Egle – the        Figure 285: Tenis Grasis Junior ‘Marks’ 1992 
                        queen of grass snakes’ 1958             
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              Figure 286: Vitalija Blažytė, Vase 1950s        Figure 287: Arnolds Vilbergs ‘Morning star’ 2001 
 
The works of Lithuanian artists ‘g[a]ve the abstract modern forms a traditional flavour’ 
(Voronov, 1981, p. 39). One such example is Vitalija Blažytė’s non-functional vase 
with Lithuanian national ornaments created in the Post Second World War (Figure 
286). Arnolds Vilbergs, on the other hand, has made fused glass artworks based on the 
shapes of traditional Latvian ornaments (Figure 287, for example). He has also used 
blowing, sandblasting and acid etching techniques.  
 
          
Figure 288: Ivo Lill ‘Fairy tale’ 2008          Figure 289: Lina Nenartonytė Aušte ‘Glass panel’ 2008 
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Several other contemporary Baltic glass artists use folk ornaments and stylized motifs. 
Ivo Lill, the Estonian glass artist, has used authentic traditional patterns without 
stylization in his optical glass sculptures (Figure 288). However, Lina Nenartonytė-
Aušte, the Lithuanian glass artist, creates patterns of square elements following a 
traditional layout in her slumped architectural glass panels (Figure 289). There is a link 
between such geometric patterns and the researcher’s personal practice.  
 
        
            Figure 290: Tiina Sarapu ‘Roundelay’ 2004       Figure 291: Maret Sarapu ‘Estonian collar’ 2006 
 
The sisters Maret and Tiina Sarapu make use of stylized parts and patterns of Estonian 
national costumes using blown or pâte de verre techniques (Figures 290 and 291). A 
non-traditional approach is found in the installation of Brigita Zelča, an emerging 
Latvian glass artist. She used glass bottles for a large-scale glass installation, which is 
inspired by a traditional shirt pattern from Rucava County (Figure 292).  
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Figure 292: Brigita Zelča ‘Traditional shirt pattern from Rucava County’ 2007 
 
The interest in the use of traditional ornaments stems from art education, which 
involves the study of national ornaments, their systems and range of colours. These 
studies show the strong involvement in nature through the systems and structures of the 
natural environment as well as the sense of colour. This preoccupation is acknowledged 
by Nikita Voronov in his book ‘Soviet glass’ (1981). The sense of colour is revealed in 
combinations of colours that are ‘composed of closely similar chromas or different 
colours in the same shades’ (Itten, 1970, p. 19).  Although greyish, brownish and 
greenish tones are most popular among Baltic glass artists, there are several examples 
of the use of bright, especially primary
35 colour (red, blue and yellow). Such 
combinations are also included in the researcher’s personal practice. The use of primary 
colours is linked to the Dutch De Stijl
36
                                                 
35 ‘J. C. Le Blon discovered the primary nature of red, yellow and blue in pigment mixtures in ca. 1731’ 
(Birren, 1987, p. 11) 
 movement in which the three primary colours 
played an essential role alongside the geometric divisions in the compositions 
36 The De Stijl movement is characterized by the painters Piet Mondrian and Theo van Doesburg and the 
architect Gerrit Rietveld. It lasted from 1917 to 1931 (Frampton, 1994, p. 141). 181 
(Frampton, 1994, p. 142). However, apart from this visual link, the Dutch De Stijl 
movement was not particularly influential on the development of art in the Baltic 
States. 
 
The interviews conducted  for this research revealed that nature is an important source 
of inspiration for glass artists in the Baltic States. Themes such as the sea, the sky and 
the earth have been incorporated into artworks. They have also been incorporated into 
nature (Figures 293 and 294). The first of this kind of artwork was made by Václav 
Cigler, the Czech glass artist. His experiments involved Land Art projects as early as 
the 1950s (Petrová, 2001a, p. 118). Land Art projects became popular around the world 
in the 1960s. They appeared in the Baltic States only after the 1990s. Until that time 
freedom of expression in the arts was restricted, the situation changed only after 
Independence. 
 
            
        Figure 293: Marta Ģibiete ‘The way’ 2003              Figure 294: Eeva Käsper ‘Fragile’ 2006 182 
The works of Baltic artists consist of a recurring system of slumped and blown glass 
forms as well as mirror glass elements. Artists also use natural materials such as wood, 
sand and stone in combination with glass to achieve a contrast between different 
materials (Figures 295 and 296).The modules interact with each other and their 
surroundings depending on the changing natural light.  
 
      
     Figure 295: Valmantas Gutauskas ‘Nice view             Figure 296: Mare Saare ‘Flowers XX’ 2006 
                        through a fence’ 2006  
 
All these examples demonstrate the importance of traditional culture in Baltic glass 
practice and in my own artworks. At the conference ‘European glass context 2008’ 
Monica L. Edmonson (2008) remarked that her ideas and those of other Sámi glass 
artists are also based on nature, traditional colours from Sámi heritage as well as on 
purity of forms (Figure 297). This therefore suggests that there are certain similarities 
in creative glass art among small European nations. However, there are still differences 
in the use of techniques, colours and compositional principles.  
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   Figure 297: Monica L. Edmondson ‘Cylinder’  
 
4.4  Recurring geometric shapes 
   ‘Geometry, systems, and proportions give an insight into the process of 
realization and a rational explanation for many decisions, whether the 
use of organizational geometry is intuitive or deliberate, rigidly applied, 
or casually considered’ (Kimberly, 2001, p. 43).  
 
Geometry has often been used in various art movements such as De Stijl, 
Constructivism
37, Bauhaus
38
                                                 
37 Constructivism was a movement, which was originated in Russia in 1914 by Vladimir Tatlin.  The 
industrial materials such as glass, plastic and standardized metal parts in geometric shapes were used to 
produce objects (West, 1996, p. 353). 
, and Kinetic Art in the twentieth century. The most 
significant geometric shapes were used in architecture. For example, Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s straight-line patterned compositions in architectural forms (Pheiffer, 1993, p. 
25) (Figure 298) and Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s designs (Figure 299) in ‘public, 
commercial and domestic environments’ (Blake, 2005, p.8).  
38 Bauhaus was founded by Walter Gropius who opened the School of Design, Architecture and Applied 
Arts in Weimar in Germany in 1919. It shared ideas of De Stijl and the Russian Constructivism (West, 
1996, p. 260). 184 
   
Figure 298: Frank Lloyd Wright, Fallingwater 1934   Figure 299: Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Glasgow
                           School of Art 1907-09 
 
The right-angled compositions can also be found in the architecture of the first part of 
the twentieth century in the Baltic States. In spite of the similar development and 
overlapping movements in the three countries, Lithuanians have many examples of 
Bauhaus-inspired architecture (Figure 300).  Functionalism was considered the 
Estonian national architectural style (O’Connor, 2006, p. 220) (Figure 301). Latvians 
had many buildings inspired by the Art Nouveau
39
 
 movement. The latter consisted of 
natural shaped ornamentations, fantastic figures and lissom lines (Avotiņa et al, 2003, 
p. 182) which were incorporated into the right-angled structural compositions on 
facades (Figure 302 and 303).   
                                                 
39 The Art Nouveau movement evolved in the late nineteenth century and ‘convey[ed] rhythmic energy 
and organic growth’ (Masini, 1984, p.38) in architecture, applied arts and fine arts.  185 
        
Figure 300:           Figure 301:  
                 The Vytautas Great War Museum in Kaunas          Fire Station in Tallinn   
 
 
   
     Figure 302: An Art Nouveau Building in Riga,  Figure 303: Detail of an Art Nouveau building in  
             33 Elizabetes street                 Riga 
 
Geometric forms are not exceptional in glass practice around the world. The geometry-
inspired artworks involve hot, kiln and cold glass techniques and various types of glass 
(Figures 304 and 305). However, pure geometric form is very rarely found as a main 
means of expression for the groups of glass artists in any one country. This is an 
another way in which Baltic artists differ. 
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       Figure 304: Kirstie Rea ‘Rosette 1’ 2003          Figure 305: Václav Cigler, Glass object 1992 
 
The use of geometric right-angled shapes is based on traditional ornaments (See 4.3, p. 
174), in which geometric pieces are arranged in specific patterns. In order to appreciate 
this patterning students at art education institutions elaborate their own patterns. They 
are taken from patterns in nature and folk costumes. This training explains glass artists’ 
interest in developing and experimenting with this method in their practice.  
 
Various types of glass and techniques are used to assemble glass pieces in one 
composition. Float glass stacked works were one of the earliest examples of use of 
recurring geometric shapes by contemporary Baltic artists. Artūras Rimkēvičius 
combined glued float glass with metal elements whereas Eve Koha used glass painting 
to achieve her optical effect of inner space (Figure 306). The combination of the 
geometric glass pieces and various materials has aesthetic links with Russian 
Constructivism. In this movement geometric elements were used to create constructions 
from various materials including glass (Hammer and Lodder, 1987, p. 43) (Figure 307). 
The main concept of Russian Constructivism was that ‘[g]eometry is inherited from the 187 
Classical world. It is a precise and logical ordering of thoughts about space arising from 
the human experience of it’ (Rickey, 1967, p. 91).  In spite of political and cultural 
links at the beginning of the twentieth century, the ideas of this movement were not 
introduced directly into Baltic artists’ practice. The compositional principles were 
adapted more significantly. 
 
             
        Figure 306: Eve Koha ‘Two cones cubed’ 1997             Figure 307: Naum Gabo ‘Column’ 1923 
 
The artworks of Marta Ģibiete, the Latvian glass artist, have another more sophisticated 
method of using many recurring coloured flat glass pieces than the aforementioned 
examples. The method is based on a combination of different fused coloured glass 
pieces and copper wire to hold the artwork together (Figure 308). She uses rectangular, 
square and rhomb shapes, which are often slumped to achieve larger and sophisticated 
forms.  
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        Figure 308: Marta Ģibiete ‘Knitting’ 2008 
 
Tiina Sarapu on the other hand attaches mirror pieces to metal stands to create mixed 
media installations (Figure 309). The mirror glass makes plays of light and shade, thus 
interacting with surroundings depending of the chosen environment. Her works have 
links with Laura Johnston’s diachronic glass installation (Figure 310), which creates 
strong shadows in the space within the structure of the roof, internal walls and 
surroundings (Johnston, 1997, p. 75). 
 
      
  Figure 309: Tiina Sarapu ‘The light and silence         Figure 310: Laura Johnston ‘Shoal’ 1998 
                           in sound’ 2007             The National Glass Centre, Sunderland 
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Geometric shapes have also been made using hot poured glass, cast and fused glass. 
Barbala Gulbe’s series ‘Balance’ is a composition of assembled blown glass elements, 
which retains its geometric character and structure (Figure 311).  
 
           Figure 311: Bārbala Gulbe ‘Balance’ 
 
However in Estonia, Maret Sarapu adopted a highly unusual approach by combining 
geometric-shaped wood parts with pâte de verre glass ornaments. She placed triangular 
wooden elements in a recurring pattern. Detailed glass elements were place on top on 
wooden elements (Figure 312). The system of assembling geometric parts is similar to 
that used in the compositions of Pavel Hlava (Figure 313). His artworks involve 
‘geometry and strict graphical order’ (Petrová, 2001b, p. 11).  
 
        
            Figure 312: Maret Sarapu ‘Cakes’ 2007                Figure 313: Pavel Hlava ‘Morning mist’ 1999 190 
Dainis Gudovskis and Inita Ēmane create blown, hot poured and cast geometrically 
shaped pieces of glass, which are later polished and assembled (Figure 314). Inita 
Ēmane incorporates delicate copper wire knitting into the glass blocks during the 
casting process. This decorative element imparts to a delicate finish to the pieces 
(Figure 315).  
 
     
Figure 314: Dainis Gudovskis ‘XXX’ 2005     Figure 315: Inita Ēmane ‘Greetings’ 2007 
     
Geometricization is used from time to time in the compositions by many other glass 
artists in the Baltic States. A similar approach can be seen in the present researcher’s 
practice (See 3.4, p. 142 , 3.5, p. 158 and 3.6, p.166).  
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and areas for further research  
 
This chapter details the outcomes of the research in relation to the four objectives 
identified at the beginning of the research. It is based on a body of knowledge that is 
both theoretical and practical. Areas for further research are examined. Finally, 
concluding remarks are made in the light of the research project as a whole.   
 
5.1  Stages of outcomes in relation to the aims of the research 
5.1.1  In relation to the first objective: 
To identify similar approaches, use of materials, and influences among contemporary 
glass artists in the Baltic States.  
 
The similar approaches, application of materials and influences constitute a significant 
source for both art historians and glass practitioners. This research provides the first 
contextualization of glass art development in Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia (See 
Chapter 2, p. 28). At the same time, some reference is made to the development of glass 
art in Europe.   
 
The Baltic States have centuries-long glass-making traditions. These traditions were 
elaborated upon especially in the post Second World War period. Independence opened 
the borders with the West. This allowed the artists to introduce their creative practice to 
a wider audience. In spite of this development, Western sources rarely refer to glass art 
practice in the Baltic States. The importance of this first objective lies in the 192 
dissemination of knowledge to peers as well as in the contextualization of the 
researcher’s personal practice. 
 
The identification of historical precedents and the development of glass art techniques 
served as a basis for the analysis of present day glass art processes. This identification 
has been achieved through a series of case studies carried out in the Baltic States 
through interviews, visits to museums and educational establishments. The main 
interest of Baltic glass artists in the development of glass techniques was gleaned 
through published and unpublished sources. However, these sources offered few 
insights into creative ideas. It was in interviews and visits to glass studios that authentic 
data concerning sources of inspiration and use of materials and techniques was 
acquired. The countries may be small, they may share a similar history and traditions 
but this data articulated differences in glass practice in the Baltic States. The 
differences are based on different preferences and priorities in the development of 
techniques. Estonian glass art is based on a wider range of influences of glass design, 
Latvian on various types of cold working whereas Lithuanian is based on architectural 
glass. This diversity has changed in the last few decades and there are now more links 
among contemporary glass practices. The outcomes of the case studies offer many more 
similarities than differences:  
•  Each successive generation refined the ideas of the father of 
contemporary glass art in each of the country; 193 
•  Influence from other glass traditions (Czech and Scandinavian, for 
example) upon the direction of contemporary glass art development in 
the Baltic States; 
•  Similarities among the cultural traditions and glass practice; 
•  The facilities, techniques and materials introduced into art education 
establishments at various times influenced the practice of glass artists; 
•  Practice (sources of inspiration, use of colours and materials) and 
traditional culture; 
•  Use of recurrent rhythms, right-angled shapes and traditional ornaments. 
 
There had been a strong hot glass tradition. Nowadays, artists have had to transfer to 
kiln glass in view of the lack of facilities and the high cost of hot glass. The use of kiln 
glass differs from practice to practice. However, the use of flat glass remains the most 
significant material among contemporary Baltic glass artists. Furthermore, the use of 
mixed media has become a unifying element among glass artists in Latvia, Estonia and 
Lithuania. Moreover, recurring motifs, geometric shapes and use of colour bear witness 
to the artists’ closeness to traditional culture. 
 
5.1.2  In relation to the second objective: 
To identify the possible uses and development of Russian glass in contemporary glass 
practice in the Baltic States. 
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Through the research the possible uses of Russian glass in the contemporary Baltic 
glass practice were identified (See 3.1.4, p. 121). This was achieved by collecting 
substantial visual and theoretical information, which offered a platform for the 
development of the researcher’s personal practice. On the basis of personal practice 
recommendations concerning of use of rarely known glass are offered to other glass 
practitioners. 
   
The collected sources and personal experiments brought out the qualities of Russian 
glass in terms of compatibility, colour range and flatness. These are essential for the 
development of particular ideas. Most importantly, Russian glass provides a clear glass 
surface without any bubbles, texture or other colour inclusions.  The colour tones are 
especially bright and specific in comparison with glass from other companies such as 
Bullseye and Spectrum. It makes it possible to intensify the colours when creating 
multi-layered artworks. The lower costs of the glass reduce the expenses of studio glass 
practice, thus bringing economic benefit. 
 
Before the improvement in chemical composition a few years ago, Russian glass was 
not compatible with other colours. Nowadays Russian glass is fully compatible. The 
factory offers two types of flat glass, which can be used for fusing, slumping, casting 
and making stained glass artworks. Nonetheless, several artists are still interested in 
pursuing the more traditional uses of Russian glass in spite of the fact that The ‘Star’ 
glass factory refuses to give technical details about its glass, as a result of which 
stability and reliability cannot be guaranteed.    195 
To summarize the various uses of Russian glass and the variety of techniques and 
methods in the Baltic States:  
•  Fusing the glass parts together in order to make two or three-dimensional 
works; 
•  Fusing the glass sheets together to achieve a particular shape that could be 
ground and polished later; 
•  Casting the flat glass in a plaster mould; 
•  Slumping the glass in or over the mould and using other materials to create 
slumped artwork; 
•  Using glass in architectural glass compositions; 
•  Combining glass with textiles, cord or nylon thread; 
•  Combining glass with copper wire; 
•  Gluing glass to float glass, any other flat glass or hot glass elements. 
 
To summarize present researcher’s personal use of Russian glass, the researcher has 
used it in sculptured artworks and installations. Nevertheless, the present researcher’s 
experiments have also highlighted some negative aspects of the use of this material 
(See Chapter 3, p. 117). Despite these drawbacks the researcher has still have managed 
to explore its potential. This has been effected by: 
•  Combining glass with metal screws; 
•  Assembling glass with various adhesives; 
•  Assembling glass with metal rods. 
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5.1.3  In relation to the third objective: 
To produce a body of glass artwork that demonstrates the creative potential of new 
approaches for practitioners in the field. 
 
The substantial body of artworks was created during the research in order to devise new 
methods of assembling the glass. The resulting artworks are based on the practice of 
other artists as well as on the researcher’s personal experience. The latter allowed the 
researcher to analyze the aesthetic and practical qualities of the glass more precisely 
through a series of tests which demonstrated the advantages and disadvantages of using 
the glass. The researcher’s personal artistic expression was enhanced by the exploration 
of ideas through models, a series of sketches and glass artworks. 
 
The artworks created using various adhesives (See 3.3.2, p. 133) brought out the 
advantages and disadvantages in the assembling method. The textured surface of the 
glass pieces produced more varied look but could be only assembled with epoxy resin 
or silicone. However, the use of these bonds showed similar problems with aesthetic 
finish. This showed how important it is to choose the correct materials to create a 
particular shape or texture. The failures with shapes and adhesives, though small in 
number, led the researcher to experiment with UV bond. This bond was more 
appropriate for gluing flat-to-flat surfaces and offered a more acceptable finish (See 
3.3.2.3, p. 137).   
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Test pieces were produced to demonstrate the problems involved in assembling small 
glass pieces to achieve shapes and specific textures. The compacted textures and the 
diverse shapes tested the strength of the glass and its pressure points (See 3.3.2, p. 133). 
The assembling system took the form of a series of nests and woodpiles (See 3.4, p. 142 
and 3.5, p. 158). The assembling ideas are taken from nature and explored in my 
personal research. This offered gradations from light to very dark, which made similar 
shadows on the surface or surroundings.  
 
This architectural method of building up the shapes was time-consuming in terms of 
cutting, polishing the edges, cleaning and meticulous calculating. Another disadvantage 
was the limitation of scale (Russian glass is only 3mm thick). This would restrict future 
developments. If the scale was increased the shape would have to simplified, numerous 
layers could not be added, otherwise breakages would occur. 
 
‘Moment’ was created in order to demonstrate the potential of Russian glass (See 3.6, 
p. 166). The series involved the same issues as in previously created artworks: 
composition, spatial interaction and aesthetic qualities. The recurrent rhythms had been 
placed in two-dimensional works. Once these works were exhibited shadows appeared 
on the walls, which had the effect of turning the artwork from a two-dimensional to a 
three-dimensional one.  
 
The play of light and shade in the surroundings led to further experimentation in an 
effort to make the artworks more dynamic and lighter in construction. The idea led the 198 
researcher to increase the scale to test the strength of the fragile sheet in creation of 
large-scale compositions. The use of metal key rings or metal rods allows the 
researcher to dismantle the glass elements and rearrange them in a different order. This 
creates a new composition. The dismantled glass pieces and metal elements are easier 
to transport. They do not require much space and can be rearranged in a relatively short 
space of time. The present researcher’s practice therefore broadens the potential of 
Russian glass in individual artistic practice. 
 
5.1.4  In relation to the forth objective: 
To position the artworks within the context of glass art in the Baltic States. 
 
The aesthetic principles underlying the researcher’s a body of artwork, sources of 
inspiration, approaches and material were similar to those of other Baltic artists (See 
Chapter 4, p. 171). They involve recurrent geometric elements, the use of Russian 
coloured flat glass and mixed-media kiln technique. They were inspired by nature and 
architecture. These similarities were identified through the empirical case studies and 
available written and visual sources. These case studies allowed me to contextualize the 
researcher’s personal practice and at the same time to offer new methods for the use of 
Russian glass. 
 
A body of artworks produced during this research was presented at group exhibitions in 
the Baltic States as well as in Europe by Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian glass artists. 
In addition two solo exhibitions in Latvia demonstrated active involvement in regional 199 
glass art. However, the selection of the researcher’s personal artworks for the ‘Vitrum 
Balticum’ exhibition, which represented contemporary glass art in the three countries, 
enhanced the position within the Baltic glass art. The researcher’s active participation at 
the glass exhibitions and symposia, together with individual practice, is part of the 
present development of Baltic glass and at the same time paves the way for potential 
exploration. 
 
5. 2  Summary of the position of this research project in relation to 
the body of knowledge 
This research contributes to both the researcher’s personal practice and to the 
development of Baltic glass art. Through the theoretical and practical research, this 
project has demonstrated a contribution to knowledge is several ways: 
 
1.  It documented and analysed the development of glass art in Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania and offered the first contextualization of Baltic glass art from the 1950s to the 
present day. The case studies in this research project are of theoretical benefit: 
•  This theoretical benefit contributes a significant body of knowledge for 
practitioners and glass professionals through the first reinterpretation of 
international glass art history.  
 
2.  It created a series of glass artworks testifying to the creative use of Russian 
glass and extending existing methods of Baltic glass artists. The use of Russian glass 
offers a new possibility for glass practitioners in the UK to broaden their knowledge of 200 
the available materials from lesser known factories. There are economic and practical 
benefits: 
•  The economic benefits reduce the costs of creating artworks as well as the costs 
of studio maintenance; 
•  The practical benefits involve the use of Russian glass to create artworks based 
on a completely flat surface.  
 
3.  It contributed to glass art practice by offering an individual approach, which 
used two-dimensional material to create three-dimensional objects. This extends the 
variety of methods of using flat glass within the contemporary field of studio glass. 
This approach provides environmental, aesthetic and practical benefits: 
•  The environmental benefits involve the use of even recycled glass and of a 
relatively small amount of glass; 
•  The aesthetic benefits lie in the variety of configurations and in the resulting 
attractive play of light and shade;  
•  The practical benefits involve modest technical equipment and a relatively small 
space requirement.   
 
5.3  Areas for further research 
This research has demonstrated various methods of applying Russian coloured flat glass 
to create sculptured artworks and installations of various sizes. In addition, the created 
body of artworks embodies similar methods, techniques and sources of influence. As a 201 
result a number of issues for further research has been identified. There are three main 
categories: 
•  The development of other assembling methods and materials; 
•  The development of a further body of artworks in terms of size and complexity; 
•  Possible future avenues of research. 
 
5.3.1  The development of other assembling methods and materials 
The researcher’s personal methods of assembling flat glass pieces in sculptured forms 
have been critically examined. That examination has revealed similar techniques among 
other Baltic glass artists. The techniques include gluing of Russian glass, fusing, 
casting, combining with metal elements, textiles and stone as well as the use of mixed 
media. This is not a definitive view of the potential of Russian glass; merely a hint of 
the potential.  
 
The different methods of assembling could be developed in a series of experiments 
using different shaped constructions of glass pieces and different rhythmic patterns. 
Thus the glued pieces could achieve a more dynamic form at the same time preserving 
the idea of the fragility of glass within a strong structural framework. In addition, the 
different combinations of glass and metal elements could be developed in dynamic 
compositions, which would emphasize the relationship between the fragility and the 
strength of the glass.  
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A further development might be based on the various other materials in combination 
with glass. These materials could be other kinds of metal elements (hinges, metal 
screens or springs, for example) or even materials such as leather, ceramics or wood. 
Aesthetic compatibility could be determined by combining various coloured glass with 
each of the proposed materials. This would identify the potential, visual outcomes. 
Tests to determine the compatibility of strength and materials could be carried out. The 
use of each material requires careful calculation in terms of size and complexity.   
 
5.3.2  The development of a further body of artworks in terms of scale and 
complexity 
The size of the small flat glass pieces is a significant determining factor in the choice of 
the methods and materials of assembling. The increase in the number of glass pieces in 
the composition as a whole could be a new area for development. The simpler the 
assembling methods, the more complex the possibility of shape.  More interaction with 
space can be achieved by adjusting texture to the glass surface or through for example 
sandblasting or engraving. Future success sometimes depends on the preliminary use of 
models and sketches.  
 
This research experiments with the use of flat glass of one specific thickness (3 mm). 
There are problems with this thickness. The use of flat glass of greater thicknesses 
could be tested in the future. A possible solution might be the fusing coloured sheets 
together. Depending on the design the fused sheets could be polished on the sides or 
could be left untouched. The glass blocks (fused sheets) could also be slumped on a 203 
ramp, which would achieve a different thickness at each end of the glass block. A series 
of nests or woodpiles could be developed on a much larger scale.  
 
Mixed media artworks could be further developed by combining metal elements with 
glass. The aesthetic and practical issues of balance between metal and glass could be 
explored to reduce breakage. The research offers a method of assembling two-
dimensional works, which could be extended to three-dimensional works by joining 
more than two glass pieces together with one metal element.  
 
The increase in the thickness of glass requires complex and accurate tests in order to 
determine the balance between the weight and the strength of the glass. The complexity 
firstly depends on the method of assembling the glass pieces. The glued pieces of glass 
should make for increased stability in large-scale works but this does not entirely solve 
the problem of breakage. There are fewer weight issues with the use of glass blocks in 
combination with metal elements.  However, compositional solidity remains of 
paramount importance. The supporting elements of glass should be appropriate for each 
individual design depending on the complexity of shape and construction. 
 
5.3.3  Possible future avenues of research 
The case studies testified to the lack of academic research concerning the development 
of glass art in the Baltic States. This research offers the first contextualization of the 
development of glass techniques, which makes significant data available to glass 204 
professionals throughout the world. Still there is potential for the development of this 
subject through such subjects as: 
•  Similarities and differences in glass art development among small nations; 
•  The use of recurrent geometrical rhythmic patterns in the work of artists in other 
parts of the world; 
•  To extend and expand this research. 
 
Furthermore, the theoretical and practical aspects raised by the present researcher could 
be a fruitful area for further development. 
 
5.4  Concluding remarks 
The present researcher’s personal practice was enhanced and the knowledge acquired 
during this research was applied by: 
•  Taking part in exhibitions;  
•  Giving lectures; 
•  Providing master classes. 
 
This research has fulfilled its aims by developing methods for the use of Russian glass 
and setting them in the context of glass art in the Baltic States. The researcher’s 
personal practice offers various methods for the use of Russian glass based on recurrent 
geometric rhythmic patterns and is based on similar methods used by other Baltic 
artists. In addition, the development of techniques in the Baltic States has been 
identified and analyzed. This thesis provides the first examination of this development 205 
and is accompanied by written and visual materials. It thus makes a significant 
contribution to contemporary glass art and could be the basis for future research. In 
conclusion, the success of the papers given at conferences concerning the development 
of glass art in the Baltic States reveals the interest in the subject matter and its 
considerable importance. In the light of this the thesis will be published in English and 
in Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian. The artworks, which were specially created as part 
of this research, are to be seen in the context of the development of glass art in the 
Baltic States and will, it is hoped, serve as the basis for future creative practice. 
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Appendix 1 
Location of the main museums and art galleries holding collections of 
contemporary Baltic glass  
 
6.1 Museums 
 Several fine art and applied art museums in the Baltic States hold contemporary glass 
collections. Only a small part of them is open to the public. Catalogues are rare. 
However the necessary information was kindly provided by the curators of the glass 
collections. The largest Baltic glass collections are held in the following museums. 
 
The Estonian Museum of Applied Art and Design 
17 Lai Street 
Tallinn 10133, Estonia 
www.etdm.ee 
The museum holds a glass art collection of approximately 900 decorative glass items. 
This is the most significant collection of Estonian contemporary glass artworks. It 
represents glassware and a substantial body of glass artwork from the 1930s to the 
present day. A large part of the collection is in storage but there is significant number of 
items on permanent display in the museum. 
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Tallinn City Museum  
17 Vene Street  
Post Office Box 77 
Tallinn 10123, Estonia 
www.linnamuuseum.ee 
The collection contains about 2000 items of Estonian glassware and glass artworks. The 
oldest date back to the seventeenth century. However, the main collection consists of 
glassware produced in various glass factories in Estonia in the twentieth century. In 
addition there are engraved glass artworks created in the 1960 and 1970s by Maks 
Roosma and his students. 
 
The Estonian History Museum 
17 Pikk Street  
10123 Tallinn, Estonia 
www.eam.ee 
The museum holds a significant contemporary glass collection (approximately 1500 
items). These mainly involve engraved glassware made in Estonia between 1900 and 
1940. There are artworks by Maks Roosma from the 1940s including his famous work 
‘Song of Muhnu’ created in the 1960s. In addition the collection has artworks of 
contemporary artists such as Maie-Ann Raun, Tiina Sarapu, Eeva Käsper and Eve 
Koha. There is a small collection of glassware produced between the 1950s and the 
1970s at The ‘Tarbeklass’ factory. 
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The Museum of Decorative Arts and Design  
10/20 Skārņu street  
Riga LV-1050, Latvia 
www.dlmm.lv 
The museum holds the largest collection of contemporary glass art in Latvia 
(approximately 200 items). It includes stained glass panels which were created by 
various Latvian contemporary stained glass artists between the 1960s and the 1980s. 
The museum has a representative collection of Arnolds Vilbergs works from the 1960s 
onwards. It also houses a collection of glassware designs, vases and glass artworks 
from artists from the 1960s to the present day. Only a small part of the collection is on 
public display. 
 
The Museum of the History of Riga and Navigation  
4 Palasta Street 
Riga LV-1050, Latvia 
http://www.rigamuz.lv 
The museum houses a collection of glassware produced in glass factories in Latvia 
from the beginning of the twentieth century to the 1990s. Many items were made using 
engraving technique. The collection also includes a few artworks, engraved designs and 
decorative light objects by Arnolds Vilbergs. Unfortunately, there are only a few items 
on public display. Most of them are kept in storage in the museum.  
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The Mentzendorff’s House. Townsmen's Dwelling House-Museum. 17th -18th 
centuries 
18 Grēcinieku Street 
Riga LV-1050, Latvia 
http://mencendorfanams.com 
A significant contemporary glass collection is kept in the museum representing 
artworks created after Independence. This collection is not available to the public. 
However, there are two gallery spaces where glass exhibitions are organized throughout 
the year. The ‘Glass Art and Studies Centre’, which is located in the basement of the 
building, has a glass art studio. Regular exhibitions are held there.  
 
The Museum of Livani Glass Factory  
23 Zaļā Street 
Līvāni, Preiļu region, Latvia 
This museum offers examples from the whole of The ‘Livani Glass Factory’ production 
from 1887 to 2008. There are approximately 5000 items on display. This museum 
which is opened to the public is the only one of its kind in the Baltic States. 
 
 The Lithuanian Art Museum 
5 Bokšto Street 
Vilnius LT-01126, Lithuania 
www.ldm.lt 211 
The museum collection consists of more than 900 items of Lithuanian glass artworks, 
both historical and modern. The contemporary glass art collection holds artworks made 
in the 1950s and the 1960s by such artists as Stasys Ušinskas and Vitalija Blažytė. 
There is a significant collection of experimental works of the 1970s and the 1980s by 
artists such as Algimantas Žilys, Ramunas Balšys and Zaurbegas Muldarovas.  
 
The National M. K. Ciurlionis Art Museum and the Mykolas Zilinskas Art 
Gallery  
12 Nepriklausomybes Square 
LT-44311 Kaunas, Lithuania 
http://muziejai.mch.mii.lt/Prev_vers/kaunas/zilinsko_galerija.en.htm 
The museum has a significant collection of contemporary glass artworks by Lithuanian 
glass artists from the late 1950s to the early 1990s. Unfortunately, most of the artworks 
are on display. Catalogues are not made available.  
 
6.2 Galleries 
There are only two galleries specializing in glass art in the Baltic States – the Glass 
Gallery and Stained Glass Manufacturing Gallery.  
 
Glass Gallery  
6 Laipu Street 
Riga, LV-1050, Latvia 
http://www.stiklagalerija.lv 212 
This gallery was established in 2002 by three emerging Latvian glass artists – Bārbala 
Gulbe, Marta Ģibiete and Ramona Pēkšēna-Neiburga. This is still the only gallery in 
Latvia representing Latvian glass art. The gallery has also presented collaborative 
projects and exhibitions by other Baltic artists. The exhibitions change every month, 
giving a good insight into glass processes in Latvian glass practice.  
 
Stained Glass Manufacturing Gallery 
6-8 Stikliu Street 
Vilnius LT-01131, Lithuania 
www.stainedglass.lt 
This gallery was established by Julija Vaičienė in 2003. It offers examples of dalle de 
verre architectural glass compositions from the 1970s and contemporary stained glass 
panels. At the same the gallery time is a stained glass workshop, which offers classes 
for beginners as well as lectures concerning the history of stained glass in Lithuania. 
 
The following galleries organize glass exhibitions from time to time. 
 
A. Sūnas Gallery 
9/11 Kalēju Street 
Riga, LV-1050, Latvia  
http://www.stiklagalerija.lv 213 
This is a contemporary fine art gallery which has organized several glass art exhibitions 
of Baltic and international glass artists. There have been several collaborative projects 
with the Glass Gallery, which is branch of the A. Sūnas gallery. 
 
‘Hop Gallery’ 
2 Hobusepea Street 
Tallinn 10133, Estonia 
http://www.eaa.ee/hop/english.htm 
This is a non-profit making gallery, which exhibits applied arts and design artworks. 
Several glass art exhibitions by Estonian glass artists have been organized in the last 
few years. The exhibitions offer a good insight in conceptual glass art in Estonia.  
  
‘Kaks’ Gallery  
1 Lühike Jalg  
Tallinn 10130, Estonia 
This is a commercial art gallery specializing in applied art artworks. It represents 
artworks by professional and emerging glass artists and designers from Estonia, Latvia 
and Lithuania.  
 
Gallery ‘XX’ 
7 Laisves Street 
Panevežys, Lithuania  
www.galerijaxx.lt 214 
The gallery is owned by the Panevežys Section of the Lithuanian Artists’ Union. 
Although it offers mainly fine art exhibitions, there have been several glass exhibitions 
held there during the last decade. They have included exhibitions of artworks created at 
the Baltic glass symposium ‘Stiklo sodas’. 
 
‘Meno Parkas’ 
27 Rotušes Street 
Kaunas LT 44279, Lithuania 
www.menoparkas.lt 
This is the gallery of The Lithuanian Artists’ Association. It has also exhibited artworks 
by several Baltic glass artists. It promotes emerging glass artists who have graduated 
from The Kaunas Art Faculty and the Vilnius Art Academy.  
  
‘Dalia’ Art Gallery  
70 Zirmunu Street 
Vilnius 2012, Lithuania 
The gallery space is located on the ground floor of the ‘Dalia’ furniture centre. 
Collaboration between the owners and some stained glass artists has resulted in several 
stained glass exhibitions. There are examples of architectural glass making which are 
relatively small-scale and largely experimental. 
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Appendix 2 
Location of the main libraries holding information on Baltic glass  
 
Several libraries in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania hold information related to the 
development of Baltic glass art. The largest collections of books, periodicals and 
catalogues are located in the national libraries of each country. In addition, a significant 
collection of sources is held in the libraries of art academies. An especially good 
collection is housed in the glass department of The Estonian Academy of Arts. The 
largest collections are held in the following libraries: 
 
The National Library of Estonia 
2 Tõnismägi Street 
Tallinn 15189, Estonia 
www.nlib.ee 
   
The Estonian Academy of Arts 
1 Tartu Street  
Tallinn 10145, Estonia 
www.artun.ee 
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The National Library of Latvia 
The ‘Letonika’ reading room 
6/8 Jēkaba Street 
Riga LV-1050, Latvia 
www.lnb.lv 
 
The Latvian Academic Library 
The ‘Misiņš’ Library 
10 Rūpniecības Street 
Riga LV-1010, Latvia 
http://www.acadlib.lv 
 
The Art Academy of Latvia 
13 Kalpaka Boulevard 
Riga, LV-1867, Latvia 
www.lma.lv 
 
Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania 
51 Gedimino Street 
Vilnius LT-01504, Lithuania 
www.lnb.lt 
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The Vilnius Academy of Arts 
6 Maironio Street  
Vilnius LT-01124, Lithuania 
www.vda.lt 
 
The Kaunas Art Faculty 
4 Muitinės Street  
Kaunas LT-44280, Lithuania 
www.kdi.lt 
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Appendix 3 
Use of techniques by Baltic glass artists 
3.1  Cold techniques (engraving, acid etching, sandblasting and grinding) 
1950-1960  1960-1970  1970-1980  1980-1990  1990-2000  2000-2009 
Estonia           
M. Roosma 
M. Maasikas 
L. Jürgen 
H. Põld 
P. Ojamma 
 
M. Roosma  
S. Raudvee 
K. Vaks 
L. Jürgen 
H. Põld 
P. Ojamma 
 
M. A. Raun 
P. Ojamaa 
S. Raudvee 
L. Jürgen 
H. Põld 
 
S. Raudvee 
M. Saare 
P. Ojamaa 
I. Lill 
V. Soa 
E. Koha 
K. Koppel 
A. Oks 
M. Mikof-
Liivik 
M. A. Raun 
V. A. Keerdo 
P. Rudaš 
V.A. Keerdo 
K. Koppel 
P. Ojamaa 
I. Lill 
V. Soa 
E. Koha 
K. Koppel 
 
T. Sarаpu 
P. Ojamaa 
V. Kiil 
I. Lill 
E. Koha 
R. Hütt 
M. Sarapu 
A. Paloveer 
 
Latvia           
K. Freimanis  A. Vilbergs 
Ā. Ēmane 
A. Vilbergs 
Ā. Ēmane 
S. Bērziņa- 
Skrauce 
 
A. Vilbergs 
I. Lāce 
Ā. Ēmane 
Ē. Rass 
H. Erps 
A. Vilbergs 
A. Butelis 
I. Audere 
I. Dūdiņa 
I. Dūdiņa 
A. Butelis 
A. Vilbergs 
I. Ēmane 
A. Munkevica 
A. Bērziņa 
D. Gudovskis 
Lithuania           
S. Ušinskas 
V. Blažytė 
F. Ušinskaitė 
J.  Ušinskaitė 
 
S. Ušinskas 
V. Blažytė 
F. Ušinskaitė 
J. Ušinskaitė 
A. Stoškus 
K. Morkūnas 
A. Slegel 
G.Didžiūnaitytė 
 
 
 
J. E. Kaubrys 
R. Kriukas 
V. Janulionis 
V. Gutauskas 
S. Atkočiutė 
A. Rimkēvičius 
R. Kriukas 
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3.2  Architectural glass (stained glass and dalle de verre) 
1950-1960  1960-1970  1970-1980  1980-1990  1990-2000  2000-2009  
Estonia           
  S. Raudvee 
M. A. Raun 
 
S. Raudvee 
M. A. Raun 
A. Andresma 
D. Hofmann 
R. Prääts 
S. Raudvee 
D. Hofmann 
 
R. Prääts 
M. Saare 
K. Kiudsoo-
Värv 
T. Riisalu  
R. Hütt 
M. Köiva 
D. Hofmann 
R. Prääts 
T. Riisalu 
R. Hütt 
M. Saare 
E. Koha 
M. Köiva 
K. Kiudsoo- Värv 
D. Hofmann 
Latvia           
E. Cēsinieks  
Ģ. Vilks 
K. Freimanis 
J. Bīne 
E. Treilonis 
A. Lilientāls 
E. Veilands 
A. Vilkins 
V. Vimba 
J. Bīne 
A. 
Mucenieks 
N. Cēsiniece  
L. Bērziņš 
T. Grass Sr. 
E. Cēsinieks 
Ģ. Vilks 
K. Freimanis 
A. Mucenieks 
A. Vilkins 
M. Avotiņš 
G. Strauta 
L. Vasermane 
V. Ūdre 
M. Īvāne  
A. Vilbergs 
N. Cēsiniece 
L. Bērziņš 
T. Grass Sr.  
E. Cēsinieks 
A. Butelis  
S. Bērziņa-
Skrauce  
G. Strauta 
A. Vilbergs 
I. Lieckalniņa 
L. Vasermane 
M. Avotiņš 
A. Vilkins 
Ģ. Vilks 
M. Īvāne 
K. Freimanis 
N. Cēsiniece 
L. Bērziņš 
T. Grass Sr. 
A. Butelis 
S. Bērziņa-
Skrauce 
T. Grass Jr. 
I. Lieckalniņa  
E. Vikmane 
O. Krasnovs  
S. Utāne 
G. Strauta 
Z. Bormanis 
I. Kārklvalka 
M. Īvāne 
A. Butelis 
N. Cēsiniece 
L. Bērziņš 
G. 
Rozenberga 
M. Vaišļa 
A. Butelis 
S. Bērziņa-
Skrauce 
I. Ēmane 
A. Kļavnieks 
I. Stražuora 
J. Kovaļevska 
Z. Bormanis 
T. Grass Jr. 
D. Riekstiņa  
E. Vikmane 
O. Krasnovs  
S. Utāne 
G. Strauta 
I. Kārklvalka 
M. Īvāne 
V. Ūdre 
I. Strazdiņa 
D. Purviņa 
Ē. Rass 
A. Butelis 
S. Bērziņa-
Skrauce 
M. Vaišļa 
I. Ēmane 
A. Kļavnieks 
I. Strazdiņa 
D. Purviņa 
I. Stražuora 
T. Grass Jr.  
E. Vikmane 
O. Krasnovs  
S. Utāne 
L. Bērziņš 
N. Cēsiniece 
Z. Bormanis 
M. Ģībiete 
G. Strauta 
Lithuania           
S. Ušinskas  
K. Morkūnas 
A. Stoškus 
A. Galeckas 
A. 
Garbauskas 
A. 
Mackelaitė 
R. Krukaitė 
V. 
Jankauskas 
 
S. Ušinskas  
K. Morkūnas 
A. Stoškus 
A. Šlegel 
A. Garbauskas 
S. 
Kazimieraitis 
A. Galeckas 
A. Mackelaitė 
G. Baginskienė 
B. Grušas 
K. Šatūnas 
B. Gylyte - 
Vitkauskienė 
 
A. Stoškus 
K. Morkūnas 
K. Šatūnas  
B. Bružas  
A. Dovydėnas  
S. 
Kazimieraitis  
G. Baginskienė  
B. Grušas 
H. Kulšys  
I. Navickaitė- 
Lipiene 
 
 
 
A. Stoškus 
B. Bružas 
A. 
Dovydenas 
E. Markūnas 
K. Morkūnas 
N. Vilutytė 
Z. Vaičekonis 
I. Navickaitė 
– Lipiene 
 
 
B. Bružas 
A. Dovydenas 
E. Markūnas 
N. Vilutytė 
Z. Vaičekonis 
K. Morkūnas 
E. Valiūtė 
Ž. 
Mirinavičius 
I. Navickaitė – 
Lipiene 
 
 
B. Bružas 
A. Dovydėnas 
E. Markūnas 
V. Dailidenas 
E. Rakauskaitė 
L.Karčiauskaitė-
Potet 
I. Paltanavičiutė 
E. Valiūtė 
Ž. Mirinavičius 
L. Labanauskas 
A. Rimkevičius 
Z. Vaičekonis 
R. Peleckas 220 
3.3  Hot glass (blown, hot poured, sand casting and flameworking techniques) 
1950-1960  1960-1970  1970-1980  1980-1990  1990-2000  2000-2009  
Estonia           
H. Kõrge 
I. Vaher 
L. Jürgen 
 
H. Kõrge 
I. Vaher 
M. Maasikas 
S. Raudvee 
M. A. Raun 
L. Jürgen 
H. Põld 
M. Soovik- 
Lobjakas 
K. Vaks 
 
E. Mäelt  
K. Koppel 
P. Rudaš 
H. Kõrge 
M. A. Raun 
K. Vaks 
S. Raudvee 
M. Maasikas 
M. Mikof- 
Liivik 
A. Andresma 
L. Jürgen 
M. Soovik- 
Lobjakas 
 
E. Mäelt  
K. Koppel 
P. Rudaš 
M. Mikof-
Liivik 
K. Vaks 
V. A. Keerdo 
M. A. Raun 
A. Andresma 
V. Volens 
M. Soovik- 
Lobjakas 
 
E. Mäelt  
K. Koppel 
P. Rudaš 
M. Mikof-
Liivik 
V. A. Keerdo 
M. A. Raun 
K. Vaks 
K. Kiudsoo-
Värv 
T. Sarapu 
E. Käsper 
M. Saare 
M. Kõiva-Vällo 
M. Kannus 
E. Mäelt  
K. Koppel 
P. Rudaš 
M. Mikof-
Liivik 
K. K. Värv 
M. Lobjakas 
T. Sarapu 
V. A. Keerdo 
M. A. Raun 
K. Orgusaar 
K. Vaks 
M. Kannus 
K. Kerstna 
K. Saarepuu 
E. Käsper 
L. Junolainen 
Latvia           
I. Matveja 
M.Strazdiņa 
I. Matveja 
A. Vilbergs 
S. Bērziņa-
Skrauce 
M. Strazdiņa 
 
A. Rotčenko  
Ā.  Ēmane 
L. Safronova 
I. Lāce 
S. Rikša 
A. Vilbergs 
S. Bērziņa-
Skrauce 
J. Dunovskis 
D. Gudovskis  
A. Rotčenko 
S. Bērziņa- 
Skrauce 
Ē. Rass 
I. Lāce 
H. Erps 
A. Vilbergs 
M. Vaišļa 
D. Riekstiņa 
S. Auere 
I. Audere 
V. Groza 
I. Dūdiņa 
A. Bērziņa 
Z. Baiža 
A. Rotčenko 
D. Gudovskis 
I. Lāce 
A. Munkevica 
Ē. Rass 
I. Stepule 
J. Dunovskis 
I. Audere 
I. Dūdiņa 
A. Bērziņa 
D. Gudovskis 
A. Nīmanis 
A. Rotčenko 
I. Ēmane 
B. Gulbe 
V. Groza 
Ē. Rass 
J. Dunovskis 
A. Munkevica 
S. Bruže 
I. Brence 
Lithuania           
S. Ušinskas 
V. Blažytė 
F. 
Ušinskaitė 
J. 
Ušinskaitė 
 
G.Didžiūnaitytė 
R. Balsys 
A. Žylis 
G.Baginskienė 
V. Blažytė 
F. Ušinskaitė 
J. Ušinskaitė 
S. Ušinskas 
A. Šlėgel 
 
G.Didžiūnaitytė 
R. Balsys 
A. Žylis  
V. Grabauskas 
D. Ramelis 
G. Baginskienė 
V. Blažytė 
F. Ušinskaitė 
J. Ušinskaitė 
A. Diegel 
G.Didžiūnaitytė 
A. Žylis  
D. Ramelis 
A. Binkis 
R. Balsys 
V. Paulauskas 
V. Gutauskas 
R. Kriukas 
A. Daugėla 
V. Janulionis 
 
 
A. Žylis  
J. E. Kaubrys 
E. Žylite 
R. Kriukas 
A. Daugėla 
A. Rimkēvičius 
V. Paulauskas 
V. Gutauskas 
G.Didžiūnaitytė 
D. Ramelis 
V.Venclova 
R. Balsys 
S. 
Grablauskaitė 
R. Peleckas  
J. K. Kaubrys 
E. Kartanaite 
R. Kriukas 
R. Peleckas 
V. Gutauskas 
A. Daugėla 
A.Rimkēvičius 
V. Dailidenas 
I. Stulgaite 
V. Paulauskas 
S.Grablauskaitė 
R. Milevičiutė 
I. Peleckienė 
E. Unguraitis 
I. Borodina 
R.Andrašiūnaitė 
V. Anskaičiai 
J. Počiutė 
Ž. Navikaitė 221 
3.4  Kiln glass (casting, pâte de verre, slumping, fusing and mixed media) 
  1990-2000  2000-2009  
Estonia     
  R. Prääts 
M. Saare 
T. Sarapu 
S. Aršas 
E. Koha 
I. Lill 
V. Soa 
M. Saare  
 I. Lill 
E. Koha 
R. Prääts 
E. Käsper 
M. Sarapu 
K. Uslar 
M. Bukovec 
K. Sein 
T. Sarapu 
M. Kannus 
S. Aršas 
K. Öunapuu 
V. Kiil 
M. Lobjakas 
L. Junolainen 
K. Kiudsoo – Värv  
M. Kannus 
T. Riisalu 
A. Liis Leht 
E. Soon 
Latvia     
  Z. Baiža 
A. Bērziņa 
I. Strazdiņa 
I. Ēmane 
A. Munkevica 
M. Ģībiete 
A. Vilbergs 
V. Groza 
R. Neiburga 
I. Ēmane 
G. Zujevs 
A. Vilbergs 
I. Ēmane 
A. Munkevica 
M. Ģībiete 
A. Bērziņa 
B. Gulbe 
I. Dūdiņa               
D. Krūmiņš 
V. Groza 
R. Neiburga-Pēkšēna 
I. Ēmane 
G. Zujevs 
D. Gudovskis 
Z. Baiža 
A. Klintsone 
M. Liepa 
M. Atiķe 
D. Krūmiņš 
A. Vilbergs 
B. Zelča 
A. Vesele 
A. Rimša 
I. Audere 
A. Deksne 
J. Dunovskis 
I. Strazdiņa 
Lithuania     
  V. Paulauskas 
S. Grabliauskaitė  
V. Janulionis 
J. E. Kaubrys 
A. Daugėla 
A. Rimkēvičius 
V. Janulionis 
 
 
R. Mulevičūte 
S. Grabliauskaitė 
V. Gutauskas 
J. Počiute 
V. Dailidenas 
V. Gutauskas 
V. Janulionis 
E. Markunas 
A. Rimkēvičius  
R. Vazgienė 
 
E. Radvilavičiūtė – 
Utarienė 
E. Kartanaitė 
A. Andrucevičienė 
L. Nenartonytė – Auštė 
B. Rodaitė 
Ž. Navikaitė 
A. Danelevičiutė – 
Vaišnienė 
L. Labanauskas 
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Appendix 4 
Interviews   
 
The interviews for this research are empirical research material. Only one-to-one 
interviews were carried out. Group interviews were not considered because the answers 
might be influenced by other participants’ opinions and it would more complicated to 
obtain in-depth information about each artist’s ideas and experience.   
 
Each interview lasted approximately one hour. A conversational style was adopted 
using open-ended questions in order to elicit more detailed answers to questions 
specific to this research. The changes in sequence and form of the questions varied in 
the subsequent interviews. The interviews of two artists (see the list below) were 
followed up with second more detailed interviews. The answers gave specific and 
authentic information and contributed to the original theoretical and practical findings 
of this research.  
 
The selection of interviewees was based on each artist’s experience and professional 
achievements in order to gain a representative view of Baltic glass art development. 
The interviewees’ practice is based in one of the three countries which make up the 
Baltic States. The glass artists obtained qualifications in their particular region. They 
have also been involved in evoking the traditions of the region in which they practise; 
furthermore their achievements are recognized locally and internationally. Several 
artists have been or are still involved in education, thus taking an active part in the 
development process of glass art.  223 
The following glass artists were interviewed: 
Audere, Inguna (born May 8, 1965)  
Latvian glass artist and Professor/Head of the glass department at The Art Academy of 
Latvia since 2001 
 
Baiža, Zaiga (born July 16, 1964)  
Latvian glass artist  
 
Bērziņa, Anitra (born May 1, 1968)  
Latvian glass artist  
 
Bružas, Bronius (born March 25, 1941) 
Lithuanian glass artist and lecturer in the monumental art department at The Vilnius 
Academy of Arts  
 
Butelis, Agris (born December 16, 1948) 
Latvian glass artist  
 
Cēsiniece, Nora (born April 15, 1941)  
Latvian glass artist  
 
Dailidenas, Viktoras (born January 22, 1979) 
Lithuanian glass artist  
 
Dovydenas, Algirdas (born July 11, 1944)  
Lithuanian glass artist and Professor/ Dean of the visual and applied art faculty at The 
Vilnius Academy of Arts  
 
Dūdiņa, Ilze (born May 8, 1964)  
Latvian glass artist and Associate Professor in the glass department at The Art 
Academy of Latvia  
 
Dunovskis, Juris (born November 2, 1960) 
Latvian glass artist and founder of the first hot glass studio in Latvia 
 
Ēmane, Inita (born October 11, 1968)  
Latvian glass artist and lecturer in the glass department at The Art Academy of Latvia 
 
Grabliauskaitė, Sigita (born May 9, 1962) 
Lithuanian glass artist and Head of the glass department at The J. Vienožinskio Kaunas 
Art College  
 
Groza, Vineta (born August 20, 1964)  
Latvian glass artist and Associate Professor in the glass department at The Art 
Academy of Latvia  224 
Gudovskis, Dainis (born May 22, 1958) 
Latvian glass artist and lecturer in the glass department at The Art Academy of Latvia 
 
Gulbe, Bārbala (born May 24, 1972)  
Latvian glass artist and owner of the Glass gallery in Riga, Latvia  
 
Gutauskas, Valmantas (born November 23, 1961) 
Lithuanian glass artist and Associate Professor/Head in the glass department at The 
Kaunas Art Institute since 1987  
 
Ģibiete, Marta (born March 24, 1973) 
Latvian glass artist  
 
Kannus, Merle (born April 5, 1972) 
Estonian glass artist  
 
Kartanaitė, Egle (born July 6, 1976)  
Lithuanian glass artist and founder of the Glass Art Association ‘Stiklas Plius’ 
 
Käsper, Eeva (born October 18, 1971)  
Estonian glass artist and tutor in the glass department at The Estonian Academy of Arts  
 
Kaubrys, Jaunius Erikas (born March 3, 1967)  
Lithuanian glass artist  
 
Keerdo, Viivi-Ann (born July 29, 1946)  
Estonian glass artist and co-owner of the first hot glass studio in Estonia 
 
Kiudsoo-Värv, Kai (born August 12, 1968)  
Estonian glass artist  
 
Koha, Eva (born August 16, 1955) 
Estonian glass artist and Associate Professor in the glass department at The Estonian 
Academy of Arts  
 
Kriukas, Remigius (born March 14, 1961) 
Lithuanian glass artist and owner of the first hot glass studio in Lithuania 
 
Lill, Ivo (born June 24, 1953)  
Estonian glass artist  
 
Mäelt, Eino (born September 8, 1940)  
Estonian glass artist  
 
Markūnas, Eimutis (born June 7, 1959)  
Lithuanian glass artist  225 
Mirinavičius, Žydrūnas (born April 21, 1971) 
Lithuanian glass artist and tutor in glass history at The Vilnius Academy of Arts  
 
Munkevica, Anda (born September 20, 1974)  
Latvian glass artist  
 
Nīmanis, Artis (born November 24, 1978)  
Latvian glass artist and tutor in the glass department at The Riga Design and Art School 
 
Ojamaa, Pilvi (born December 21, 1930) 
Estonian glass artist  
 
Orgusaar, Kairi (born May 14, 1969)  
Estonian glass artist  
 
Peleckas, Ričardas (born May 13, 1969) 
Lithuanian glass artist and designer 
 
Pociūtė, Julija (born February 5, 1981)  
Lithuanian glass artist  
 
Prääts, Rait (born May 20, 1952)  
Estonian glass artist  
 
Purviņa, Dace (born August 19, 1969)  
Latvian glass artist  
 
Raun, Maie-Ann (born December 7, 1938)  
Estonian glass artist and Emeritus Professor/former Head of the glass department at 
The Estonian Academy of Arts (1984-1993)  
 
Rodčenkova, Aīda (born April 17, 1948)  
Latvian glass designer at the Livani glass factory (1974-2003) 
 
Rudaš, Peeter (born January 21/01/1942) 
Estonian glass artist and lecturer in drawing at The Estonian Academy of Arts 
 
Saare, Mare (born January 6, 1955)  
Estonian glass artist and Professor/Head of the glass department at The Estonian 
Academy of Arts since 1993  
 
Sarapu, Maret (born January 31, 1978)  
Estonian glass artist  
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Sarapu, Tiina (born November 16, 1971)  
Estonian glass artist and Associate Professor in the glass department at The Estonian 
Academy of Arts  
 
Sondore, Anna (born July 2, 1938)  
Latvian industrial designer (including glass design)  
 
Strazdiņa, Ieva (born March13, 1971)  
Latvian glass artist  
 
Stulgaitė, Indrė (born April 14, 1975)  
Lithuanian glass artist  
 
Uslar, Kristiina (born May 17, 1973)  
Estonian glass artist and technician in the glass department at The Estonian Academy of 
Arts  
 
Utāne, Sandra (born October 14, 1958) 
Latvian glass artist and Associate Professor in the glass department at The Art 
Academy of Latvia  
 
Vilbergs, Arnolds (born January 2, 1934)  
Latvian glass artist and founder of the glass art programme at The Art Academy of 
Latvia 
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Appendix 5 
Development of glass techniques 
See additional page of this file 
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Appendix 6 
Participation at glass exhibitions and symposia in the course of this 
research 
 
‘IGS 2006’ – International Glass Symposium  
‘Crystalex’ glass factory, Novy Bor (Czech Republic) 
11 – 15 October 2006 
 
‘Existence’ – solo exhibition 
 ‘Leduspagrabs’ gallery (Ice cellar), Vamiera (Latvia) 
16 February – 16 March 2007 
 
‘Notes and time’ – solo exhibition  
Glass gallery, Riga (Latvia) 
20 July – 13 August 2007 
 
‘Stiklas sodas’ (Glass garden) – International Glass Symposium  
‘Glasremis’ hot glass studio, Panevežys (Lithuania) 
18 - 26 August 2007 
 
‘Miniature’ – exhibition of Baltic glass and ceramic artists  
The Riga Porcelain Museum, Old Riga (Latvia) 
6 February – 3 March 2008 229 
‘Glass on the terrace’ – Latvian glass artists’ exhibition  
The European Union House, Riga (Latvia) 
21 February –18 April 2008 
 
‘The Baltic way’ – exhibition of Baltic glass artists  
‘Kunstbahnhof’ gallery, Dresden (Germany)  
5 March – 6 April 2008 
 
‘Berlin glass night’ – exhibition of Baltic glass artists  
Foundation ‘Glasbrücke’, Berlin (Germany) 
17 May – 31 August 2008 
 
‘Vitrum Balticum IV: New and Young’ – exhibition of Baltic glass artists 
A. Žmuidzinavičiaus Museum, Kaunas (Lithuania) 
13 November – 7 December 2008 
Klaipėdos Cultural Communication Centre (Lithuania) 
12 December 2008 – 9 January 2009 
Alytus Local Lore Museum, ‘Skrydis’ gallery (Lithuania) 
6 February – 6 March 2009 
 
‘3rd International glass festival 2009’ 
‘Atelier d’Art du Verre’, Asselborn (Luxembourg)  
28 – 30 August 2009 230 
Appendix 7 
Papers presented in the course of this research project 
 
Vesele, A. (2008). ‘The tradition of Glass-Making in Latvia’. Paper presented at the 
conference: Estonian Glass 380. Jarvakandi Glass Museum (Estonia). 21 April, 2008. 
 
Vesele, A. (2008). ‘Contemporary Baltic glass in the European glass scene’. Paper 
presented at the conference: Identifying European Contemporary Glass through 
tradition, culture and technology. The Glass and Ceramics School on Bornholm 
(Denmark). 14 -15 September, 2008. 
 
Vesele, A. (2008). ‘Mūsdienu Latvijas stikla māksla Eiropas kontekstā’ (Contemporary 
Latvian glass on the European glass scene). Paper presented at the conference: Stikla 
māksla Latvijā (Glass art in Latvia). The Art Academy of Latvia. 6 November, 2008. 
(in Latvian). 
 
Vesele, A. (2008). ‘Contemporary Baltic Glass on the European Glass Scene (revised 
version)’. Paper presented at the conference: Vitrum Balticum: New and Young. The 
Kaunas Art Institute (Lithuania). 14 November, 2008. 
 
Vesele, A. (2009). ‘Baltic glass: The development of new artworks based on historical 
and contemporary contextualization’ in Parallels and connections: A  ceramics and 231 
glass research student conference ‘09. University of Sunderland. 18 – 20 March, 2009. 
Conference proceedings Sunderland: University. p. 34. 
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Appendix 8 
History of glass art in the Baltic States 
8.1  History of cold glass techniques 
The creation of individual artworks using cold glass techniques dates back to the 1930s 
in all three Baltic countries. The establishment of a glass factory by Johaness Lorup in 
the 1930s was a significant step towards the development of engraving technique in 
Estonia. As early as 1936 the factory started to produce luxury crystal wares
40
 
 
(Ruussaar, 2006, p.68) which sported engraved designs. In the same year, the glass 
department at The State School of Industrial Art in Tallinn was established to train 
artists and designers to elaborate designs for glassware and decorations. 
Maks Roosma became the Head of this department after studying at The Haida (Novy 
Bor) Industrial Glass School in Czechoslovakia (1937/38). He changed the Estonian 
glass programme ‘from handicraft-orientated to emphasizing Art Deco style’ (Raun, 
1996, p.5). He is regarded as the founder of the professional glass movement in 
Estonia. Furthermore, Maks Roosma created a substantial a body of work mainly using 
engraving technique. His talent was acknowledged at the 1937 Paris World Fair where 
he was awarded a gold medal for his engraved vase. 
  
The development of engraved glass in Latvia differs slightly. Fine artists, who did not 
have specific training in applied arts, elaborated designs for The ‘Iļģuciems’ glass 
factory. As in Estonia, designs were based on the Art Deco style. Romans Suta was one 
                                                 
40 Crystal is a type of glass made with lead oxide, which gives ‘brilliance, stability, good cutting quality 
and long hot working’ (Bray, 1995, p. 82). 233 
of the most actively engaged artists, who created designs for glass and porcelain ware. 
His works were shown throughout Europe where they were acknowledged for their 
‘new forms and [the] visual meaning [they gave] to the decorative arts’ (Mansbach, 
1999, p.165). His success was cemented by the receipt of the Grand Prix Award for his 
crystal ware design at the 1937 Paris World Fair. Glass forms from Tsarist times 
(nineteenth-century Russia) were used as a base for engraved designs. Glass-dust and 
stone wheels were used. However, the lack of training for designers affected the 
development of cold glass in subsequent decades. The situation changed only at the 
beginning of the 1960s when new knowledge and skills were brought from 
Czechoslovakia by Arnolds Vilbergs (See 2.3.1, p. 38). 
 
In Lithuania designs employing cold glass techniques were rarely used because the hot 
and stained glass traditions predominated. However, there is evidence of painting and 
acid etching techniques in the works of Stasys Ušinskas who is considered as a founder 
of professional glass art movement in Lithuania. He created his designs at The 
‘Aleksotas’ glass factory in Kaunas but he is better known for his stained glass panels 
(See 2.4.1, p. 55).  
 
8.2  History of stained glass  
Stained glass has a long tradition in the Baltic States. However, it is difficult to pinpoint 
the beginnings of stained glass in each country. The archives contain very little 
documentation in this respect. In any case to research this particular area is beyond the 
remit of this thesis. In Latvia the first stained glass guild was found in 1541(Audere, 234 
2004, p. 57). Germans founded and owned all the stained glass workshops until the 
beginning of the twentieth century (Pujāts, 1958, p. 90). The situation changed after the 
Second World War when many Baltic Germans closed their workshops and returned to 
Germany. Latvians had already achieved a professional level in the making of stained 
glass and could develop this medium by themselves. As in Latvia the development of 
stained glass in Estonia was also influenced by the Germans. The Lithuanian glass 
craftsmen’s guild was established in the city of Vilnius in 1663. Although there was a 
strong German influence on the development of Lithuanian stained glass the influence 
of Catholic traditions was probably more significant.  
 
Knowledge of French stained glass traditions was brought to Latvia and Lithuania by 
artists who had studied in France at the beginning of the twentieth century. Latvian 
artists Kārlis Brencēns (1879-1951) and Ansis Cīrulis (1883-1942) studied stained glass 
in Paris. The former studied at the Felix Gaudin studio and in The École des Beaux Arts 
in Paris whereas the latter studied at the Julien and Viti private art academies and at 
The Ecole du Louvre (Pujāts, 1958, p. 110). French traditions came to influence 
Lithuanian stained glass thanks to Stasys Ušinskas (1905-1974) who was a student of F. 
Leger, A. Exter, and H. Magne in Paris in the 1930s. 
 
This fine art background led to the emphasis on the use of painting on stained glass 
panels. The situation changed only in the 1950s when more leaded calm patterns were 
introduced (See 2.4.1, p. 55). 
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8.3  History of blown glass  
Blown glass in the Baltic States dates back to the sixteenth century. It mainly involved 
the production of glass household objects such as bottles, glassware and window panes. 
The first blown glass workshop was established in Vilnius in Lithuania in ca 1525. In 
1628 a hot glass workshop was founded on the island of Hiiuma in Estonia (Roosma, 
1966, p. 106). The glass industry in Latvia was successfully established in 1645. In 
subsequent centuries interest in the development of local industries stimulated glass 
production, which was also affected by political changes in each of the three countries 
(See 1.1, p. 3).   
 
Several small glass workshops were producing various glass products until the late 
twentieth century. However, the first glass factory was founded in 1888 in 
Sarkandaugava in Riga. It was followed by The ‘Kalvarija’ glass factory in Lithuania 
and The ‘Iļģuciems’ glass factory in Latvia at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
The ‘Aleksotas’ glass factory was established in Lithuania in 1927 with the support of 
Czech glass specialists who provided technical information (Simanaitienė, 2000, p. 
230). Johannes Lorup, who was educated in Czechoslovakia and Germany, founded the 
glass factory in Tallinn in 1934. He modernized production and design to such a level 
that Estonian glass goods ‘could compete with imported glass goods’ (Ruussaar, 2006, 
p. 68).   
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Appendix 9 
Hot glass design 
Section 2.5 examined hot glass in the Baltic States. The role of hot glass design has also 
been an important part of Baltic glass artists’ practice but it is not primarily related to 
the aims of this research. Thus it was decided to include a very short account of hot 
glass design in this appendix.  
 
In Estonia The ‘Tarbeklaas’ factory (formerly Lorup’s glass factory) produced copies 
of Russian engraved glass forms from 1945 to 1953 (Raun, 1996, p. 6). Helga Kõrge 
and subsequently Ingi Vaher and Mirjam Maasikas became the first Estonian glass 
designers to elaborate designs for mass production. They used blown and engraving 
techniques (Figure 316). Many other artists went to work in the glass factories in Russia 
and Belarus (See 2.5.1, p. 81) (Figure 317). The designs of the Estonian glass artists 
were acknowledged throughout the USSR ‘for a good sense of ensemble, soft smoky 
colours and geometric forms’ (Raun, 1996, p. 6). 
 
       
        Figure 316: Mirjam Maasikas     Figure 317: Leida Jürgen ‘Sensitive’ dessert set 1963 
               Wine set 1955-1960    237 
During the Second World War many glass artists and masters left The ‘Latvijas Stikls’ 
factory (the former ‘Iļģuciems’ factory) and some even emigrated. The situation 
changed only in 1959.  Ilga Matveja and Malda Strazdiņa, graduates of The Applied 
Art High School of Riga, started to work as designers at this factory. The artists only 
executed designs, which were later realized by factory glass blowers. Until the 1980s 
the chief designer Ilga Matveja elaborated more than 20 designs for glassware 
(Kučinska, 1994, p.25) (Figure 318).  
           
Figure 318: Ilga Matveja, Wine set 1960s       Figure 319: Algimantas Žylis, Glassware set 1970 
 
Gražina Didžiunaitė and Algimantas Žilys from Lithuania were the first artists to start 
creating designs for industrial glass production in the 1960s (Figure 319, for example). 
They made non-functional plates and vases using multi-layered glass (Nataviličienė, 
2001). This method was also used by other artists in subsequent decades. The glassware 
designs were created using transparent and coloured glass as well as metal inclusions 
(Figures 320 and 321). As in Latvia and Estonia, Lithuanians could experiment with hot 
glass using facilities in the glass factories where they were employed. A few 
experimental designs using free blown technique were later added to the production 
line.  238 
            
Figure 320: Danielius Ramelis, Glassware set 1986   Figure 321: Alfonsas Binkis, Decorative vases 1986 
 
In the 1970s the situation of the glass industry in the Baltic States was similar to that in 
Europe. Automation was introduced, which necessitated new designs (Ricke, 2002, 
p.258). In Latvia the glass industry flourished thanks to a young generation of glass 
artists. Although a new, larger hot glass kiln was installed and other technological 
improvements were made in The ‘Līvanu Stikla fabrika’ in 1957 (Vanags, 2001, p.8), 
the first glass designer was employed only at the beginning of 1971 (Figure 322). The 
high point in the history of glass design in Latvia came in the 1980s (Figure 323). 
Crystal production was also established (1981) (Vilcāns, 1987, p.18). 
 
          
    Figure 322: Ludmila Safronova ‘Diplomat’ 1975    Figure 323: Ināra Lāce ‘Etna’ 1983  
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Glassware designs were mainly created using free blown and mould blown techniques. 
Transparent glass and glass of various colours were used (Figures 324 and 325). Glass 
cutting saws and sandblasting were introduced in the middle of the 1980s (Vilcāns, 
1987, p.18).  
 
          
            Figure 324: Aīda Rotčenkova ‘Abava’ 1981         Figure 325: Herberts Erps  
‘Underground stream’ 1986 
 
In Estonia mould blown, free-blown and pressed glassware was produced in the 1970s. 
Colourless or brightly coloured glass was ground, engraved and painted (Tarbeklaas, 
1974, p.3) (Figure 326).  
     
Figure 326: Helga Kõrge, Vases ‘Lia’ 1970s                Figure 327: Eino Mäelt ‘Sinai’ 1980 
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Green and smoke-coloured glass was mainly used in Estonian glass production in the 
1980s (Figure 327). In addition to utilitarian glassware, the designs for non-functional 
vases and glasses were created using free-blown and mould blown techniques (Anne 
Tiivel, personal correspondence, 7 February, 2007) (Figure 328).  
.    
      Figure 328: Tiia-Lena Vilde ‘Fiancée’ 1982 
 
The situation in the glass factories changed in the first years after Independence. All the 
factories in the Baltic States had to adapt to the new economic conditions. It was very 
hard to compete with much larger and better known glass industries in Europe. The 
situation had a strong impact on artists. The factory authorities were not interested in 
collaborating with artists because it was not economically profitable to do so. Thus 
artists had to find other ways of realizing their ideas in hot glass. 
 
Swedish investors bought The ‘Tarbeklaas’ glass factory in Estonia and renamed it 
‘Scancrystal’ at the beginning of the 1990s. There were a few collaborations with glass 
designers during the next decade (Scancrystal, 2001, p.2). The most significant one was 
the Design Competition in 2001 (Figures 329 and 330). However, the change of 
ownership and financial problems led to the closure of the factory in 2007. Thus the 241 
glass industry in Estonia no longer exists and artists are realizing their works in other 
countries or in small hot studios throughout Estonia. 
 
   
Figure 329: Tiina Sarapu ‘Tomorrow’ 2000-2002  Figure 330: Kai Kiudsoo-Värv ‘Elisabeth’ 2001 
 
The situation in Latvia is similar. The last working factory ‘Letglass’ was closed in 
2008. In spite of the closure Artis Nīmanis, the Latvian glass designer, continues to 
create designs and to realize them in other European countries where the industry still 
exists, for example, Poland. He creates mould blown glass plates with silvering
41
 
 and 
colouring inside the plates (Figures 331 and 332). 
       
        Figure 331: Artis Nīmanis ‘Plate’ 2006   Figure 332: Artis Nīmanis ‘Black and white’ 2009 
                                                 
41 A thin layer of metal, usually silver, placed onto the glass surface in order to produce a mirror effect 
(Bray, 1995, p. 202). 242 
The large glass factories producing glassware are also now closed in Lithuania. 
However, Lithuanians have established three large hot glass studios – ‘Vilniaus stiklo 
studija’ (Vilnius glass studio), ‘Glasremis’ and ‘Stiklo paslaptis’ (Secret of glass). 
Functional, non-functional glassware and paperweights are produced in relatively large 
quantities (Figures 333 and 334).  
 
     
Figure 333: ‘Vilniaus stiklo studija’     Figure 334: ‘Stiklo paslaptis’ 
       Decorative glassware 1999       Decorative glassware 2000s 
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Appendix 10 
History of The ‘Star’ glass factory 
The ‘Star’ glass company official website (2002) informs us that the Chernyatinsk glass 
melting factory was founded in 1785 (Figure 335) by the Russian industrialist Anatoly 
Maltsev.  The factory was established in order to produce windowpanes for households 
in Russia. All the glass was produced manually until approximately 1930 when the 
factory was mechanised and coloured flat glass production was introduced. 
 
 
          Figure 335: Chernyatinsk glass factory 
 
After the Second World War the Chernyatinsk glass factory was re-established and 
continued to work until 1999 when it ‘was incorporated into a group of companies 
Star'Glass’ (‘Star’ glass factory, 2002).  This group also includes The ‘Steklofara’ 
factory in Zaprudnja (Moscow region) and the KIZTA factory in Klintsy (Bryansk 
region). 
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Appendix 11 
Heating schedules for fire polishing Russian glass 
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Table 5: Dark green, amber, dark and light blue glass (soft edges) 
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Table 6: Orange, red and flashed glass (soft edges) 
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Appendix 12 
Characteristics of Baltic glass practices and the researcher’s personal 
practice 
 
See additional page of this file 
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Appendix 13 
Suppliers of materials 
 
‘Star’ glass factory 
6 Lenin Street 
Dyatkovo district 
242640, Russia 
www.starglass.ru 
 
Tatra glass 
Duke Street 
Loughborough 
Leicestershire 
LE11 1ED, England 
www.tatra-glass.co.uk 
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Appendix 14 
Publications in the course of this research  
 
Vesele, A. (2008). ‘Stikls uz terases: Izstāde Eiropas savienības mājā Rīgā’ (Glass on 
the terrace: Exhibition at the European Union House in Riga). Exhibition catalogue. p.3 
(in Latvian and English). 
 
Vesele, A. (2008). ‘Ieva Strazdiņa: Glass’. Exhibition catalogue. p. 2 (in Latvian and 
English). 
 
Vesele, A. (2008). ‘Trauslais Eiropas stikls’ (European fragile glass). Dizaina studija 
(Design studio). 6 (16). p. 27 (in Latvian). 
 
Vesele, A. (2008). ‘Latvijas stikla mākslinieki un dizaineri Dānijā’ (Latvian glass 
artists and designers in Denmark). Kultūras forums. (Cultural forum). 31 October 2008. 
p. 8. (in Latvian). 
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